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GENERAL INFORMATION FOR THE TOWN OF STRATHAM
TELEPHONE NUMBERS: (*denotes an emergency number)
*Fire Department (to report a fire) 772-31 13*
Fire House Business number (not to report a fire) 772-9756
*EMS Emergency number (ambulance) 772-31 13*
*Pol ice Department (emergency number) 772-6047*
Pol ice Department (business number) 778-9691
Town Clerk/Tax Col lector 772-4741
Selectmen's Office/Town Administrator 772-7391
Highway Department 772-5550
Building Inspector 772-4741
Bui lding Permits/C.E.0 772-4741
Wiggin Memorial Library 772-4346
Historical Society 778-0434
Stratham Memorial School 772-5413
Recreation Commission (Debra Bai ley) 772-8847
TOWN OFFICE HOURS:
Monday thru Friday: 8:30 am to 4:00 pm (closed legal holidays)
LIBRARY HOURS:
Monday 10am-5pm; Tuesday 1pm-8pm; Wednesday 10am-8pm; Thursday 1pm-5pm;
Friday 10am-8pm; Saturday 10am- 1pm.
HISTORICAL SOCIETY HOURS:
Tuesdays 9am- 11am; Thursdays 2pm-4pm; first Sunday of month 2pm-4pm.
STRATHAM TRANSFER STATION HOURS:
Saturdays only 9am-4pm (winter hours Nov.-April, 2nd and 4th Saturdays)
MEETINGS:
Selectmen's Meetings: Mondays 7:30 pm (exception of Legal Holidays)
Volunteer Fire Department: 1st and 3rd Tuesdays 8:00 pm
2nd and 4th Tuesdays Training
4th Tuesday - EMS Training
Planning Board: 1st Wednesday of month - Work Session 7:30 pm
3rd Wednesday of month - Public Hearing 7:30 pm
Board of Adjustment: Upon request
Building Inspector: Monday and Thursday evenings 5-7 pm by appointment
Stratham Fair Committee: Last Wednesday of month 7:30 pm at Fire House
Garbage and recycling collection: Thursdays and Fridays, set out at the
curb by 7:00 a.m. Refer to collection calender for schedule of alternat-
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STRATHAM BOY SCOUT TROOP #185
Night after night of hearing on the news about youth kill-
ings and gang violence, it is refreshing to hear about the good
kids and their contributions to their communities. Stratham has
a group of those kids in the Boy Scout program. There are about
21 boys who are active in Scouting. The rank of Eagle Scout is
the top award that can be achieved in Scouting which is difficult
to attain. In the last two years, we have had 7 young men become
Eagle Scouts. This is a testament not only to them but of their
parents, scout leaders, and to the community.
One of the requirements of the rank of Eagle is a community
service project which not only provides for planning and coordi-
nating of volunteers and materials, but also accomplishes a
lasting and meaningful contribution to the community. On the
adjoining page, you will see some of the finished projects that
these scouts have accomplished. They include the clean-up and
landscaping of two cul-de-sacs by Cyrus Dimock; the building of a
playground at the Park by Mark Hamel; clean-up and landscaping at
the mill pond by Dan Dolan; construction and placement of a
welcome to Stratham sign near Shaw's by Jeremy Kube; and comple-
tion of the Barbara Senko Reading Garden behind the Wiggin Memo-
rial Library by Ross Phillips. A foot bridge will be rebuilt at
the Town Forest by Scott Hamel and David Dolan is planning a
clean-up, repair, and repainting of the firehouse in the Spring.
These are some of the more recent projects. Other projects
completed within the last two years have included a clean-up of
the Town landing at the end of River Road by Tim O'Keefe and
rebuilding of the ice skating area at the Park by Greg Young.
We would like to take this opportunity to recognize these
young men for their efforts and to thank them for their contribu-
tions towards making their community a better place to live.
There are a lot of good kids out there and we happen to have more
than our share. So, let us all take pride in the fact that our
community is a better place because of their efforts.




James F . Hayden
We were saddened in July by the sudden passing of Jim
Hayden, our Code Enforcement Officer. Jim was hired in the
Spring of 1993 to start this new position in Stratham. In the
short time he was with us in this capacity, he made a significant
contribution to our enforcement policies and methods. Jim was a
very active citizen in his home town of Newfields, but we felt
like he was one of our own. His Yankee manner and good humor
will be sorely missed at the Town Office. Although he served as
Code Enforcement Officer for a brief period, he also served the
Town of Stratham for many years as lot inspector, soil scientist,
and trusted advisor in land use and other town government related
matters. His accomplishments will be with us and many others in
the region and beyond.
We take this opportunity to
effect and influence he had on us
remember and reflect on Jim's




Being a leader of a volunteer organization which has many
responsibilities is a very hard job. Stan Walker, Fire Chief of
the Stratham Volunteer Fire Department, had that kind of job and
did it well. Balancing the need for professionalism and training
with the volunteer aspects of the department, at times, took some
doing, but Stan in his low key and easy manner could keep all
these aspects in perspective. We are proud to say that we have a
very well trained and equipped department. It is also one of the
largest in the state. Stan has been a key player in making the
Stratham Volunteer Fire Department a well respected and dedicated
organization in the Seacoast and the State.
In January, Stan handed over the chief's helmet to Assistant
Chief Bob Cushman. We wish to thank Stan for his dedication,
hard work and untold number of hours of time over the past 15
years. His policies and methods will continue for many years to
come. Stan is not leaving and we expect to see him around the
fire station as well at calls.
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Paul R. Deschaine
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Michael Sullivan, Library Director
TOWN CLERK-TAX OOLLECTOR
Joyce A. Rowe term exp. 1996
Shirley S. Daley, Deputy
Brenda Mason, Secretary
TREASURER
Kenneth F. Lanzillo term exp. 1996
HIGHWAY AGENT
Fred A. Hutton, Jr.
FIRE CH IEF/BUILDING I NSPECTOR
Ralph S. Walker, Jr.
CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICER
James F. Hayden/Terry Barnes
POLICE DEPARTMENT






































PLANN I NG BOARD
Joseph Derwiecki, Ch. term exp.
Gary A lamed term exp.
Nancy Fox term exp.
William Krooss term exp.
John Sapienza, Selectman Rep.









George Miller, Alt. term exp. 1997
BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
Neil Rowe, Chair. term exp. 1995
Christopher Rowe, V.C .term exp. 1997
Bruce Barker term exp. 1995
Dwight Crow term exp. 1996
Graeme Mann, Alt. term exp. 1997
Joseph Downey, Alt. term exp. 1996
Dorothy Long term exp. 1997
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
James Cushman, Chair. term exp. 1997
Gordon Barker term exp. 1997
Gerald Batchelder term exp. 1995
June Sawyer term exp. 1996
John Sapienza, Selectman Rep.
Robert Keating, Alt. term exp. 1997
Larry Morse term exp. 1996
Garvase White term exp. 1997
Todd Papa leg is term exp. 1997
BUDGET O0M*IITTEE
Kathryn Bickford term exp. 1995
Victor Col 1 inino term exp. 1995
Lucy Smith term exp. 1995
James Scarrman, Sr. term exp. 1995
Andrew Wiggin term exp. 1995
June Sawyer term exp. 1995
SOLID WASTE COMMITTEE
W. Douglas Scanrman Jr term exp. 1995
John Sapienza term exp. 1995
Christopher Duffy term exp. 1995
Fay Rubin term exp. 1995
Barbara Senko term exp. 1995
W. Douglas Scannman Sr term exp. 1995
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SELECTMEN'S REPORT
It has been another busy year in the Selectmen's office.
After Town Meeting, when we welcomed John Sapienza to the Board,
we started the long and involved reassessment process. We hired
Avitar Associates of Chichester, NH to do the complete reassess-
ment. This involved a sales analysis and an extensive update of
the housing inventory of the Town. The total net value of all
buildings and land went from $316,319,530 to $366,765,168. The
new computerized system is now set up to upgrade the values each
year to keep at or close to market value.
In mid summer, we lost our Code Enforcement Officer and good
friend, Jim Hayden, due to his sudden death. Jim had been with
us for over a year in the CEO position. His knowledge and in-
sight created a comprehensive enforcement policy which was well
received. His easy going manner and common sense will be missed
at the Town Office. Terry Barnes was hired to take over the CEO
duties shortly after Jim's death. With Jim's procedures and
Terry's knowledge of the workings of the Town, he was able to
step right into and continue the duties of the CEO with minimal
interrupt ions
.
Another area of concern which has taken up much on our time
is the handling of our solid waste. Our current disposal option
with the Lamprey Cooperative ends in November of 1995. After
fifteen years of successful operation, the Cooperation will be
closing the incinerator at the University. The executive board
of the Cooperative has been exploring many options for the haul-
ing and disposal of the solid waste. Their final plan calls for
the construction of a transfer station and hauling the consoli-
dated rubbish to another institution. This plan did not include
a recycling option. The Town of Stratham's successful volunteer
recycling program and the many requests for curbside recycling
made us look at other options. Newmarket, who also belongs to
the Cooperative, had the same concerns as we did. They were
approached by Gobin Disposal Systems who proposed a one truck
system to collect both rubbish and recyclables at a considerable
savings. Because Gobin Disposal Systems had excess capacity, they
made a proposal to us for the same program. After some negotia-
tions, we sign a contract with them which fulfilled may of our
needs at a savings to the taxpayer. The new program started in
February 1995. To encourage recycling, some towns have gone to a
pay-per-bag method of rubbish collection. Because we will be
paying less (about 20%) to process the recyclables versus the
cost of rubbish disposal, we hope this incentive will promote
recycling and continue to allow us to provide these services
through taxes. If we get about a 20% reduction in rubbish be-
cause of recycling, we expect to save about $30,000 each year of
the contract. So if you are not now recycling, we hope you will
reconsider. It is easy and it would save both some tax dollars
and natural resources.
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Another aspect of solid waste concerns involves the old
landfill now the Transfer Station on Union Road. As you know, we
asked for and were given about $21,000.00 last year at Town
Meeting to close the landfill. Because of some misunderstandings
and the fact that the NH Department of Environmental Services has
changed the requirements of the closure, we are asking for an
additional $90,000.00 this year to finish the State approved
closure plan. We also will not be able to burn brush and clean
wood after July at the Transfer Station. The two possible alter-
natives to burning is transporting the brush to an approved
landfill at considerable expense, or chipping the brush for
landscaping uses. In the CIP, we are asking for a chipper and we
will make the chips available to the towns people at the Transfer
Station. This method seems to be the most economical.
The Planning Board has received a Coastal Zone Grant to
upgrade and revise the Master Plan. The Plan was last updated in
1989 and a committee has been appointed to look at the Plan. The
committee, with the help of the Rockingham Planning Commission,
will recommend changes to the Planning Board. This process
should be completed by the late fall of 1995.
The Highway Department continues to operate with four full-
time employees while they continue to maintain our excellent, we
believe, road system. Because of the changes at the Transfer
Station and increases in our lawn mowing requirements, we are
hoping to put on a new person in the summer to help in these
areas. We are also asking for a new snowplowing truck in our CIP
this year. The truck we wish to replace is 10 years old and has
moved a lot of snow over the years, but is now starting to cost
us considerable dollars in upkeep. With our road system expand-
ing with new development, our need for a dependable truck in-
creases. We hope you will support our requests.
Last year, the Police Department leased three new cars at a
considerable savings in cost both in maintenance and down time.
The program has worked quite well. They also have video cameras
in the patrol cars to document their activities for court and
conduct. After some problems with the cameras, they are now
working well and the Department is quite pleased with their
performance. A part-time prosecutor was hired to do the court
work for the Department. We are sharing her services with Exeter
and we are having a very high conviction percentage. This also
frees up our patrolmen to be out providing the police protection
for which they were trained rather than spending many hours in
the court room.
The Town Office is asking for about $20,000.00 to computer-
ize the car registration process. This system will send out a
printout of the registrations that need to be renewed each month
with a bill included. This will enable the car owner to do his
or her registration by mail, thus saving the trip to the office.
This change should help those who work out of town and must take
time off now to register their vehicle.
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In January, our long time Fire Chief resigned because of
increased job involvement. Stan Walker has worked tirelessly to
make the Stratham Volunteer Fire Department one of the best
trained and equipped in the State. We all can be proud of the
men and women both in the Fire Department and Rescue Squad for
their fine work and dedication they have shown under Stan's able
leadership. First Assistant Chief Bob Cushman has been appointed
to take over for Stan until the March elections. We are sure Bob
will continue Stan's excellent leadership. Stan has also served
as our Building Inspector and he has asked not to be reappointed
in April. Here again, Stan has done an excellent job protecting
both the town and homeowner from possible problems in the con-
struction of new homes and renovations. He will be hard to
replace. We will miss him and we wish him well.
During, the fall we had an international company move into
our Industrial Park. Timberland Boots and Sports Wear has made
Stratham their corporate headquarters. We welcome them to our
Town and wish them well and a long and successful relationship
with the Town.
As you can see, we have been busy and we look forward to
another productive and successful year. Any questions or con-
cerns are more than welcome. Feel free to call the office and we
will try to address the situation as soon and as best we can.






Please help us help you - RECYCLE!
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Your Town Employees ready to serve you!
MINUTES OF TOWN MEETING
MARCH JEL 1994
The Ballot clerks were sworn in at 8:45 a.m. by the town Clerk were Mau-
rice Alexander, Elaine Alexander, Stella Scarrman, Annette Carter and Barbara
Mann. Number of School Ballots was 1891. Number of Town Ballots 1890. Modera-
tor Woods opened the meeting with the reading of the warrant at 8:57 a.m. after
having the ballot clerks inspect the ballot boxes. James Scanrman and Christo-
pher Rowe were sworn in at 1 p.m. to serve as relief ballot clerks.
James Scarrman, Christopher Rowe, Kenneth Lanzillo, Edward Gronbeck, Sandra
Rowe, Kevin Rowe, Gordon Barker, Paul Deschaine, Deborah Woods, Timothy Mason,
Michael Daley, Kathryn Bickford, Paul Anthony, Irving Tober and Jerry Howard
along with the three Selectmen were sworn in as assistant moderators for the
purpose of counting ballots at 8:05 p.m.
The following are the results of the balloting. An * denotes the candidate
elected.
Selectmen for Three Years: William H. Antonini, Jr. 19
William E. Day 229
Filiberto Real 239
John J. Sapienza 441 *
Trustee of the Trust Funds: Victor M. Collinino 779 *
Trustee of the Library: (vote for 2)
William F. Clapp 317
Ellinor L. Moulton 607 *
Walter P. Ruffner 382 *
Cemetery corrmittee for 3 yr: Kenneth F. Lanzillo 868 *
Supervisor of Check List, 6 yr: Barbara K. Palm 857 *










Yes 823 * No 112
Yes 844 No 69
Yes 801 No 126
Yes 769 No 131
Yes 768 No 137
Yes 765 No 140
Yes 799 No 112
Yes 755 No 140
Article 10. Yes 688 No 215
Article 11. Yes 690 No 196
Article 12. Yes 739 No 143
Minutes of the March 11, 1994 Town Meeting.
Continuation of the March 8, 1994 Town Meeting. The Moderator opened the
meeting at 7:30 p.m. Kenneth Lanzillo offered the invocation. Velda Ruffner
led the salute to the Flag. Moderator Woods then read the remembrances for
several deceased former community leaders and recognition and thanks for sever-
al persons who had served in different capacities but had retired during the
year 1993 from the Town Report. The meeting then commenced.
ARTICLE 13. BUDGET - $1,893,697.00
A motion was made by Martin Wool to accept the budget as read. Seconded
by William Petroski. Mr. Wool, with the aid of the overheads, explained the
budget item by item. Mr. Perry Frances questioned why the cruisers were not in
the budget as discussed in last years minutes. Mr. Wool explained that this
question would be in a special article because it is the first time we have
attempted to lease vehicles, and by having the question in an article it would
give the public a chance to discuss it. Gordon Barker was concerned that the
overheads were not readable. Vote on the article at $1,893,697.00 in the
affirmative
ARTICLE 14. CIP
A motion was made by 3~aeme Mann and seconded by Martin Wool to accept as
read. Graeme explained the requests in the CIP. No discussion followed. Vote
in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 15. Dugouts and Utility Shed at Park.
William Petroski moved the motion and Graeme Mann seconded. Mr. Petroski
explained that several years ago the town's people voted that no one could
erect any building or add to any building unless the request came before the
town meeting for a vote and that is why this article is on this years warrant.
Timothy Mason questioned if cars would be parking on Jack Rabbit lane as well
as in the parking lot. Vote in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 16. Leasing Cruisers.
Motion was moved by Martin Wool and seconded by William Petroski. Mr.
Wool explained the leasing process and also that the $16,930.00 is probably
very close to the purchase price of just one cruiser and at the end of the
three year lease we can buy it for $1.00. Mr Arthur Nevins asked for compari-
son as to what we are doing now. Margery Muller asked what kind of cars. Mr.
Wool told her that they would be Ford Vehicles the same as we now have. Craig
Wainwright inquired as what we would do with the present cars and Mr. Wool
explained they would be sold at the Sate Auction. Vote in the Affirmative.
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ART I CLE 17. Aids Response of the Seacoast (ARS)
Motion was moved by Graeme Mann and seconded by Martin Wool. Mr. Mann ex-
plained that the reason why the Board had not recorrmended the article was
because of the amount of money the organization had asked for in the first
year. Suzanne Wade urged the meeting to support the group. Paul Anthony asked
if anyone knew how many Stratham people were receiving benefits from this
group. No one did. Ms. Wade explained that care is given to victim at home
and that the agency reaches people in Rockingham and Strafford Counties. Peter
Darling asked how much the other health agencies are receiving and Moderator
Woods read the list. Walter Ruffner offered the following amendment: To see if
the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Hundred Dollars
(500.00) to support the Aids Response of the Seacoast (ARS), a non-profit
corporation. John Sapienza seconded the motion. Yes 109 and NO 66. The
amenchient passed. Michael Sullivan offered the following amendment: I move
that all money appropriated under this article be put at the discretion of the
Selectmen until such time that the organization in question make a presentation
acceptable to the Selectmen. Seconded by Nels Tyring. Vote in the affirmative.
Affirmative vote on amended article.
ARTICLE 18. Town Forest
Motion was moved by William Petroski and seconded by Graeme Mann. Larry
Morse, a member of the Conservation Corrmission made the presentation. Eliza-
beth Gob in asked if the land would be posted because of its proximity to the
school. Mr. Morse was not sure but said the Corrmission would take it under
advisement. Michael Maskwa asked if this land abutted the school district
property where the athletic fields are. He was told no. Nicholas Voulanges
asked if it would be turned over the Conservation Professionals, and wished to
insert perpetuity. Mr. Mann explained that one Town Meeting cannot dictate to
another Town Meeting. Gordon Bailey added that this is changing control from
Selectmen to Conservation Corrmission. Vote in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 19. Revaluation
Motion moved by Graeme Mann and seconded by William Petroski. Mr. Mann
explained that it would generate a more equal valuation of properties. Larry
Kinsberg asked if it would be done on a market value versus a square footage
evaluation. Mr. Wool explained it would be a combined system. He also stated
that it is a good time to do it because the market is neither real high or real
low. Gary Do Ian asked if the $110,000.00 included the hardware and software
for the computer. He was assured it did. Vote in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 20. Hersey Lane
Motion made by Martin Wool and seconded by Graeme Mann. The Clark's have
already been to the Planning Board and had the land exchange approved pending
approval of Town Meeting. Mrs. Clark explained that part of this is her drive-
way. Vote in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 21 S.V.F.D
Motion made by William Petroski and seconded by Martin Wool. Mr. Petroski
explained the State has asked for this to divide private and municipal fire
departments. Vote in the affirmative.
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ARTICLE 22 Government monies
Motion moved by Martin Wool and seconded by Graeme Mann. No Discussion.
Vote in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 23 Board of Selectmen to accept property.
Martin Wool moved the motion and Graeme Mann seconded. No Discussion.
Vote in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 24 Library Trustees to receive monies.
Motion made by Martin Wool and seconded by Graeme Mann. No discussion.
Vote in the affirmative.
ART I CLE 25 Town to receive deeded properties.
Motion made by Graeme Mann and seconded by William Petroski. No discus-
sion. Vote in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 26 Selectmen to accept streets
Motion made by Martin Wool and seconded by Graeme Mann. No discussion.
Vote in the affirmative.
ART I CLE 27 1% Discount on taxes
Motion moved by William Petroski and seconded by Martin Wool. Mr. Rochette
questioned 1% and 12% on bill and was referred to the Tax Collector. Vote in
the affirmative.
ARTICLE 28 TAN '
S
Motion made by Graeme Mann and seconded by William Petroski. No discus-
sion. Vote in the affirmative.
ART I CLE 29 Any other business.
Martin Wool thanked Graeme Mann for the six years he has served as select-
men and wished him well in his second retirement. Graeme thanked everyone and
urged people to continue to volunteer.
Meeting adjourned at 10:08 p.m.




The following newly elected officials were sworn in by the Town Clerk: Kenneth
F. Lanzillo, Cemetery Connmittee, John Sapienza, Selectman, Walter Ruffner,
Trustee of the Library, at 10:20 P.M. Victor Collinino was sworn in on March
18, 1994 at the Town Office as a trustee of the Trust Funds.
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM 9 A.M. TO 8 P.M.
To the inhabitants of the Town of Stratham in the County of Rockingham in
said State, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
Your are hereby notified to meet at the Stratham Municipal Center on
Tuesday, in the fourteenth day of March, next at nine of the clock in the
forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
ART I CLE 1
:
To choose all necessary Town Officers for the year
ensu i ng
.
ARTICLE 2l REZONING OFFICE/RESEARCH PARK TO GENERAL COMMERCIAL DISTRICT
Are you in favor of the adoption of the Amendnent 4*1 proposed by the Stratham
Planning Board for the Town of Stratham Zoning Ordinance which would change the
zoning boundaries of several parcels of land? These parcels, which are located
between Route 108 and the Squamscott River are presently zoned Office/Research
Park and Residential /Agricultural and would be rezoned to General Carmercial,
and a resulting small increase in the present Residential /Agricultural Zone.
The legal description of the area to be zoned General Carmercial (approximately
97 acres) is as follows:
a. to amend SECTION I I I ESTABL I SHMENT OF DISTRICTS AND USES. 3.2 LOCATION by
amending the Zoning Map by changing the zoning designations "Office/Research
Park" and "Residential /Agricultural" to "General Commercial". The specific area
to be rezoned is further described as follows:
Starting at a point approximately 1400 feet south west of the southwesterly lot
corner of the lot designated by the Stratham Assessor Map 8, lot 24 and the
intersection of the Squamscott' River and running in a straight line in an
easterly direction to the southwesterly corner of the lot designated by the
Stratham Assessor's Map 8, lot 5, and following the rear lot lines of those
lots designated by the Stratham Assessor's May 8, lots 5, 4 and 3 to the exist-
ing General Commercial Zoning line. From the intersection of the existing
General Commercial Zoning line and the lot designated by the Stratham Asses-
sor's Map 8, lot 3, running in a southwesterly direction along the existing
General Commercial Zoning line to the intersection of said line with the State
of New Hampshire Route 101 (Exeter-Hampton expressway), then running in a
westerly direction to the boundary line between the Town of Stratham and the
Town of Exeter and turning and running in a northerly direction to the souther-
ly intersection of the Squamscott River and the "Roundabout", then running in
an easterly direction back to the starting point of said description; and
b. Deleting from SECTION I I I ESTABLISHMENT OF DISTRICTS AND USES. 3.1 ESTAB-
L I SHMENT OF DISTRICTS the language under District Name and Abbreviation the
words "Office/Research Park ORP"; and deleting 3.4.6 Office/Research Park in
its entirety; and
c. Deleting all further references to "Office/Research Park".
d. By amending 3^6 TABLE OF USES by making changes for the following uses
allowed in the column entitled DISTRICT - GCM:
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A. RESIDENTIAL USES
1. Two-family dwelling - amend from "S" to "X";
2. Cluster developments in
accordance with Section
VIII of this ordinance - amend from "S" to "X";
B. TEMPORARY RESIDENTIAL USES
llwll
2. Bed and Breakfast Inns. - amend from P to "X'
3. Hotels, motels. - amend from "P" to "X";
G. INDUSTRIAL USES
5. Bulk storage and distribution
of goods, except fuels. - amend from "X" to "S";
("P" = Permitted; "S" = Special Exception; "X" = Prohibited)
ARTICLE 3: OORNER LOT/FRONTAGE CLARIFICATION
Are you in favor of the adoption of the Amendnent #2 proposed by the Stratham
Planning Board for the Town of Stratham Zoning Ordinance which would require
frontage upon one street in the case of a corner lot, however, would require
setbacks from both streets for a corner lot? The technical changes are as
fol lows:
a. Within SECTION _LL DEFINITIONS. 2.1 DEFINITIONS. 2.2.23 frontage, delete the
woods "on both intersection streets."; and
b. Replace the deletion with the words " on one street".; and
c. Within SECTION M. DEFINITIONS. 2.1 DEFINITION. 2.1.45 Setback, Front: add
after the word "structure.", the sentence "In case of a corner lot, the front-
age setback shall mean the distance measured from both intersecting streets."
ARTICLE 4j_ REFERENCE TO CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICER
Are you in favor of the adoption of the Amendnent #3 proposed by the Stratham
Planning Board for the Town of Stratham Zoning Ordinance which includes refer-
ence to the Code Enforcement Officer in the review of plans and in the making
of decisions that require appeal to the Board of Adjustment. The technical
changes are as follows:
1. Within "5.2.3 Sanitary Protection", within the first paragraph, add after
the word "Inspector" the words and punctuation ", Code Enforcement Officer "
;
and
2. Within "19.1 Violations", after the word "Inspector" add the words "and
Code Enforcement Officer"; and
3. Within "16.7 Hearings", within the second paragraph, after the two words
"Inspector", add the words "and/or Code Enforcement Officer"; and
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4. Within "16.8 Scope of Review", after the word "Inspector" add the words
"and/or Code Enforcement Officer"; and
5. Within "16.8.1 ", after the word "Inspector" add the words " and/or Code
Enforcement Officer".
ARTICLE 5l FREE-STANDING RETAIL/SERVICE OPERATIONS SIGN
Are you in favor of the adoption of the Amenament #4 proposed by the Stratham
Planning Board for the Town of Stratham Zoning Ordinance which would allow the
construction of a free-standing sign for a retail and/or service operation use
located in Professional /Residential, Commercial and/or Industrial Districts?
The technical changes are as follows:
a. Within "7.3 PERMITTED SIGNS", within the category PROFESS I ONAL/RES I DENT I AL
.
COMMERCIAL AND /OR INDUSTRIAL DISTRICTS. Retail and service operations (permit-
ted as a special exception in the Industrial District only), under the column
"Free Standing", under the columns "Maximum Height" and "Min. Feet to Lot Line"
delete the letters "N/A" in both columns; and
b. replace within the same category under the column "Maximum Height" the
number "10"; and
c. replace within the same category under the column "Min. Feet to Lot Line"
the number "20".
ARTICLE 6: DAY CARE FACILITIES
Are you in favor of the adoption of the Amenament #5 proposed by the Stratham
Planning Board for the Town of Stratham Zoning Ordinance which would allow day
care facilities within a Professional /Residential Zoning District? The techni-
cal changes are as follows:
With "3.6 TABLE OF USES", under the district "PRE", within the Use "E. Institu-
tional Uses 2. Day Care Facilities. Change the "X" to a "S"
.
ARTICLE 7: REMODEL VS. REPAIR
Are you in favor of the adoption of the Amenament #6 proposed by the Stratham
Planning Board for the Town of Stratham Building Ordinance which would amend
ARTICLE I: RESTRICTIONS, Section 1. by changing the word "remodeling" located
in the third line of the paragraph, to the word "repair"?
ARTICLE 8: DISCLAIMER
Are you in favor of the adoption of the Amenament #7 proposed by the Stratham
Planning Board for the Town of Stratham Building Ordinance which would clarify
that the Town of Stratham, its officials, employees or agents are not liable
for economic and/or other damages based on the Stratham Zoning Ordinance. The
technical changes are as follows:
a. to delete the first paragraph of the STRATHAM BUILDING ORDINANCE in its
entirety; and
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b. to replace the first paragraph of the STRATHAM BUILDING ORDINANCE with the
fo 1 1 ow i ng 1 anguage
:
"
Declaration of Purpose. The purpose of this Ordinance is to promote the
health, safety, convenience and general welfare of the corrmunity by regulating
the construction of buildings. Furthermore, the purpose of this Ordinance is
to establish uniform rules and regulations for the construction of buildings
and structures within the Town of Stratham. This Ordinance is not intended,
nor shall it be construed, to create a duty on the part of the Town of Stratham
or its officials, employees or agents, to protect the health, safety or econom-
ic interests of any person or entity, and no person or entity shall have the
right to rely on this Ordinance, or any action taken or not taken hereunder,
including the issuance of any building permit or occupancy permit, as a basis
to assert any claim for loss, damage or expense against the Town, its offi-
cials, employees or agents.
The following Ordinance is hereby enacted by the voters of the Town of Stra-
tham, New Hampshire, in annual town meeting convened:"
ARTICLE 9i ADM I N I STRAT I VE—SEWAGE
Are you in favor of the adoption of the Amenoment #8 proposed by the Stratham
Planning Board for the Town of Stratham Building Ordinance which would require
that, prior to the issuance of a building permit, all sewage disposal systems
would conform with the most recent standards of the Water Supply and Pollution
Control Division (WSPCD) and the Town of Stratham requirements for on-site
sewage disposal systems? The technical language is as follows:
a. delete from ARTICLE IV. ADMINISTRATION, Section 1.f., from the fourth line,
after the word "system", the following words "including the size of the septic
tank conforming with the requirements of existing regulations, statutes, and
public health."; and
b. replace within ARTICLE IV. ADMINISTRATION, Section 1.f., in the fourth
line, after the word "system", the following words "conforming with the most
recent manual published by State of New Hampshire, Department of Environmental
Services, Water Supply and Pollution Control Division (WSPCD) and current Town
of Stratham on-site sewage disposal system requirements as per Section 4.4.10
of the Town of Stratham Subdivision Regulations".
THE FOLLOWING ARTICLES WILL BE VOTED ON FRIDAY, MARCH 17, 1995
AT 7:30 P.M. AT THE STRATHAM MUNICIPAL CENTER,
10 BUNKER HILL AVENUE.
ARTICLE 10. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray general
town charges for the ensuing year and make appropriations for the same.




To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Two Hundred Twenty Nine Thousand Dollars and no cents ($229,000.00) to imple-
ment the Capital Improvements Program for 1995 as presented in the Town Report
and approved by the Planning Board. This is a special warrant article which
will be non-lapsing until the specific items are completed or obtained but
shall in no case be later than five (5) years from this appropriation per RSA
32:7 (VI).
The Board of Selectmen recommends this article.
ART I CLE 12. Should the Town of Stratham vote to adopt the /Vnendnent and Re-
statement of the Lamprey Regional Cooperative Agreement, thereby remaining a
member of the Lamprey Regional Cooperative, an intergovernmental cooperative
established under RSA 53-A and the successor to the current Lamprey Regional
Solid Waste Cooperative which is set to expire on June 30, 1996, for the pur-
pose of handling, managing, and/or disposing of municipal solid waste?
ARTICLE 13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Fourteen Thousand Dollars and no cents ($14,000.00) for the purpose of recon-
structing and/or repairing the septic system and other subsurface structures
located at the firehouse. This is a special warrant article which will be
non- lapsing until this purpose is accomplished but shall in no case be later
than five (5) years from this appropriation per RSA 32:7 (VI).
The Board of Selectmen reccnmends this article.
ARTICLE 14. By petition of Patricia L. Elwell and forty one (41) others: To
see if the Town will vote to replace the current appointed Planning Board with
an elected Planning Board of five (5) members, in accordance with RSA 673:2 II
(b) (1), with the Selectmen appointing one (1) Selectman as an ex officio
member, and the other members being elected at the 1996 Town Election, One (1)
for terms of three (3) years, two (2) for initial terms of two (2) years and
subsequent terms of three (3) years, and one (1) for an initial term of one (1)
year and subsequent terms of three (3) years.
ARTICLE 15. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen, on behalf
of the Town, to retain and hold for public uses the former Porter property
consisting of approximately one half (1/2) acre, more or less, and located at 7
Stratham Heights Road (Tax Map 7 Lot 16-1) which was acquired by the Town by
Tax Collector's Deed.
The Board of Selectmen recommends this article.
ARTICLE 16. To see if the Town will vote to allow a One Percent (1*) discount
on such property taxes as are paid in full within Fifteen (15) days from the
day the tax warrant is committed to the Tax Collector, the date to be printed
on the tax bil 1
.
The Board of Selectmen recommends this article.
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ARTICLE 17. To transact any other business that may legally come before this
meet i ng .
Given under our hands and seal , this thirteenth day of February in the
year of our Lord nineteen hundred and ninety five.





A true copy of Warrant—Attest:










PLANNING AND ZONING $51,283







HIGHWAYS & STREETS $361,915
STREET LIGHTING $5,900












INTEREST ON TAN'S $50
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS $1,938,818
BOARD OF SELECTMEN BUDGET COMMITTEE
MARTIN WOOL KATHRYN BICKFORD
WILLIAM PETROSKI VICTOR COLL I N I NO
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BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF STRATHAM
1994 1994 1995
EXPENSES: APPROPRIATION ACTUAL PROPOSED
EXECUTIVE $128,004 $124,349 $139,746
ELECTION & REGISTRATION $1,895 $1 ,504 $805
FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION $33,700 $30,478 $44,250
LEGAL EXPENSES $12,000 $11 ,203 $12,000
EMPLOYEE BENEFITS $49,500 $45,287 $56,055
PLANNING AND ZONING $49,740 $49,582 $51,283
GENERAL GOVT. BLDGS. $59,050 $56, 128 $58,150
CEMETERIES $18,650 $19,095 $22,250
INSURANCES $158,027 $159,701 $153,614
UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION $1 , 100 $1 ,051 $1 ,000
POLICE $310,619 $278, 182 $359,880
FIRE $49,315 $49,782 $53,250
EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT $1 ,200 $696 $1 ,200
HIGHWAYS & STREETS $347,833 $336,291 $361 ,915
STREET LIGHTING $5,900 $5,260 $5,900
SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT $425,853 $415,965 $368,174
PEST CONTROL $21 ,900 $22,000 $22,000
HEALTH AGENCIES $22,465 $22,965 $24,363
ANIMAL CONTROL $2,000 $814 $3,000
DIRECT ASSISTANCE $6,000 $2, 121 $6,000
INTERGOVT. WELFARE PAYMENTS $1 ,000 $0 $1 ,000
PARKS $25,060 $21 ,420 $25,210
LIBRARY $81 ,886 $81 ,886 $85,873
PATRIOTIC PURPOSES $900 $541 $900
RECREATION COMMISSION $30, 100 $19,054 $31 ,000
INTEREST ON TAN'S $50,000 $32,450 $50,000
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS $1,893,697 $1,787,805 $1,938,818
SOURCES OF REVENUE:
LAND USE CHANGE TAXES
INTEREST & PENALTIES ON TAXES
YIELD TAXES
MOTOR VEHICLE PERMITS





REIMBURSEMENTS ( f ed . /state/pr i v .
)
INCOME FROM DEPARTMENTS
RENT OF TOWN BUILDINGS
SALE OF TOWN PROPERTY
INTEREST ON INVESTMENTS
CABLE TV FRANCHISE FEE
TRUST AND AGENCY FUNDS
TOTAL REVENUES
1994 ESTIMATED1994 ACTUAL 1995 ESTIMATED
$14,000 $12 ,51 1 $14,000
$220,000 $228 652 $150,000
$500 $1 ,267 $600
$500,000 $598 315 $560,000




$2,200 $4 ,760 $4,200
$141 ,845 $1 12 194 $140,877
$71 ,714 $71 ,886 $75,804
$2,200 $20 044 $1 ,200
$45,600 $78 ,966 $71 ,910
$8,000 $7 516 $7,500
$10,500 $7 ,276 $10,000
$23,000 $28 443 $25,000
$12,000 $13 ,213 $20,000




Automobile Registrations $ 598,315.00
Titles 2,46 6.00
U.C.C. Fi 1 ings 3,44 3.7 7
Vital Records 2,659.00
Dog Licenses 3,583.00
Dog Fines 292. 00
Dog Forfeiture Fees 885.00
Fi 1 ing Fees 1 1 . 00
Dredge & Fill Permit Fees 50.00
Municipal Agent Fees 11,628.00
Other Licenses 15.00
Total collected $ 623,347.77










Uncollected Taxes - Beginning
of Fiscal Year: 1993 1992
Property Taxes $1,026,201.83
Taxes Committed to Col l ector
:
Property Taxes $7,552,769.84
Land Use Change 12,445.00






Delinquent Taxes 1,656.23 53,974.05
TOTAL DEBITS 7,586,775.62 $1,090,175.88
-CR-
Remitted to Treasurer During
Fiscal Year
:
Property Taxes 6,655,192.40 1,036,158.51
Overpayments 15 , 487 . 31
Land Use Change 12,445.00
Yield Taxes 1,168.78
Interest 1 ,656.23 53,974.05
Added Taxes 3,215.96
Discounts Al lowed: 43, 126.76
Abatements Al lowed
:




TOTAL CREDITS: $7,586,775.61 $1,090,175.88
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SUMMARY OF JAX LJEN ACCOUNT S
F i seal Year: Ended December 31 , 1 99 4
TOWN Of SJRATHAM
-DR-
Tax Liens on Ace ' t of Levies
1993 1992 1991 PRIOR
Balance of Unredeemed
Taxes Beginning of
Fiscal Year 286,266.10 526,508.32 380,378.31 1869.32
Interest & Costs
Collected 3,450.96 6,507.55 127,043.07
TOTAL DEBITS $289,717.06 593,015.87 507,421.38 1869.32
Remittance to Treasurer:
Redemptions 81,714.71 388,096.37 379,120.65
Interest/Costs 3,450.96 66,507.55 127,043.07
Liens Deeded to
Town 319.44 289.18 292.02
Unredeemed Liens
Balance End of Yr
.
204,231.95 138,122.77 965.64 1869.32
TOTAL CREDITS $289,717.06 593,015.87 507,421.38 1869.32
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TOWN TREASURER'S REPORT 1994
RECEIVED FROM TAX COLLECTOR
1994 Property Tax
1994 Property Tax Interest
1993 Property Tax
1993 Property Tax Interest
Tax Redemptions
Interest on Redemptions
1994 Yield Taxes and Interest
Land Use Change and Interest
TOTAL FROM TAX COLLECTOR
RECEIVED FROM TOWN CLERK
Motor Vehicle Permits
Dog Licence and Fines
Filing and Other Fees














RECEIVED FROM INTERGOVERNMEN TAL SOURCES
NH Revenue Sharing Block Grant
NH Highway Block Grant
NH Park Grant
Federal Emergency Mgt . Agency















TOTAL I NTERGOVERNMENTAL 205,037.32
RECEIVED FROM OTHER SOURCES
Pol i ce Serv i ce
Bu i 1 d i ng Permi
Septic Permits
Sign Permits
Landf i 1 1 Permi
Landf i 1 1 Fees
Planning Board
Board of Adjus
Rent of Town P











Recyc 1 i ng Prog
Donation to Pa
Pub 1 i c Phones
Bad Check Fine





























































































TOTAL OTHER SOURCES $220,899.83
TOTAL REVENUE RECEIVED $ 9,585,647.46
CASH ON HAND JAN. 1,1994 135,267.56
SAV INQS 314,863. 42
TAX L I EN 286 , 266 . 10
TAX ANTICIPATION LOANS 2,550,000.00
LESS TRANSFER TO PAYROLL ACCT (3, 500. 00)
TOTAL ASSETS AND RECEIPTS $12,868,544.55
PAID ON SELECTMEN'S ORDERS 1 1 ,844 ,416 .08
BALANCE ON HAND 12/31/94 1,024,128.47
OTHER ASSETS J_N HA NDS OF TREASURER
Payroll Account $ 5,749.84
Short Term Collateralized
Investments $1,700,000.00
OUTSTANDING BONDS AND SHORT/LONG TERM NOTES





SUMMARY OF INVENTORY OF VALUATION
Town of Stratham in Rockingham County
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this report was
taken from official records to the best of our knowledge and belief.
Martin Wool, William Petroski, John Sapienza, Selectmen










Current Use (at Current Use values) 3177.58 ac.
Residential 4103.88 ac.
Commercial/ I ndustrial 638.47 ac.
Value of Buildings Only:
A. Residential
B. Manufactured Housing
C. Commercial/ I ndustrial








Total Dollar Amount of Exemptions:















Paraplegic, double amputee owning specially adapted
homesteads with V.A. assistance:
Totally and permanently disabled veterans, their
spouses or widows, and the widows of veterans who
died or were killed on active duty ($1400.00):
Other war service credits ($100.00)













Taxes Assessed for the Tax Year 1994
This is to certify that the information contained in this
report was taken from official records and is correct to the best
of our knowledge and belief.
We hereby request that the Department of Revenue Administra-












Planning and Zoning 49,740.00


























I nterest on TANS 50 , 000 . 00
CAPITAL OUTLAY:
CIP 104,000.00




Land Use Change Taxes 10,000.00
Yield Taxes 500.00
Interest & Penalties on Delinquent Taxes 220,000.00
LICENSES, PERMITS AND FEES:
Cable TV Franchise 13,000.00
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 500,000.00
Other Licenses, Permits & Fees 19,200.00
FROM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT:
Other (National Park Service) 19,900.00
FROM STATE:
Shared Revenue 55,827.00
Highway Block Grant 71,714.00
Rai lroad Tax 1, 370. 00
CHARGE FOR SERVICES:
I ncome from Departments 47 , 300 . 00
Other Charges 8 , 000 . 00
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES:
Sale of Municipal Property 32,740.00
I nterest on I nvestments 30 ,000 . 00
Other 2 , 000 . 00
36
INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS INCOME:
Workers' Comp . Refund 37,697.00
Trust and Agency Funds 6,500.00
General Fund Balance
Unreserved Fund Bal 518,919.00
Fund Bal Voted for Surp . . 1 1 , 000 . 00
Fund Bal to be Retained.. 85,000.00
Fund Bal Remaining to be
Used to reduce taxes 323,919.00.... 323,929.00
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS 1,485,685.00
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DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION




















Due to Local School
Due to Regional School
Less: Shared Revenues
Net School Appropriation
























O0MB I NED TAX RATE $20.70
Total Property Taxes Assessed
Less: War Service Credits
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H I GHWAY DEPARTMENT
Payroll $128,120.57
Electricity 2,790.01
Qas & Oil 8, 601. 75
Telephone 501 . 90
Tires, Repairs, Etc 26,373.29
Asphalt 81,522.85










Prosecutor - Legal Service $ 4,610.25
Payroll 200,542.8 2
Gas & Oil 5,222.75
Uniforms 4,662.00
Repairs 5,289. 15
New Equ i pment 6,655.60
Office Supplies 1,387.34
Training 1, 299. 85
Mi seel laneous 852 . 30
Dispatch Service 8,010.00
Community Service Program 0.00
Police Payroll Specials 10,691.55
Repairs-Equipment 949.80
Office Supplies - Legal 2,016.52
Police Payroll - Secretary 17,412.48
Police Prosecutor - Payroll 8,580.00
Total $ 278, 182.41
PARK





Equipment Maintenance 226. 18
Telephone 0.00













Transfer To Trust Funds 2,000.00
Survey Work . 00
Repairs to Monuments 5,778.00
Total $ 19,095. 16
SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL
Payroll $ 8,7 26.01
Fill 1, 165.00
Lamprey Regional Solid Waste 252,101.56
Materials and Supplies 661.26
Trucking 101 ,486.30
Removal of Scrap 0.00
Equipment Rented 0.00
Hazardous Waste Col lection 776.00

































Ralph S. Walker Jr.
Martin Wool












































































Catherine E. Brophy 1,250.00
Diana M. Johnsen 475.00
Anita French 800.00
Laura Morse 300.00
Sandra E. Horan 400.00
Brett Aither 100.00





Revenues and expenditures for the period
January 1, 1994 to December 31, 1994
A. REVENUES - Modified Accrual
1 . Revenue from Taxes
a. Property taxes $ 8,544,399.24
b. Exhibit - taxes paid to school dist. . 6,562,577.00
c. Land use change taxes 12,445.00
d. Yield taxes 1,168.78
e. Overpayments 15,487.31
f. interest & penalties on delinquent tax 249,134.82
g. TOTAL 8,822,635. 15
2. Revenues from licenses, permits, and fees
a. Business licenses & permits 20,482.77
b. Motor vehicle permit fees 598,315.00
c. Building permits 35,139.30
d. Other licenses, permits, & fees 4,543.50
e. TOTAL $ 658,480.57
3. Revenues form the State of New Hampshire
a. Shared revenue block grant 112,194.42
b. Highway block grant 71,714.20
c. Other State grants & reimbursements. 20,957.00
d . TOTAL 204 , 865 . 62
4. Revenue from charges for services
a . I ncome from departments 34 , 337 . 98
b . TOTAL 34 , 337 . 98
5. Revenue from miscellaneous sources
a. Cable TV Franchise 13,213.37
b. Reimbursement from Stratham Fair.... 2,050.66
c. Sale of Municipal Property . 7,275.54
d . Cemetery Lots 2 , 500 . 00
e. Interest on investments 28,442.64
f. Grave excavations 1,700.00
g. Rents of property 7,516.00
h. Refunds 72,433.30
i. Fines (bad checks) 135.00
j. Rail Road tax 171.70
k. Donations (park) 945.00
1. Other miscellaneous sources 4,343.09
m. TOTAL 142, 190.74
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6. Interfund operating transfers in
a. Transfers from savings $ 314,863.42
b. Transfers from TANS 2,550,000.00
c. Transfers to Payroll (3,500.00)
d. Transfers from trust funds 9,403.50
e. TOTAL $ 2,874,266.92
7. TOTAL REVENUES FROM ALL SOURCES $ 12,733.266.98
8. TOTAL FUND EQUITY (BEGINNING YEAR) $ 135,267.56
9 . GRAND TOTAL $ 12, 868 , 544 . 55
B. EXPENDITURES - Modified Accrual
1. General Government
a. Executive $ 124,348.58
b. Election, registration & vital rec. 1,504.30
c. Financial administration 30,478.31
d. Revaluation of property 94,195.48
e. Legal expenses 11,203.22
f. Personnel administration 45,287.43
g. Planning & zoning 49,582.44
h. General government building 56,128.05
i . Cemeter i es 19, 095 . 1
6
j. Insurance not otherwise allocated... 159,700.59
k. Unemployment compensation 1,051.38
1 . TOTAL 592,574.94
2. Public Safety






e . TOTAL $
3. Highways and streets
a. Highways and streets 336,290.94
b. Street lighting 5,260.38
c . TOTAL $ 34 1 , 55 1 . 32
4. Sanitation











a. Animal Control 813.52
b. Pest Control 22,000.00
c. ARS 500.00
d. Health agencies and hospitals 22,465.00
e. TOTAL 45,778.52
6. Welfare




7. Culture and recreation
a. Park and recreation $ 21,420.04
b. Trees 10, 1 15.00
c. Library 81,886.00
d. Patriotic purposes 540.91
e. Other culture and recreation 19,054.29
f TOTAL 133,016.24
8. Debt service
a. Interest on tax & revenue anticipation 32,450.01
b. Other debt service charges TANS 2,550,000.00
C. TOTAL 2,582,450.01
9. Capital outlay
a. Land & improvements (ball field) 30,729.72
b. Equipment (P.D.) 11,325.00
c. 1993 CIP 4,544.53
d. TOTAL 46,599.25
10. Interfund operation transfers out
a. Taxes bought by Town 287,436.30
b. Discounts, Abatements etc 28,987.02




Payments to other governments
a. Taxes paid to county 446,618.00
b. Taxes paid to school district 6,562,577.00
c. Dogs & Vital records 3,151.00
d TOTAL 7,012,346.00
1 2 . TOTAL EXPEND I TURES $ 11, 944 ,416.08
13. TOTAL FUND EQUITY 1,024,128.47
14. GRAND TOTAL 12,868,544.55
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GENERAL FUND BALANCE SHEET
A. ASSETS
1. Current assets Beg. of yr. End of yr.
a. Cash & equivalents $ 135,267.56 $ 1,024,128.47
b. Investments 1,553,061.78 1,397,500.98
c. Taxes receivable 1,036,201.83 841,488.71
d. Tax liens receivable... 908,651.51 345,189.68
e. Accounts receivable.... 1,869.32 2,834.96
f. Due from other gov 7,775.00
g. TOTAL ASSETS $ 3,635,052.00 $ 3,618,917.80
B. LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY
1. Current Liabilities
a. Warrants & acct . Pay...$ 22,825.00 $
b. Contracts payable 7,775.00
c. Due to school districts 3,612,227.00 3,551,168.00
d. Due to other funds 15,804.52
f. TOTAL LIABILITIES $ 3,635,052.00 $ 3,566,972.52
2. Fund equity
a. Reserve for encumbrances $ 51,945.28
b. TOTAL FUND EQUITY $ $ 51,945.28
3. TOTAL LIAB. & FUND EQU I TY . . $ 3,635,052.00 $ 3,618,917.80
A. FIXED ASSET GROUP OF ACCOUNTS
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1994
1. Land & improvements $ 1,477,100.00 $ 1,477,100.00
2. Buildings 2,007,952.00 2,007,952.00
3. Machinery, vehicles & equip. 1,432,000.00 1,432,000.00
6 . Tax deeded property 12, 300 .00 12, 300 . 00
8. TOTAL $ 4,929,352.00 $ 4,929,352.00
B. LONG-TERM DEBT GROUP OF ACCOUNTS
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1994
1. Bonds & proceeds no used...$ 0.00 $ 0.00
5. TOTAL 0.00 0.00
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A. RECONCILIATION OF SCHOOL DISTRICT LIABILITY
1. School Dist. Liab. at Beg. of year $ 3,612,577.00
2. Add:School dist. assessment current yr . . . . 6,501.168.00
3. TOTAL LIAB. WITHIN CURRENT YEAR 10,113,745.00
4. SUBTRACT: Payments made to school dist < 6 . 562 , 577 . 00>
5. School Dist. liab. end of year 3,551,168.00
B. RECONCILIATION OF TAX ANTICIPATION NOTES
1. Short-term (TANS) dept at beg. of yr 0.00
2. ADD:New issues during current yr $ 2,550,000.00
3. SUBTRACT: I ssues retired during current yr . . <2 , 550 , 000 . 00>
4. Short-term (TANS) outstanding end of yr . . .
.
0.00
C. ALLOWANCES FOR ABATEMENTS WORKSHEET
CURRENT YR. PRIOR YR
.
1. Overlay/Allowance for abatements $ 90,228.15 $ 62,391.00
2. Subtract: abatements made < 12,994.46> < 9,664. 27>
3. Subtract: Discounts < 43,159.14> <37,000.57>
4. Subtract: Refunds < 1,842.01>
5. ESTIMATED ALLOWANCE FOR ABATEM.. 34,074.55 13,885.15
6. Excess of estimate 0.00
D. TAXES RECEIVABLE WORKSHEET
CURRENT YR. PRIOR YR . TOTAL
1 .Uncol lectable taxes end yr $1,186,678 $3,283,112 $4,469,790
2. SUBTRACT " overlay" < 34,074> < 13,885> < 34,074>
3. Taxes receivable, end yr . 1,152,603 3,269,226 4,435,715
A. RESERVE FOR ENCUMBRANCES
1. Landfill closure (CIP) $ 2,773.40
2. Police Dept. Video Cameras 1,675.00
3. Underground Tank Replacement 5,181.03
4. Ball Field 42,315.85
REVENUE (BY SOURCE)
1. Revenue from taxes $ 8,822,635.15
2. Revenue from licenses, permits, and fees.. 658,480.57
3. Revenue from State of NH 205,037.32
5. Revenue from charges for service 34,337.98
6. Revenue from miscellaneous services
a. interest on investments 28,442.64
b. other miscellaneous sources 314,863.42
7. TANS 2,550,000.00
8. Other financial sources 122,979.91
9. TOTAL REVENUE & OTHER SOURCES $12,736,776.99
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SUMMARY OF EXPENDITURES FOR ALL OTHER FUNDS
capital projects special revenue
1. General government $ 591,574.94 $





7. Culture & recreation... 133,016.24
8. debt service 2,582,450.01
9. Capital outlay 46,599.25
10. Interfund trans, out... 326,423.32
11. Payments to other gov... 7,012,346.00





a. Cash 7 equivalents.. 1,024,128.47
b. Investments 1,397,500.98
c. Accounts rec 1,946,722.66
2. FIXES ASSETS
a. Land & improvement.. 1,477,100.00
b. Buildings 2,007,952.00
c. Machinery, vehicle eq 1,432,000.00
3. TOTAL ASSETS $ 9,285,404.11
B. LIABILITIES AND FUND EQUITY
1 . Liabi 1 ities
a. Warrants & acct . pay $ 51,945.28
b. School 3,551 , 168.00
Total 1 iabi 1 ities 3,603,
1
13.28
A. ALL FUNDS (ADDITIONAL)
REVENUE
parks & recreation 3,774.00
EXPENDITURE
Vital statistics 1,763.00
Money paid direct to needy
not covered by Federal.... 2,120.58
B. INTERGOVERNMENTAL EXPENDITURES




C. SALARIES & WAGES 568,995.00
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CEMETERY COMMITTEE
The Cemetery Committee is pleased to report on the following
actions taken this past year:
The erection of two granite pillars at the entrance to Maple
Lane Cemetery. The pillars are about six feet high and are
engraved with the name of the cemetery and the Stratham Town
Seal .
Acquisition of a flag pole and mounting base to be installed
in Maple Lane Cemetery.
Our plans for 1995 include the following:
Install the flag pole in Maple Lane Cemetery.
Survey the .58 acre lot of land donated by William Krooss at
the rear of Maple Lane Cemetery in preparation of future
expansion of the cemetery.
Install a hand pump on the existing well at Greenwood
Cemetery for use by the general public to water cemetery
plants .
Replace about 60 feet of badly deteriorated iron fence at
the entrance to Harmony Hill Cemetery with eight granite
posts connected with heavy chain.
Erect a granite pillar with cemetery name and Town Seal at
the entrance to Harmony Hill Cemetery.
Landscape the entrance to Maple Lane Cemetery including
grading, seeding, planting low evergreen shrubs and planting
climbing vines on the adjacent chain link fences.
Spray all cemeteries to kill the poison ivy.
Replace washed-out loam and apply grass seed under trees at
the front of Greenwood Cemetery.
We again thank the Stratham Historical Society and in par-
ticular, Margaret Tate, for their invaluable assistance in main-
taining cemetery records up to date. Also, thanks to the Stra-










THE GIFFORD FARM PROPERTY
In 1994, the Gifford house underwent some major improvements
and maintenance.
All of the exterior walls and attic were insulated. All
exterior damage from birds and squirrels was repaired. The
entire garage and three sides of the main house were scraped,
primed, and painted with two coats of finish paint. The bulk-
head door leading to the basement was replaced with a new metal
door. The ceilings in three rooms were replaced because of age
and the hazard of falling plaster. All interior chimneys not in
use were closed off with wood covers from the inside. The bath-
room shower door was repaired to stop water from leaking out onto
the f 1 oor
.
At the 1994 Town Meeting, by a vote of the citizens, Article
18 was passed establishing a Town Forest on 82 acres of the Gif-
ford Farm. Management of this land was entrusted to the Conser-
vation Commission.
THE OLD TOWN HALL
The Board of Selectmen has been vigorously attempting to
market the sale of the old Town Hall through various real estate
listings. There have been some serious inquiries and site in-
spections by prospective buyers, but no commitment to purchase
has been received to date.
The unique character and ambience of the building does not
lend itself to a wide variety of commercial occupancies but we
feel that it will be just right for some unique enterprise.
STRATHAM LANDFILL
We continued our efforts to receive approval from the NH
Department of Environmental Services of our closure plans.
Unfortunately, delay and new requirements postponed our ability
to implement the closure plan during 1994. Additional permitting
to include a wetlands dredge and fill permit and a site disturb-
ance permit added to the approval process. Consequently, the
additional engineering and testing required used the remaining
funds available for closure without finishing the project.
Fortunately, we were able to acquire additional materials (clay)
with some of those funds. We, the Selectmen, assure you that the
additional $90,000 requested in the 1995 CIP will be the last
appropriation necessary to complete this project.
Results from the monitoring wells continue to be encouraging
with no Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC'S) found. The Transfer
Station is continuing to operate every Saturday from April to
October while during November to March, it is open the 1st and
3rd Saturdays of the month. Operating hours are 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
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STRATHAM POLICE DEPARTMENT
The members of the Stratham Police Department would like to thank the residents and the
business community for their support over the past year. Without that support, our tasks would
have been much harder to accomplish.
Over the past few years the department has lost a number of well qualified Officers. Some
have retired, some left to enter a different career outside of law enforcement, but most left to join
other area departments with higher wages and overtime benefits. 1994 was no exception,
Officer David Schuppert and Officer Robert Jordan left the department this year. They have
been replaced by Officer Richard Gendron and Officer Peter Bakie. Our long time secretary
Barbara Palm left in June, she and her husband Chuck took over the operation of the Harbor Hill
Campground in Meredith, New Hampshire. This turn over of personnel, added with the needed
training time for the new members, put a heavy strain on the remaining personnel of the
department, but at no time were services to the community interrupted.
Calls for service this year were up again over the previous year. There were 8,614 calls for
service in 1994 compared to 8,030 in 1993. One area that showed a major increase was drug
violations, 20 violations in 94 compared to 8 in 93. Domestic violence complaints showed a
decrease, but physical assaults during domestics were more common this year. We also noticed
this year that more people we come in contact with were armed with or had access to a loaded
weapon.
With the aid and support of the staff of the Stratham Memorial School, we are again doing the
D.A.R.E program at the elementary school for both the fifth and sixth grades. We have been
fortunate to have received funding for this program from the Stratham School, Stratham P.T.O,
and the United States Department of Justice through the New Hampshire Attorney Generals
Office.
1994 ACTIVITY SUMMARY
Robbery 2 Missing/Runaways 11
Burglary 5 MA/ Accidents 229
Thefts 94 MA/ Violations 1289
Criminal Threats 11 M/V Warnings 2884
Assaults 10 Animal Complaints 248
Forgery 1 Town Ordinance Viol. 8
Bad Checks 48 Police Information 58
Receiving Stolen Prop. 2 Protective Custody 69
Criminal Mischief 57 Warrant Arrests 36
Indecent Exposure 2 Domestic Incidents 46
Drug Violations 20 Untimely Deaths 6
D.W.I arrests 49 Attempted Suicides 3
Alcohol Violations 10 Suspicious Activity 58
Disorderly/Harassment 111 Hazardous Conditions 18




Assist to Rescue 1 02
Assist to Fire Dept. 84
M/V Lockout Assists 246




Chief Michael J. Daley O
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OFFICE OF EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
Activities in 1994 were once again devoted to on-going
emergency preparedness training in such important areas as coast-
al storm threats, flooding, northern New England earthquake expo-
sure and hazardous materials incident responses.
In addition, we have entered our three year qualification
cycle for activities related to our Town's Radiological Emergency
Response Plan. This involved numerous preparatory training
sessions, drills and a formal "exercises" that were graded by
both State and Federal authorities. Thanks to the many hours
dedicated by the volunteer staff of Stratham's Emergency Manage-
ment team, which includes our Fire, Police and Selectmen's Of-
fice, these activities once again earned high praise from the
Federal Emergency Management Agency and the Nuclear Regulatory
Agency
.
One of the more notable developments in 1994 was the
addition of critical volunteer staff to our Emergency Management
Organization. Under the able leadership of Deputy Director
Graeme Mann, the Emergency Operation Center Staff was
substantially enhanced by the addition of highly qualified
residents who agreed to volunteer and commit their time to this
important effort. This includes those with specific talents,
formal training and experience deemed critical to the effective
management of emergency conditions. We are pleased to welcome
each of them as invaluable additions to the Stratham Emergency
Management Organization.
Respectfully submitted,
Stephen H.F 1 ink
Director
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STRATHAM VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
The total number of calls increases each year as the commu-
nity grows. In an attempt to determine the cause for the in-
crease, we have analyzed the calls during the past year. We
found that two areas have increased more than others. Motor
vehicle accidents and recreational or accidents in the home.
I am sure all residents who travel along Portsmouth Avenue
have noticed the increased amount of traffic on this route. The
Fire Department notices the increase by the number of traffic
accidents. Most of these accidents are minor and create frustra-
tion and unwanted expense for everyone. It is the Fire Depart-
ment's job to respond to emergencies in order to prevent further
injuries and to assist victims. It is also our duty to try to
prevent injuries or losses due to hazardous situations. Because
of the high traffic level on Portsmouth Avenue, it becomes a
hazardous area when motor vehicle operators do not pay attention
to the traffic conditions. With so much traffic entering and
turning due to the amount of intersections, the driver's full
concentration is necessary at all times. Please be aware of
traffic conditions and use due care when driving this route.
Recreational accidents and accidents in the home have
increased quite a bit in the past year. Our analysis indicates
no common cause for these accidents, but does show that we have
made more calls to residents who have had accidents, falls, or
received lacerations in the home or while participating in recre-
ational activities.
In the coming years, the Fire Department will strive to
serve the community with its expertise. Our volunteers will take
the time to maintain their certification and respond to calls
while providing the residents of the town with the best fire and
emergency medical protection available, as they have done in
previous years.
On behalf of the Stratham Volunteer Fire Department, I would
like to thank all the agencies, groups, and individuals who have
assisted and supported the Fire Department. Operation of the Fire
Department runs smoothly with the support of the Selectmen's
office and the Police Department. The Police Department has been
very cooperative whenever the Fire Department has tried to assist
them where necessary. A sincere thank you to the Fair Associa-
tion for their generous financial support, and to the Ladies
Auxiliary for providing the department with needed equipment
which they have purchased. I would also like to thank all of the
volunteers for their dedication and service and their families
for their support and understanding. Without them, we would not
be able to provide the excellent service to our community which
we have done in the past and will continue to do in the future.
Respectfully submitted,
Ralph S. Walker, Jr., Fire Chief
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Ralph S. Walker, Jr.
Fire Chief
BUILDING INSPECTOR'S ACTIVITY REPORT
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Ralph S. Walker, Jr.
Building Inspector
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CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICER REPORT
Timber land is now fully operating in Stratham. They started to move in
the middle of November. Stanley Walker and I have worked with Timber land to
see that the renovations conformed to local codes and moved along smoothly.
They did a very nice conversion of their building. We continue to have a very
good balance of business in the Industrial Zone to include the following:
1. Timberland—Employs 500—World Wide Corporate Office including Re-
search and Development of outdoor recreational products.
245,000 sq. ft. building
2. Hewlett Packard—Employs 400—Manufacturer of Computer Work Stations.
While a good portion of the building is in Exeter, land and part of
the building are in Stratham.
265,000 sq. ft. building
3. Lindt and Sprungli, Inc.—Employs 74—Makers of Fine Chocolate.
In 1989, they did over 400 tons of chocolate from blocks which were
shipped in. Now in 1994, they make the chocolate here in Stratham
and have shipped over 800 tons. In 1995, they are looking to do over
900 tons.
130,000 sq. ft. building
4. Complex Medical Products—Employs 35—Contract Manufacturer of Medi-
cal Devices. Mainly plastic, small mechanical assembly including the
custom extruding of medical grade tubing.
25000 sq. ft. building
5. Bayside Pool Supplies of New England—Employs 8—Wholesaler of Swim-
ming Pools Supplies.
10,000 sq. ft. building
In the General Corrmercial Zone, the Mobil Station has been renovated and
there is a new Subaru Dealership. Monro Muffler has their building permit and
started their building. Sherwin Williams should be starting construction by the
time this is printed. Store fronts are starting to fill up with new business-
es. The Planning Board is reviewing a proposal to change the old Yankee Spirit
building to a Dunk in' Donuts Restaurant. At Hurlbert Junction, they are pro-
posing to tear down the old building and put up a new Nissan dealership.
In the Town Center, the U. S. Postal Service is looking to construct a new
Post Office near where they are now. In the Residential zone, the Powers land
at the end of River Road was subdivided into 8 lots. A 7 lot subdivision on
High Street was also approved. Both will start construction this spring.
There have been a few single lots and lot line changes.
We will be starting our Well-Head Protection Program. Those who receive a
cover letter from me requesting a time and date to visit with them are located
within a known and mapped well-head protection zone. I hope to assist them in
protecting our groundwater resources.
Respectfully Submitted,
Terry W. Barnes, Code Enforcement Officer
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STRATHAM PLANNING BOARD REPORT
The Stratham Planning Board holds public hearings on the
third Wednesday of each month and work sessions on the first
Wednesday of each month, when necessary. Interested citizens are
encouraged and welcomed to attend these meetings.
Activity of the Planning Board had significantly increased
during the year. Some of the more significant subdivision and/or
site plan review activities were: seven lots for single family
residences on River Road; Subaru car dealership; Dunkin' Donuts
(in process) at the former Yankee Spirit site; fourth phase of
the Peninsula Condominiums, revised from 25 family units previ-
ously approved to 9 single family homes; 34 single family homes
on the Wiggin Farm; a church on Winnicutt Road; a car dealership
at Hurlbert Plaza; Sherwin Williams Paint Store and Monro Muffler
Shop on Portsmouth Avenue. Some amendments to the zoning ordi-
nance are being submitted to the voters.
The Planning Board, with a sub-committee, will devote a
considerable amount of time on a revision of the Master Plan
during this coming year. We solicit the input of interested
Stratham residents.
The "Circuit Rider" from the Rockingham Planning Commission
continues to provide planning assistance services and has office
hours at the Town Office in the morning on the first and third






The Conservation Commission (CC) was responsible for an
article in the 1994 Town Warrant to have 82 + /- acres of the
Gifford Farm, so called, designated as a Town Forest. Future
management of the forest is to be the responsibility of the
Conservation Commission. An effort is being made to obtain the
remainder of the unique Atlantic White Cedar Swamp abutting the
Town Forest and Stratham Hill Park. It is the intent of the
Conservation Commission to increase its management activities in
the Town Forest in 1995.
The Conservation Commission responded to several requests of
the NHDES Wetlands Board for Dredge and Fill permits. Most of
the requests were wetland crossings to which the Conservation
Commission responded favorably, after reviewing the plans and
walking the site.
The following meetings were attended by the Conservation
Commission: the annual meeting of the Rockingham County Conser-
vation District and the annual meeting of the Conservation Com-
missions in Concord. The workshops and field trips held provide
assistance to the local conservation commissions.
The Conservation Commission was able to assist the NHDES
Wetlands Board and the NH Coastal Program this year by sponsoring




STRATHAM H I LL PARK A SSOCI
A
T ION REPO RT
This year, we spent federal funds that were made available
through the Small Business Administration Tree Planting Program.
Stratham Circle Nursery was awarded the job to plant the trees
according to a landscaped plan.
The Park Association did discuss the construction of a
baseba 1 1 /soccer field. It would be located at the corner of
Jackrabbit Lane and Portsmouth Avenue. It was voted to contrib-
ute money for the construction of the field.
Also, the Association discussed the possibility of clearing
an area for sliding. We wanted to promote a safer sliding area
at the Park, away from the Portsmouth Avenue area. It was agreed
to contribute up to $150.00 to remove some stumps.
In closing, I would like to thank everyone who has helped
out in the Park. If anyone has any questions, feel free to call
me, or come to a Park Association meeting. We meet on the fourth
Monday of the odd numbered month, at 8:30 p.m. in the Selectmen's
meeting room.
Respectfully submitted,
Gordon L . Barker
Stratham Hill Park Association
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RECREATION COMMISSION REPORT
Stratham Recreation provides the residents of Stratham the opportunity to
participate in varied activities including, but not limited to team sports and
individual athletics (aerobics, skiing, dances, special events, roller skating,
etc.) Stratham Recreation is dedicated to promoting fellowship, spirit and
good will in our community by providing programs which are scheduled year round
and are focused on a wide range of age groups.
These programs and much more are made possible through the dedication and
hard work of many volunteers and parents. Over one hundred people per sport
played are needed to give of their time, talents, and support to run each
program. Our thanks cannot adequately convey the Comniss ion's deep apprecia-
tion of the commitment made by these individuals. We look forward to another
tremendous year during 1995. The following indicates the support and partici-
pation in our programs:
SOCCER: 400+ boys and girls ages 6-14. We offer both coed and girls recrea-
tional programs with a traveling team program which plays on a state-wide
competitive basis. The under 12 boys team, Stratham Strikers, were the Divi-
sion #2 State Champions in 1994.
BASKETBALL: 200+ boys and girls ages 7-12. We offer coed and girls recrea-
tional teams. Boys and girls have additional travel teams and play surrounding
towns. New this year is our 30+ 7th and 8th grade boys and girls programs on
an after school and weekend night basis.
BASEBALL: 350+ boys ages 6-15. We offer a wide variety of programs from T-
bal 1 , baseball to Babe Ruth.
SOFTBALL: 200+ girls ages 10-16. Spring is an instructional league where every
girl participates. Summer has competitive leagues for 12 and under, 14 and
under, and 16 and under. Stratham Cubs placed second in the State tournament.
SUMMER PROGRAM: The 3rd Summer Theme Camp involved over 70 children in
grades 1-8. Two week, morning sessions held in July and August gave children
the opportunity to go back to medieval times portraying knights and ladies, or
take an imaginary train trip across the USA to learn about different regions
through games, cooking, arts and crafts. Older children produced and acted in
Shakespeare's Twelfth Night, which was performed for the children and their
parents at the Stratham Memorial School playground. Registrations for 1995's
camp will take place in April.
ADULT PROGRAMS: Men's basketball on Sunday and Thursday night at the Memo-
rial School gym; Women's basketball on Monday night at the Memorial School
gym; Coed volleyball is on Wednesday nights also at the School gym; We have
on-going aerobics and exercise programs all year.
A special thanks goes to all the people who referee and umpire our games.
We are looking forward to building our new basebal 1 /soccer field at the Stra-





As this is being written, the winter season hasn't been too
bad. Who knows what lies ahead, however!
Our duties at the Highway Department are varied. We take
care of over 50 miles of town roads; care for the cemeteries, the
transfer station, and various town parking lots (firehouse, town
offices and school). We do this with only four full-time people,
just as it was in 1980. This year, with the possible closing of
our landfill and the loss of our brush burning license, we would
like to ask for a wood chipper and an additional full-time person
to work for our department. We have plenty of work to be done!
Last year, we changed the Barker Road/Union Road intersec-
tion to meet state and federal guidelines. We also paved part of
Union Road, Depot Road, and Perth Drive. Guardrails were put up
at the pond on Gifford Farm Road and at the intersection of
Lovell Road and Willowbrook Avenue to protect the safety of the
motor ing publ ic.
This year, we will be installing more guard rails and paving
more roads as necessary. We will also be mowing the cemeteries
and helping out at the Park as usual. This spring, we will have
to start doing more drainage and catch basin work due to our in-
creased use of winter sand on the roads. The sand washes off
the roads into the drainage ditches and plugs them up. This
creates some costly clean up work.
Our equipment consists of four dump trucks with plows and
sanders with one in poor shape, and three small trucks with plows
with one also in poor shape. We have a loader and a grader which
are in good condition. Due to old age and the cost of mainte-
nance, we are asking for a new dump truck this year. This truck
will replace our oldest truck which is a 1983 International. We
are also asking for a new garden tractor mower to use in the
cemeteries. This will replace our current one which is nearly
ten years old.
This year, we have a helpful tip for the public. Please
call the town office before erecting fences, stone walls, and/or
plantings along the Town's right of ways. This will save you
time and trouble in the long run by not creating a hazard within
a public way. We will be more than happy to help you site such
improvements to avoid having to move them at a later date.
Thank you for your continued cooperation! You can call us
at 772-5550. Have a good year!
Respectfully submitted,






LAMPREY REGIONAL SOLID WASTE COOPERATIVE
The Lamprey Regional Solid Waste Cooperative, in 1994,
operated within budget and had a productive year. The Board of
Directors voted a closing date of November 30, 1995 for our
present incinerator on the campus of the University of New Hamp-
shire.
The Lamprey Board of Directors are presently pursuing a new
Restatement of the Cooperative Agreement which outlines goals for
the future, such as a recycling facility with transfer capabili-
ties. At the 1995 Town Meetings, the respective Cooperative
Communities will be voting on this new expanded agreement for the
future of the Cooperative.
In 1995, the Cooperative hopes to have a new facility con-
structed so that on November 30, 1995, all municipal solid waste




Chairman of the Board, LRSWC
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SOLID WASTE COMMITTEE REPORT
The Solid Waste Committee has been doing extensive research
and meeting with many representatives of the solid waste industry
for the past four years. This committee was established to help
find a solution to the pending closure of the Lamprey Regional
facility. Stratham has reached that goal.
The committee enthusiastically endorses the new contract
signed in December by the Board of Selectmen and Gobin Disposal
Systems. This contract contains all of the stated goals of the
committee, including the curbside pick up of recyclables and
responsible trash disposal, all at a lower cost than the Town is
now paying just for trash collection and disposal. In addition,
we will be enjoying the benefits of this increase in service and
the cost savings for at least the next five years.
We, the members of the Solid Waste Committee, wish to thank
the citizens of Stratham for their support and helpful sugges-
tions on how the Town's waste disposal problems should be solved.
The Solid Waste Committee, having fulfilled our stated purpose,
recommends that the Selectmen retire the committee until and
unless there is a need to continue.
Respectfully Submitted,








Stratham's Recycling Program continued to be a successful
one in 1994. We are thrilled with the new agreement regarding
waste disposal in our community. The introduction of curbside
recycling brings an end to the Recycling Committee. The Recy-
cling Committee was able to obtain many of its short and long
term goals--offer an affordable way for the residents of Stratham
to recycling, and work toward a broader and more accessible means
of recycl ing
.
A special thanks goes to all the volunteers who gave up
their time to monitor the bins each Saturday. The many
volunteers helped make the recycling program a successful one.






STRATHAM MOSQUITO OONTROL OOWISSION
Each year, I focus on one event that dominated the mosquito season. In
1994, I think of the mosquitoes of late July - early August. Salt marsh mos-
quito larvae were treated with a bacteria as planned, but the number of mosqui-
toes that hatched that week broke 30 year records. The unusual population of
mosquitoes was not limited to Stratham or Seacoast NH, but occurred up and down
the eastern seaboard. Record numbers of mosquitoes were reported by most
mosquito control agencies in the east. Yet, an explanation for this heavy
population eluded us. Could it be a peak in the natural cycle of the mosquito
just as gypsy moths have displayed or, haven't we reached the peak? Let's hope
we have seen the peak.
Control of mosquitoes begins at the source, pools of stagnant water.
Elimination of the source is one solution, however this method may be impracti-
cal when dealing with large areas such as salt marshes or freshwater swamps.
Homeowners can help reduce the mosquito population by inspecting the yard for
standing water. Any container holding water provides a breeding ground for
mosquitoes. Empty all containers frequently, including bird baths, flower pots
and drain trays, rain barrels, trash cans and wheel barrows. Call the mosquito
control department to inspect larger sites such as ditches, snowmelt pools,
swamps or any stagnant water. The bacteria, Bacillus thuringiensis israelensis
(bit for short) is used to control mosquito larvae in stagnant pools. Bti has
been used in Stratham since 1989. Bti selectively kills mosquitoes yet has no
effect on people, pets, fish, wildlife, plants, and other organisms that live
in these habitat. If you do NOT want your property treated for mosquitoes
please contact the mosquito control department at 778-3906 every spring.
After a brief resting period, mosquitoes hatch into the familiar flying
stage. Winged adult females seek a blood meal to nourish the eggs. Spring
freshwater mosquitoes are most active at dusk and dawn or in the shade while
salt marsh mosquitoes bite during the day even in the hot sun. These salt
marsh mosquitoes are predominant during July and August coinciding with the
greenhead fly season.
Salt march mosquitoes and greenhead flies make outdoor activities a chal-
lenge. Black boxes are placed on salt marches from July 1st to September 15th
to catch greenhead flies before they leave the marsh in search of blood.
Greenheads fly into the box, and die of dehydration. No insecticides are used.
Spiders, praying mantis and wasps take advantage of this abundant food supply
and raise their young here. Hawks, red-winged blackbirds and seagulls all
roost on the traps.
Unfortunately, mosquitoes don't enter greenhead fly traps. Adulticiding,
killing adult mosquitoes, is the last effort used to control mosquitoes. The
insecticides, resmethrin and permenthrin were used to control adult mosquitoes
last season. Both insecticides are synthetic pyrethriods. If you do NOT want
your property sprayed for adult mosquitoes please call 778-3906 or write:
Mosquito Control, P.O. Box 46 Stratham, NH. You must contact the department






It has been a year of change at the library as we get used
to a new computer system and everyone else gets used to a new
director. I have enjoyed getting to know Stratham, especially
the one mile of Portsmouth Avenue that leads from my home to the
library. Dealing with the computer affectionately known as
"Sybil" has had its ups and downs.
Besides engaging in the crusade to educate people on the
wonders of the Dewey Decimal System, the library has worked hard
at building its collection of classic literature. Of course,
just deciding what is a "classic" took most of the year. The old
having thus been served, we have also taken advantage of the
relatively new media of video tapes, compact disks, and books on
tape.
We have done much work on our "Young Adult" collection, and
varied mixture of materials written at an adult level and struc-
tured to be of interest to teens. Paradoxically, many of our
older adult readers have found this section to be a more factual
handling of controversial subjects with fiction more tilted
towards a good story than a long description.
The year to come promises more opportunities to take
advantage of electronic resources. A new computerized card
catalog and access to the Internet should highlight this continu-
ing movement of the library from just a repository of books to a
gateway for the flow of information and ideas.
In 1995 you can look for more in the fields of local history
and genealogy. Expect to see an expanded collection of classical
music on compact disk, and a broader collection of video tapes.
You can also expect to see more of our patron surveys at the
check-in desk. Last year, these informal surveys helped us
concentrate on those authors our patrons most like to read. It
also helped us choose when to add new hours to our schedule. In
1995, there will be more questions put forth with patron re-







Michael Sullivan Bonnie Moulton
Marcia MacCallum Alice Mansfield
May Stoney Bob Mitchell
Ron Curcio Anita French
Rachel Stevens Walt Ruffner
Phy 1 1 is Danko
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BALANCE CARRIED FORWARD: $3,706.51
STRATHAM HISTORIES ACCOUNT:
A separate account is maintained in support of the privately
published "History of Stratham" by Nelson B. Barker. The
proceeds from all sales of this book are accumulated in this
account so that those monies will be available when the existing
supplies become exhausted and the book must be reprinted and
probably revised and updated.
Beginning Balance: $2,580.54














































































































































































STRATHAM HISTORICAL SOCIETY. INC.
The year, 1994, was a productive year for the Stratham His-
torical Society. The front and rear slopes on the roof were re-
paired, and the bathroom was refurbished.
Programs included one made possible by the New Hampshire
Humanities Counc i 1 --Prof . Jere Daniel talked about the early NH
settlers in this area. Another program was about the American
History Museum in Exeter, and Peter Cook, curator of the Pioneer
Village in Salem, MA, spoke on the "Decorative Arts".
Our fund raising was accomplished by selling pizza at the
Stratham Fair, sponsoring an antique show, having an appraisal
day, and bake sales. All the monies were used for curatorial
supplies, and a donation to the State of NH Archaeological Divi-
sion to help fund the dig at Sandy Point. The dig is on-going,
and has two more years of planned activities.
We continue to work with the third grade at Stratham Memori-
al School, and other organizations, at their request. Cub Scouts
planted flowers in front of the building in the Spring. Thirty-
five persons donated various articles of historical significance
and approximately 250 visitors came to view the displays, or to
research their families.
We appreciate the great support given to us by the Town, as
we continue to preserve and promote the history of Stratham. We
are open every Tuesday 9 - 11:30 AM, every Thursday 2-4 PM, the
first Sunday of each month, 2-4 PM, and by appointment.
Respectfully Submitted,
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We have audited the general purpose financial statements of the
Town of Stratham, New Hampshire, and its combining and individual fund
financial statements as of and for the year ended December 31, 1993. In
planning and performing our audit, we considered its internal control
structure in order to determine our auditing procedures for the purpose
of expressing our opinion on the financial statements, and not to
provide assurance on the internal control structure. However, we did
not note any matters involving the internal control structure and its
operation that we consider to be reportable conditions under standards
established by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants.
Reportable conditions involve matters coming to our attention relating
to significant deficiencies in the design or operation of the internal
control system that, in our judgment, could adversely affect the Town's
ability to record, process, summarize, and report financial data
consistent with the assertions of management in the financial
statements.
A material weakness is a reportable condition in which the design
or operation of one or more of the internal control structure elements
does not reduce to a relatively low level the risk that errors or
irregularities in amounts that would be material in relation to the
financial statements being audited may occur and not be detected within
a timely period by employees in the normal course, of performing their
assigned functions.
Our consideration of the internal control structure would not
necessarily disclose all matters in the internal control structure that
might be reportable conditions and, accordingly, would not disclose all
reportable conditions that are also considered to be material weaknesses
as defined above.
This report is intended solely for the information and use of the
Board of Selectmen, Officers, and management. This restriction is not
intended to limit the distribution of this report which, upon
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We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial
statements of the Town of Stratham as of and for the year ended
December 31, 1993, as listed in the table of contents. These
financial statements are the responsibility of the Town's
management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these
financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and
perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the
financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit
includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the
amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit
also includes assessing the accounting principles used and
significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating
the overall financial statement presentation. We believe that our
audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
The Town has not maintained a record of its general fixed assets
and accordingly a statement of general fixed assets, required by
generally accepted accounting principles, is not presented in the
financial report.
In our opinion, the general purpose financial statements referred
to above present fairly the financial position of the Town of
Stratham at December 31, 1993, and the results of its operations
and the changes in financial position of its proprietary fund
types and similar Trust Funds for the year then ended, in
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles. Also,
in our opinion, the combining and individual fund financial
statements referred to above present fairly the financial position
of the individual funds of the Town of Stratham at December 31,
1993, their results of operations, and the changes in financial
position of individual proprietary funds for the year then ended,
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TOWN OF STRATHAM, NEW HAMPSHIRE
COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND CHANGES IN
FUND BALANCES - ALL GOVERNMENTAL FUND TYPES AND EXPENDABLE TRUST FUNDS
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1993
GOVERNMENTAL FIDUCIARY
FUND TYPES FUND TYPE TOTALS
Special Expendable (MEMORANDUM ONLY)
General Revenue Trust 1993 1992
REVENUE
Taxes $7,385,528 $ $ $7,385,528 $6,945,02
State sources 206,199 203 206,402 221,47
Federal sources 17,500 1,219 18,719 180,09
Local sources 1,037,353 7,572 61,316 1,106,241 868,58
TOTAL REVENUES 8,646,580 8,994 61,316 8,716,890 8,215,17
EXPENDITURES
General government 505,599 7,706 513,305 435,19
Public safety 292,083 292,083 292,42
Highways & streets 313,847 313,847 259,67
Sanitation 407,840 407,840 387,67
Health & welfare 42,488 42,488 38,93
Parks & recreation 56,656 1,625 5,034 63,315 285,58
Debt service 73,338 73,338 120,18
Capital outlay & special
appropriations 260,061 260,061 69,82
Conservation 7,877 7,877 45,00
Library 85,276 85,276 77,26
School District 6,182,577 6,182,577 5,617,71






total expenditur: 86,901 12,740 8,002,39
Excess (Deficiency) of
revenues over








Revenues & Other Finan-
cial Sources Over Ex-























$ 523,565 $ 7,425 $153,739 $ 684,729 $ 596,38
SEE ACCOMPANYING NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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TOWN OF STRATHAM, NEW HAMPSHIRE
COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND CHANGES IN
FUND BALANCES - ALL PROPRIETARY FUND TYPES & SIMILAR TRUST FUNDS












EXCESS REVENUES OVER EXPENDITURES 25,830
FUND BALANCE BEGINNING 165,718
FUND BALANCE ENDING $191,548
SEE ACCOMPANYING NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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TOWN OF STRATHAM, NEW HAMPSHIRE
COMBINED STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS
ALL PROPRIETARY FUND TYPES & SIMILAR TRUST FUNDS





CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Operating income
NET CASH PROVIDED BY OPERATING ACTIVITIES
CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITY
Purchase of securities
NET CASH USED BY INVESTING ACTIVITY










SEE ACCOMPANYING NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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TOWN OF STRATHAM, NEW HAMPSHIRE
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
DECEMBER 31, 1993
1. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
Fund Accounting
The diverse nature of governmental operations and the necessity of
determining compliance with legal provisions requires modification of
accounting systems commonly used by commercial enterprises. Rather than
establishing a single unified set of accounts to record and summarize all
financial transactions, the accounts of the Town are organized on the
basis of funds, each of which is considered a separate entity with
self-balancing accounts that comprise its assets, liabilities, fund
balance, revenues, and expenditures, including obligations and transfers.
Government resources are allocated to and accounted for in individual
funds based upon the purposes for which they are to be spent and the means
by which spending activities are controlled. The various funds are
grouped, in the financial statements in this report, as follows:
Governmental Funds
General Fund - The General Fund is the general operating fund of the
Town. It is used to account for all financial resources except those
required to be accounted for in another fund.
Special Revenue Funds - Special Revenue Funds are used to account for
the proceeds of specific revenue sources (other than special assessments,
expendable trusts, or major capital projects) that are legally restricted
to expenditures for specified purposes.
Fiduciary Funds
Trust & Agency Funds - Trust & Agency Funds are used to account for
assets held by the Town in a trustee capacity or as an agent for other
governmental units. These include Expendable Trusts, Non-expendable
Trusts, and Agency Funds. Non-expendable Trusts are accounted for in
essentially the same manner as proprietary funds, while Expendable Trusts
are accounted for similar to governmental funds. Agency Funds are
custodial in nature (assets equal liabilities) and do not involve
measurement or results of operations.
Basis of Accounting
Basis of accounting refers to when revenues and expenditures or
expenses are recognized in the accounts and reported in the financial
statements. Basis of accounting relates to the timing of the measurements
made, regardless of the measurement focus applied.
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NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONT'D)
DECEMBER 31, 1993
Basis of Accounting (Cont'd)
All governmental funds and Expendable Trust Funds are accounted for
using the modified accrual basis of accounting. Their revenues are
recognized when they become measurable and available as net current
assets. Taxpayer-assessed income, gross receipts, and sales taxes are
considered "measurable" when in the hands of intermediary collecting
governments and are recognized as revenue at that time. Anticipated
refunds of such taxes are recorded as liabilities and reductions of
revenue when they are measurable and their validity seems certain.
Property tax revenue is measured in the year levied.
Expenditures are generally recognized under the modified accrual
basis of accounting when the related fund liability is incurred.
Exceptions to this general rule include: (1) accumulated unpaid vacation,
sick pay, and other employee amounts which are not accrued; and (2)
principal and interest on general long-term debt which is recognized when
due
.
All proprietary funds and Non-expendable Trust and Pension Trust
Funds are accounted for using the accrual basis of accounting. Their
revenues are recognized when they are earned and their expenses are
recognized when they are incurred.
Fixed Assets
The Town does not maintain a record of its general fixed assets and
accordingly a statement of general fixed assets required by generally
accepted accounting principles is not presented in the financial
statements.
Accounting for Encumbrances
The Town utilizes an encumbrance system of accounting wherein
encumbrances outstanding at year end are not reported as expenditures, but
are reported as a reservation of fund balance available for subsequent
year expenditures based on the encumbered appropriation authority carried
over to the next fiscal year.
Interfund Receivables and Payables
The following schedule reconciles interfund receivables and payable
for the year ended December 31, 1993:
Due To
Special Revenue Total
Due From General Fund Fund Due From
Special Revenue Funds $16,529 $ -0- $16,529
Non-expendable Trust -0- 1,650 1,650
$16,529 $1,650 $18,179
The amounts due to/from other funds are for normal and recurring
interfund charges.
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NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONT'D)
DECEMBER 31, 1993
2. TOTAL COLUMNS ON COMBINED STATEMENTS - OVERVIEW
Total columns on the Combined Statements - Overview are captioned
"Memorandum Only" to indicate that they are presented only to facilitate
financial analysis. Data in these columns do not present financial
position, results of operations or changes in financial position in
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles. Neither is such
data comparable to a consolidation. Interfund eliminations have not been
made in the aggregation of this data.
3. APPROPRIATED FUND BALANCE
The balance in the general fund account, appropriated fund balance,
represents unexpended sums for current and previous years' special












4. RECONCILIATION OF BUDGET AS APPROVED AT TOWN MEETING TO GAAP BASIS BUDGET
Total appropriations approved - Town Meeting $8,644,805
Add: Prior years' appropriations expended
1990-1992 Route 101 widening 41,864
1991 Underground tank 3,319
1992 Library computer 9,368
1992 Police computer 668
Less: 1993 Appropriations carried forward
Highway dump truck (2,322)
Recreation/park mower (1,180)
Stratham Hill tower repair (876)
Library computer (167)
Police cruiser ( 101 )
$8,695,378
Included in Audit Report as:
Budgeted Expenditures $8,608,425
Operating transfers-out 86 , 953
$8,695,378
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NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMEMTS (CONT'D)
DECEMBER 31, 1993
5. PROPERTY TAX CYCLE
Property taxes are assessed on individual taxpayers based upon Town
authorization of expenditures at its March Town Meeting. Properties are
assessed each April 1st for this purpose.
Approved expenditures and assessments are forwarded to the State for
review and State approval and the tax rate is set by the State.
The Selectmen then assess each individual property based upon the
rate and sign a warrant charging the tax collector with the responsibility
of collecting the tax.
The tax collector then mails the individual tax bills. Tax bills
become delinquent on December 1st, or 30 days after they are mailed,
whichever is later. Delinquent bills carry interest charges of 12%.
Any time after 90 days of the delinquent date, the tax collector can
initiate the tax lien/sale procedure by notifying the taxpayer by
certified mail that they have 32 days to pay the bill or a lien shall be
recorded against the property at the Registrar of Deeds. Once such lien
is placed, interest increases to 18%.
If full redemption of such outstanding tax lien is not timely made
within two years of the execution of the lien, including statutory
interest and costs accrued thereon, a tax deed may be issued to the holder
of such lien pursuant to RSA 80:38 or RSA 80:76, and disposed of as the
deed holder shall determine.
6. CASH AND INVESTMENTS
RSA 48:16 requires that all funds belonging to the Town shall be
deposited in solvent banks within the State, except funds may be deposited
in banks outside the State if such banks pledge and deliver collateral to
the State treasurer of equal value as the funds deposited. There is no
requirement of an in-State bank to collateralize deposits in excess of
FDIC insurance.
The Town's cash deposits and investments at December 31, 1993, are
categorized by maturity date and by the level of risk assumed by the Town.
The risk categories are defined as follows:
(1) Insured or collateralized with securities held by the
Town or its agent in the Town's name;
(2) Collateralized with securities held by the pledging
financial institution's trust depatment or agent in
the Town's name;
(3) Uncollateralized or uninsured for which securities are
held by the financial institution's trust department
or agent but not in the Town's name.
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NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (CONT'D)
DECEMBER 31, 1993




Demand deposits $376,848 -0- $11,187 $2,013,072 $2,401,107
Securities -0- -0- -0- -0- 158,502
$376,848 -0- $11,187 $2,013,072 $2,559,609
Included in the above balances is the amount of $2,013,072, which is deposited
with the New Hampshire Public Deposit and Investment Pool managed by MBIA
Municipal Investors Service Corporation. The pool is an open-end mutual fund to
which the Town has no custodial risk, thus it is considered unclassified
7. EMPLOYEE BENEFITS AND COMPENSATED ABSENCES
Police Department employees are eligible to participaate in the State of New
Hampshire Police Retirement system on a shared cost basis, which is recorded when
earned.
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COMBINING BALANCE SHEET - SPECIAL REVENUE FUNDS
DECEMBER 31, 1993







Due from State sources
























FUND EQUITY 7,425 -0- -0-
TOTAL LIABILITIES & FUND EQUITY $7,425 $55,566 $16,529
7,425
$79,520
SEE ACCOMPANYING NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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TOWN OF STRATHAM, NEW HAMPSHIRE
COMBINING SCHEDULE OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE








Park & town-wide storm damages
TOTAL EXPENDITURES
Excess (deficiency) of revenues
over expenditures
OTHER FINANCIAL SOURCES (USES)
Operating transfers in
TOTAL OTHER SOURCES
Excess (deficiency) of revenues



















































SEE ACCOMPANYING NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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TOWN OF STRATHAM, NEW HAMPSHIRE
DETAILED STATEMENT OF GENERAL FUND REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND
CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE - BUDGET (GAAP BASIS) AND ACTUAL




















Interest & penalties on taxes
Income from departments
Dog licenses
Licenses, fines, fees, permits






























TOWN OF STRATHAM, NEW HAMPSHIRE
DETAILED STATEMENT OF GENERAL FUND REVENUES, EXPENDITURES
AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE - BUDGET (GAAP BASIS) AND ACTUAL (Cont'd)












































































TOWN OF STRATHAM, NEW HAMPSHIRE
DETAILED STATEMENT OF GENERAL FUND REVENUES, EXPENDITURES
AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE - BUDGET (GAAP BASIS) AND ACTUAL (Cont'd)










































































TOWN OF STRATHAM, NEW HAMPSHIRE
DETAILED STATEMENT OF GENERAL FUND REVENUES, EXPENDITURES
AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE - BUDGET (GAAP BASIS) AND ACTUAL (Cont'd)










Excess (deficiency) of Revenues
and Other Financing Sources
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OFFICERS OF STRATHAM SCHOOL DISTRICT
1994 - 1995
SCHOOL BOARD
Edward Gronbeck Term Expires 1995
Gordon Bailey Term Expires 1996
Sandra Rowe Term Expires 1996
Liz Gobin Term Expires 1997
Lucy Smith Term Expires 1997
SUPERINTENDENT
William J. Clancy
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
Kathleen M. Lynch
ASSISTANT TO THE SUPERINTENDENT





W. Douglas Scammon Jr. Term Expires 1995
CLERK
Ellen Bullard Term Expires 1995
TREASURER
Paula Cushman Term Expires 1995
AUDITOR







THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the School District in the Town of Stratham
qualified to vote in District Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town Hall in said District on
the fourteenth day of March, 1995, between the hours of 9:00 o'clock in
the morning and 8:00 o'clock in the afternoon for the following purposes:
1. To choose one Member of the School Board for the ensuing
three years.
2. To choose a School District Clerk for the ensuing three years.
3. To choose a School District Treasurer for the ensuing three years.
4. To choose a School District Moderator for the ensuing three years.
C7tL
Given under our hands at said Stratham this day of February,
~7T , .
School Board of Stratham NH









THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the School District of Stratham, qualified to
vote in Town affairs.
You are hereby notified to meet at the Stratham Memorial School in
said District on the tenth day of March 1995 at seven o'clock in the
evening to act on the following subjects:
1. To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise and
appropriate for the support of schools, for payment of salaries of
School District officials and agents, and for the payment of the
statutory obligations of the District.
2. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees, or Officers
heretofore chosen and pass any vote relating thereto.
3. To choose Agents, Auditors, and Committees in relation to any
single subject embraced in this Warrant.
4. To transact any other business which may legally come before
this meeting.







A true copy of Warrant - Attest:
*S^Lf^£
/2^Z^^_-^
CERTIFICATION ON POSTING OF WARRANT
certify that on the day of February 1995, I posted copies of
the written Warrant, attested by the Stratham School Board of said
District, at the place of meeting within named and a like attested copy at
the Stratham Memorial School and the Stratham Post Office, being places
in said pre-existing District.
Rockingham, SS
Lucy H. Smith - Chairperson
Stratham School Board
Personally appeared the said and made oath




REPORT OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
FOR THE
FISCAL YEAR JULY 1, 1993 TO JUNE 30, 1994
STRATHAM SCHOOL DISTRICT
GENERAL FUND
CASH ON HAND JULY 1, 1993 $237,093.96
RECEIVED FROM SELECTMEN:
CURRENT APPROPRIATION $6,182,577.00
RECEIVED FROM STATE SOURCES $126,913.90
RECEIVED FROM FEDERAL SOURCES $4.17
RECEIVED FROM TUITIONS $4,460.00
RECEIVED FROM ALL OTHER SOURCES $54,185.71
TOTAL RECEIPTS $6,368,140.78
TOTAL AMOUNT AVAILABLE FOR FISCAL YEAR $6,605,234.74
LESS SCHOOL BOARD ORDERS PAID ($6,254,686.36)
BALANCE ON HAND JUNE 30, 1994 $350,548.38
DATE: JULY 27, 1994 PAULA K. CUSHMAN
SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
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REPORT OF THE SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
FOR THE
FISCAL YEAR JULY 1, 1993 TO JUNE 30, 1994
STRATHAM SCHOOL DISTRICT
BUILDING FUND
CASH ON HAND JULY 1, 1993 $8,502.75
RECEIVED FROM SELECTMEN:
CURRENT APPROPRIATION
RECEIVED FROM STATE SOURCES
RECEIVED FROM FEDERAL SOURCES
RECEIVED FROM TUITIONS
RECEIVED FROM ALL OTHER SOURCES FIRST NH BANK - INTEREST $83.28
TOTAL RECEIPTS $83.28
TOTAL AMOUNT AVAILABLE FOR FISCAL YEAR $8,586.03
LESS SCHOOL BOARD ORDERS PAID ($6,129.75)
BALANCE ON HAND JUNE 30, 1994 $2,456.28






For the Year Ended June 30. 1994
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Giordani Lortie <§£ Cmqwm, Prof. Assn.
Certified Public Accountants
1. Brian P. Lortk, CPA
Members: American Institute- CPAs, NH Society - CPAs, Don a. Caiiqnan, CPA
AICPA- Private Companies Practice. Section Joseph]. Giordani, CPA, Rxtiraf
Stratham School Board
Stratham School District
Stratham, New Hanpshire 03885
To the School Board:
We have audited the financial statements of Stratham School District for
the year ended June 30, 1994, and have issued our report thereon dated
November 21, 1994. , As a part of our audit, we reviewed and tested the
School District's system of internal accounting control to the extent we
considered necessary to evaluate the system as required by generally
accepted auditing standards. Under these standards the purpose of such
evaluation is to establish a basis for reliance thereon in deterxrdning the
nature, timing and extent of other auditing procedures that are necessary
for expressing an opinion on the financial statements.
The objective of internal accounting control is to provide reasonable but
not absolute assurance as to the safeguarding of assets against loss from
unauthorized use or disposition, and the reliability of financial records
for preparing financial statements and maintaining accountability for
assets. The concept of reasonable assurance recognizes that the cost of a
system of internal accounting control should not exceed the benefits
derived and also recognizes that the evaluation of these factors
necessarily requires estimates and judgments by those managing the Stratham
School District affairs.
There are inherent limitations that should be recognized in considering the
potential effectiveness of any system of internal accounting control. In
the performance of most control procedures, errors can result from
rrdsunderstanding of instructions, mistakes of judgment, carelessness, or
any other of several factors. Control procedures whose effectiveness
depends upon segregation of duties can be circumvented intentionally by
those managing the Stratham School District affairs with respect to the
estimates and judgments required in the preparation of financial
statements
.
Further projection of any evaluation of internal accounting control to
future periods is subject to the risk that the procedures may become
inadequate because of changes in conditions and that the degree of
compliance with the procedures may deteriorate.
Our study and evaluation of the Stratham School District system of internal
accounting control for the year ended June 30, 1994, which was made for the
purpose set forth in the first paragraph above, would not necessarily
disclose all weaknesses in the system. However, such study and evaluation




Internal Accounting Control Recommendations
For the Year Ended June 30, 1994
PREVIOUS RECOMMENDATIONS
Property and Equipment (School Board, District Office)
The School District does not maintain records of general fixed assets as a
matter of. policy. Such assets would consist of such items as: land,
buildings, furniture and fixtures, equipment, vehicles, etc. The recording
of fixed assets fulfills the stewardship needs to provide for physical and
dollar value control, and establishes accountability for capital
expenditures over the years.
With the recording of fixed assets, the related depreciation could be
determined on an annual basis for the purpose of measuring total costs of
the School District's services and evaluating the efficiency of programs.
This would be particularly true with the food service fund.
Activity Funds (School Board, Fund Director)
Interest Income and Bank Service Charges
Interest income and bank service charges should be allocated to each
activity on an annual basis. The allocation factor should be based upon
average balances of the accounts.
General and Postage Accounts
These accounts are reimbursed by the General Fund an a* periodic basis. At
times during the year, the accounts are in deficit until the reimbursement
is received. This is not an acceptable accounting practice. At the
beginning of the year, the General Fund should advance these activities an
amount sufficient to cover their needs for a given period of time. At the
end of the year, any unexpended funds should be returned to the General
Fund.
Additional Recommendations:
General Fund (School Board, District Treasurer)
The District began participation with a local financial institution this
year to invest its Liquid Funds which were in excess of FDIC insurance
coverage. Though that participation earned the District additional
revenue, as well as provided collateral coverage for its deposits, there
were many times during the year when the overnight amount on deposit with
the institution exceeded federally insured amounts. On at least one
occasion, the amount on deposit exceeded insurance coverage by over
$1,000,000. Procedures should be instituted to more adequately protect the
District's assets via use of this overnight investment program.
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STRATHAM SCHOOL DISTRICT
Internal Accounting Control Recommendations
For the Year Ended June 30. 1994
Additional Recommendations (Cont'd.)
We feel very strongly that the institution of the above outlined procedures
will lead to more reliable and responsible financial reporting. With
government funding being as it is, we know how important reliable financial
reporting can be.
We would like to thank everyone involved with the audit for their help and
cooperation.
If you have any questions regarding the audit or if we may be of further
assistance, please do not hesitate to contact us.
Very truly yours,
GIORDANI, LORflTE, & CARIQJAN/ FROf . ASSN.
Certified Public Accountants
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BALANCE (ACTUAL OR ESTIMATED) 134,397.00 206,601.00 176,100.00
BUILDING AID 112,500.00 112,500.00 112,500.00
FOUNDATION AID 0.00 0.00 0.00
CHILD NUTRITION 0.00 100,780.00 104,000.00
EARNIN6S ON INVESTMENTS 5,986.47 5,000.00 8,000.00
GAS TAX REFUND 0.00 0.00 0.00
TRUST FUNDS AND GIFTS 0.00 0.00 0.00
CATASTROPHIC AID 14,413.90 17,484.00 16,500.00
TUITION CREDIT 0.00 0.00 62,363.00
REGULAR TUITION 0.00 2,300.00 0.00
PRESCHOOL TUITION 0.00 4,400.00 3,900.00
OTHER 679.73 0.00 0.00
TOTAL RECEIPTS 267,977.10 449,065.00 483,363.00
DISTRICT ASSESSMENT 6,182,577.00 6,501,168.00 6,729,454.00
TOTAL APPROPRIATION VOTED OR 6,472,434.00 6,950,233.00 7,212,817.00
TO BE VOTED BY DISTRICT
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Stratham School District
Teaching Staff 1 994-95
Under Stratham Contract School Year Salary




Bamford, Mary 40%x $13,666.00
Baron, Marcia $25,960.00
Beakey, Brian $24,961.00
Bowen-lrish, Tere 50%x $13,860.46
Brown, Lisa $22,990.00
Bruning, Joel $31 ,434.00
Caporello, Laurie 60%x $26,136.00




Deese-Laurent, Susan (FY SAB) $21 ,780.00










Hadfield, Karen 25%x $7,162.50






Jenness, Mary Ann $40,274.00
Jerard, Charlene $23,795.00
Lee Donna $40,274.00
Maher, Donna 50%x $19,362.50
Malo, Judy 60%x $26,136.00
Miller, Suzette $38,725.00
Moreno, Laurie 70%x $30,492.00
Morrison, Linda $32,974.00
Nelson, Paul $38,725.00





Real, Mary Beth 50%x $21,780.00
Robinson, Patricia $34,165.00
Sinibaldi, Robert $45,000.00
Spencer, Frank 80%x $31 ,668.00
Stevens, Gail $43,560.00
Stringham, Carol 80%x $30,980.00
Tuveson, Carol $30,225.00









































Assistant to the Superintendent
Human Resources Manager
In September, 1994, SAU 16 was pleased to welcome Chet Lee as the
new Principal of the Kensington Elementary School. In addition, during
the 1994-1995 school year, Bill Clancy has assumed responsibilities as
Principal at EAHS in addition to his responsibilities as Superintendent of
SAU 16. Kathleen Lynch is also working with the Exeter elementary
principals in certain areas.
The SAU Joint School Board is studying the various options with
regard to the overcrowding problem at EAJHS. The Joint Board will be
receiving the final report from its consulting firm in mid-February. The
Board will also begin a study of the near future overcrowding at EAHS. In
1998, the EAJHS enrollment is projected to be 1,041 and the EAHS
enrollment is projected to be 1,304.
In 1998, the projected enrollment of the entire SAU is projected to
be 5,023. These enrollments exceed the current functional capacities of
our schools, and solutions are needed to accommodate our students. This
issue is certainly the one dominant issue each of our communities faces
during the last half of this decade.
In Stratham Memorial School, the school district has invested in new
technology and has appointed a Technology Coordinator.
Other districts in our SAU are studying the implementation of
Kindergarten programs, and in Newfields a building project is being
considered to serve the growing elementary school population.
The SAU continues to function with a reduced administrative staff
since the resignation in 1993 of an assistant superintendent.
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STRATHAM MEMORIAL SCHOOL
39 Gifford Farm Road
Stratham, New Hampshire 03885
(603) 772-5413
Gail Hiltz, Ph. D. Robert J. SinibalaX Ed D.
Principal Assistant Principal
Carmen L Young, M. Ed.
Special Education Director
A number of new staff joined Stratham Memorial School for the
1 994-1 995 school year: Cathy Warner, Kindergarten; Diane Atherton and
Jennifer Rief, Grade 1; Lisa Brown, Grade 2; Brian Beakey and Charlene
Jerard, Grade 3; Deb Greenberg, Grade 5; and Mary Ann Hazeltine, Grade 6.
Due to passage of last year's warrant articles, technology
coordinator, Felicia Donovan, was hired and the computer lab was
outfitted with new computers and software. Technology is being
integrated into the curriculum at Stratham Memorial School, as students
and staff are becoming more proficient and acquiring computer skills. A
recent donation by Cabletron to network the school was accepted by the
School Board. This will facilitate communication between and among
classes and the lab. This will also facilitate record-keeping, sharing and
access of information.
For the second year in a row, Stratham Memorial School has been
recognized as a Blue Ribbon School with the New Hampshire Partners in
Education. The Parent Volunteer Organization puts in many hours to help
make Stratham Memorial School a success. We thank all the volunteers
for their donated time, in and out of school. Special thanks to Joan Gough
and Paula Krolikoski for their efforts in organizing the volunteers and
keeping track of the hours.
An Academic Celebration, organized by Stratham 2000, was held in
January. It was based on the Granite State Challenge and was sponsored
by Water Country and Continental Cablevision. Students in grades 5 and 6
participated, grouped in teams of 4. All students were recognized for
their participation, as this involved much effort and studying.
Congratulations to all participants.
1 993-1 994 was the first year the state mandated 3rd grade
assessment was administered. A presentation was made to parents and
Board members in November, which described the test, gave examples and
explained the results. This assessment will be administered on a yearly
basis to third graders.
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Education is taken very seriously at Stratham Memorial School. A
presentation entitled "Quality Education" was made to Board Members,
parents and community members by staff at Stratham Memorial School.
The presentation outlined how students are taught at Stratham Memorial,
offered examples and the opportunity to ask questions.
Through the efforts of music teacher Melody Phinney, Artist in
Residence, Marianne Taylor, spent time at Stratham Memorial School this
year. The theme was "A Time to Dance", and the focus was on countries
that tie into the social studies curriculum. A culminating activity was
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Special Education services for the Stratham School District are provided according to The
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA) which mandates free, appropriate education for
students with disabilities. The law entitles students to receive an evaluation to determine their
eligibility for special education and related services. An Individualized Educational Plan (IEP) is
written by a team for each student and placement in the least restrictive environment is determined
for each student. These services are provided by a team of certified professionals and qualified
examiners who make up the Special Education/ Evaluation Placement Team. Straihain is required
to provide these services for children from the ages of 3 to 21
.
The Preschool program is based on a regular preschool mode! and provides education and related
services to children with more intensive theraputic needs. A child may be placed at a private
preschool or childcare center in the area if recommended by the team. Preschool services are
efficiently managed at Stratham by maximizing staff time, allowing for smooth transitions to
Kindergarten, and coordinating services with the rest of the school population. We will be
transitioning approximately 10 students from Preschool to Kindergarten in the 1995-96 school
year. Two of these children are considered to have significant disabilities and will require
extensive support services from special education teachers, therapists and aides as well as training
of staff. We are anticipating 1 1 students in the three and four year old program and will continue
to offer a preschool program to members of the community on a tuition basis. Childfind activities
for children from 0-5 are coordinated through the preschool program.
We must consider the extent of the child's participation in the regular environment each time a
decision is made for placement. We strive to include children with disabilities in the regular
school setting. At the present time all elementary students are physically integrated at the school.
Student supports and modifications are included according to the IEP. The supports may include
an aide or special education staff member or interpreter provided in the classroom setting. If the
student needs to leave the classroom for particular instruction or services this is done through the
Resource Program or via therapy services.
We anticipate 84 students in the elementary program ( K-6) based on current numbers and referral
rates. Students who are referred are not always found eligible for sen/ices. Students must be re-
evaluated every three years and some children are discharged.
Services are sought outside the school district if they are recommended by the team or if the
services are not available at the school district level. For some students, services are provided in a
special school or program. The district utilizes the SAU services of a Home School Coordinator
when this occurs so that there is someone monitoring these programs.
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We have been challenged in the past three years to provide services to 8 children with severe
disabilities. This year, all Stratham elementary aged students attend school here. In order to
continue to include students, effective practices have been reviewed and in some cases call for a
continuum of special education services and placement settings designed to meet the indivudual
needs of each child with a disability; preservice and inservice training for staff, stronger
collaboration between regular and special education teachers. Teachers who have received training
to include students with disabilities in their classrooms, incorporate strategies into teaching all
students.
Students with Learning Disabilities comprise the largest single disability area on the caseload.
Studentswho have received services as a result of identification at an early age, often require less
intensive services in the upper grades or may be discharged.
We continue to monitor the students at the secondary level. There are 51 students receiving
services from grades 7-12. Currently, 10 students are on Childfind status and are identified but are
not receiving district services. Transition activities are coordinated between Stratham and the
Exeter Junior High staff and parents. Some students need support services of an aide, readerfor
SAT's and extended year services. Transition planning acrivities are now required of all IEPs for
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SAU 16 SCHOOL CALENDAR 1995-1996
Total Student Days » 180
AUG./SEPT. 1995 Student Days - 19
XXX XXX [30] [31] XXX
LABOR 5 6 7 8
11 12 13 14 15
18 19 20 21 22
25 26 27 28 29
[Aug.30] Exeter Teachers Report
[Aug.31] SAU Teacher Meeting




FEBRUARY 1996 Student Days - 17
1 2
5 6 7 8 9











Student Days - 21
4 5 6
9 10 11 12 T.CNVTN
16 17 18 19 20
23 24 25 26 27
30 31
Oct. 13 Teacher Convention No School
MARCH 1996 Student Days - 19
—Winter Vacation --
4 5 6 7 8
11 12 13 14 15
18 19 20 21 INSRVCE
25 26 27 28 29
Feb.26-Mar. 1 Winter Vacation
Mar. 22 SAU Inservice Day For Teachers
NOVEMBER 1995 Student Days = 19
1 2 3
6 7 8 9 VETS
13 14 15 16 17
20 21 22* -Thanksgiving—
27 28 29 30
Nov. 10 Veteran 1 ;; Day Celebration-No School







































4 hour da}/ for Students
Christmas Holiday
MAY 1996 Student Days = 22
1 2 3
6 7 8 9 10
13 14 15 16 17
20 21 22 23 24
MEM 28 29 30 31





Student Days = 20 JUNE 1996 Student Days = 10
2 3 4 5
9 10 11 12
16 17 18 19
3 4 5 6
10 11 12 13




22 23 24 25 INSERVICE 24 25 26 27 28
29 30 31
Jan. 1 New Years Day June 7 EAHS Graduation
Jan.1 5 Civil Rights Day - No School June 14-Last day(students)if no cancellations
Jan. 26 SAU Inservice Day For Teachers Only — One additional day for Exeter teachers —
June 17-28 Snow make-up days if necessary





IN-SERVICE DAYS - EXETER K-12
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STRATHAM SCHOOL ANNUAL DISTRICT MEETING
March 4, 1994
The Meeting was called to order by the Moderator, Douglas Scamman, at 7:08 P.M. The
moderator asked Stephen Woods to give the invocation. The Moderator then asked that we all
stand for the pledge of Allegiance to the Flag which was lead by Brownie Troop 2244.
The Moderator asked that any non-registered voters take seats on the left section of the
gym as an effort to delineate between voters and non voters.
The Moderator was asked about using ballot voting as a more accurate means to track
voters. The Moderator explained that a request could be made from the floor, otherwise; it was
at the Moderator's discretion to use ballot voting. He further added as long as there were people
who wanted to debate, the motion would not be tabled.
I. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees, or Officers heretofore
chosen and pass any vote relating thereto.
The Moderator recognized Mr. Gronbeck who stated that there were two reports to be
heard. He yield to Jeff Hebert of the Financial Advisory Committee. Mr. Hebert reported there
were nine members on the committee. Their role was to provide advice for the school board.
One of the accomplishments was to refinance the School bonds saving $14,000 a year for the
next eleven years. He thanked his committee and asked for volunteers. The Moderator will be
making appointments for next year.
Stratham 2000 Committee report was presented by Aidan Barry. He reported that the
function of the committee was to analysis information on school and student population. Based
on the results the committee would make recommendations to the School Board.
The Moderator recognized Lauren Shur who asked a question about the CAT Scores. Mr.
Barry didn't have an answer.
The Moderator recognized Barbara Loh and Paul Wolf, co-chairs of the Technology
Committee. They stated that their mission was to evaluate the computer technology at the
school.
Paul Wolf talked about the software recommendations for a computer lab and the cost of
this set up. He refers to Article IV figuring the tax impact to be 16.5# on the rate.
The Moderator recognized Jonathan Morse who asked the specifications of each work
station.
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Mr. Wolf answered that they would be 486SX computers and named additional details of
the equipment.
The Moderator recognized Jeff Hebert who asked about grant money.
Mrs. Loh said that they had looked into corporate partnership and grants. It is to be had
but there has to be a commitment from the community before additional funding could be
sought.
The Moderator recognized Al Oliveira. Mr. Oliveira asked if they were purchasing CD
ROMS.
Mr. Wolf said that they were being considered but would be an additional cost to upgrade
to CD ROMS.
The Moderator recognized Lee Ribblett, who asked about integrations.
Mr. Wolf replied this was an example not necessarily what would be purchased.
The Moderator recognized Steve Woods who asked about a survey of what children have
at home and could it be coordinated with home usage.
Mrs. Loh said that there had not been any survey.
Mr. Woods follow up question was about homework usage.
Mr. Wolf said that there would be possibilities of dialing in to school system.
The Moderator recognized Bob Mitchell who asked about having both formats available.
Mr. Wolf said yes. At this time this is just a starting point.
II. To see if the District will vote to accept the provisions of RSA 198:20-b providing
that any school district at an Annual Meeting may adopt an article authorizing
indefinitely, until specific rescission of such authority, the School Board to apply
for, accept and expend, without further action by the School District, money, from
a state, federal or other governmental unit or a private source, that becomes
available during the fiscal year.
It was moved by Ed Gronbeck and seconded by Sue Canada.
The Moderator recognized Mr. Gronbeck who explained that this was put in every couple
of years to allow the Board to accept any money that comes from a source other than the
taxpayers.
It was passed by a voice vote.
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HI. To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of thirty-five
thousand dollars ($35,000.00) for the purpose of covering the salary for a
Technology Instructor/Coordinator for Stratham Memorial School. (The Board
support this Article.)
It was moved by Ed Gronbeck and seconded by Susan Canada.
The Moderator recognized Ed Gronbeck who spoke in favor of this because there is a
need to organize the computer lab. None of the software or machines has been inventoried. We
would also be in a position to be able to have licensing to make copies. This person would assist
the staff and students in training.
The Moderator recognized Lauren Shur. Mrs. Shur made a motion to go to Article VII
for voting first and then come back to this article. It was seconded.
Paul Anthony asked that we separate the voters again since more people have come in.
The Moderator recognized Janet Prior who stated that Article III was originally part of
the budget then it was decided to separate it out as an article.
Motion was defeated by a voice vote.
The Moderator recognized Paul Anthony who said that the committee was doing too
much in a short time. He read from a report on computers that gave the indication that
computers were only games and felt that they were more effective in a classroom not a separate
lab. It had been stated that this will really cost $2,000,000.
Mrs. Canada stated that there was $15,000 in last years budget to do the study.
Mr. Wolf said that the $2,000,000 figure was not true and games is not an accurate word.
He believes growth of six months instruction was 2 years 4 months.
The Moderator recognized Jeff Gallagher who spoke in favor of the article.
The Moderator recognized Lee Ribbett who stated that he was on the committee and was
in favor of this. It was part of the school.
The Moderator recognized Nick Voulangas who described software as entertainment and
believed it is a detriment to education which he read from a magazine article.
The Moderator recognized Lorraine Merrill who said that she was in favor of technology
and believed that more needed to be done. She believed that the computer should be in the
classroom for more integration or it would be a waste of money.
The Moderator recognized Marcy Alstott who was a volunteer in school. She works with
four at a time. Spoke in favor of article. It was a small investment to use what we already have.
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Mrs. Loh stated that the $2,000,000 was for an ideal world for the entire district. We are
not considering that.
The Moderator recognized Gil Gelineau who asked about preparing to deal with only one
of the two articles passing.
Mr. Gronbeck stated there is a need for a technician now. Money would be rethought on
outfitting the lab. Board would determine this.
Al Oliviera spoke in favor of article. He lived in Chicago three years ago where his
children were using computers in school. His children were wondering why they did not have
them here.
The Moderator recognized David Canada who asked if there was a program at the Junior
High to receive our children with more technology used in Stratham. Also there was a librarian
hired three years ago to be a media specialist.
Mrs. Canada responded that Exeter also has a committee looking into upgrading. The
librarian was hired when there were less children. The Librarian spends 95% of her time
teaching library skills and would have no time to devote to computers.
The Moderator recognized Jerry Routon, Peninsula Drive who spoke in favor of the
article.
The moderator recognized Judy Rivais spoke in favor of the article.
The Moderator recognized Paul Anthony who asked the difference between laser, disk &
CD ROM?
Mr. Wolf answered his question.
Mr. Sapienza moved the question and it was seconded.
It was passed by a voice vote.
IV. By Petition of 136 Residence to see if the District will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of fifty thousand dollars ($50,000.00) for the purpose of
upgrading technology (including audio, video and computer) at the Stratham
Memorial School, as recommended by the Technology subcommittee of the
Stratham School Board Community Advisory Committee. The majority of the
funds will be used to purchase computer hardware and software for the existing
computer laboratory at the school, in order to bring it up to current technology
standards. (The Board supports this Article.)
Paul Wolf moved to revise and change the word purchase to say acquire. It was
seconded.
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Mr. Wolf explained that this would not limit the decision to just purchasing. It would
allow the option to also lease.
A person suggested we consider grant writing before we consider this.
The Chairman stated that there doesn't have to be a separate article to change the wording
of an article.
The Moderator recognized Gil Gelineau who asked for clarification on leasing. Would it
be $50,000 every year.
Mr. Wolf stated that $50,000 would be spread over four years. He also said that they had
looked into grants and there are some opportunities. However, there has to be a commitment
from the town first.
The Moderator recognized Mr. Ribblett spoke in favor of this article.
The Moderator recognized Jerry Routon who stated that he could not support it for
another year until coordinator was in place.
The Moderator recognized Mr. Woods who asked to amend the article to state that they
be in the classroom not in a lab.
Mrs. Loh will support that amendment.
The amended article passed by a voice vote.
The Moderator recognized Paula Krolikoski who stated that the computers we now have
will be distributed throughout the school.
The Moderator requested a standing vote since there was a questions on the voice vote.
It was passed by a standing vote, 141-134.
When questioned about the accuracy of registered voters, the Moderator explained the
option of a ballot vote. No one requested it.
V. By Petition of Carol Landau and 32 others, to see if the School District will vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of thirty-six thousand dollars ($36,000.00) to
cover salary and benefits for the employment of an additional teacher at the fourth
or fifth grade level. (The Board does not support this Article.)
It was moved by Carol Landau and seconded by Lauren Shur.
Mrs. Landau read reasons for article.
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The Moderator recognized Sandra Rowe who explained that she investigated the Oyster
River 4/5 Combination classroom and got answers to some of the concerns and that it was
working well at that school system.
The Moderator recognized Debbie Woods who took exception to Mrs. Rowe's comments
and spoke against the 4/5 combination.
The Moderator recognized Gordon Bailey who stated that he did not have an opinion as
to whether it was educationally sound but didn't feel that the amount requested would not be
enough to cover the cost.
The Moderator recognized Linda Salmon who spoke in favor of the article.
The Moderator recognized George Cooper who asked if the administration was in favor
of this. He asked that they be allowed to do their job in the decision.
The Moderator recognized Sharon Smoyer who had the experience of a combination
classroom and regretted it.
The Moderator recognized Jeff Hebert who asked that the school board be allowed to
make this decision.
The Moderator recognized Lauren Shur who asked if there will be a full time aid.
Mrs. Canada answered that it was up to the principal as to the assignments of aids.
The Moderator recognized Jeryl Bacon who asked if you polled the parents for this
combination classroom.
Mrs. Canada answered that a poll was not conducted and said that they would. She also
added that the article covers salary and benefits.
Mr. Gronbeck added if necessary, the School Board can go into deficit spending in order
to hire another teacher.
Mrs. Bacon said that they should have asked the parents first and she let it be known that
she was in favor of this article.
The Moderator recognized John Muller who said that the 4/5 combination isn't that bad if
there is the right selection and the class is small in size. He asked if this article was passed,
would the Board be obligated to hire another teacher?
Mrs. Canada said yes.
Mr. Muller asked if there was a way to make it permissive?
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The Moderator stated that it is possible to amend the article.
Mr. Muller stated that he would like to do it.
After the Moderator consulted with the Board, he stated that it would be easier to defeat
the article and add to the budget.
The Moderator recognized Janet Prior who stated that she had a problem with an article
that isn't giving the board flexibility.
The Moderator recognized Carol Pipinias who spoke in favor of the article.
The Moderator recognized David Barr who spoke in support of article, however, he asked
that we support the School Board and amend the budget to do it that way.
The question was moved and seconded.
It passed by a head count of 173 to 69.
VI. By Petition of Carol Landau and 28 others, to see if the School District will vote
to raise and appropriate the sum of eight thousand two hundred dollars ($8,200) to
reinstate the position of part-time (25%) physical education teacher. (The Board
does not support this Article.)
It was moved and seconded.
The Moderator recognized Carol Landau who spoke about the reasons for this article.
Mr. Gronbeck stated that to cover everything in the curriculum couldn't offer extra time
in gym. He stated that there was not enough time in day for kindergarten and didn't feel we
needed to provide this.
The Moderator recognized David Canada who spoke in support of a full time teacher.
It was passed by a voice vote.
VII. To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise and appropriate for the
support of schools, for the payment of salaries of School District officials and
agents, and for the payment of the statutory obligations of the District.
Susan Canada moved to see if the School District would vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $6,766,997.00 for the support of schools, for the payment of salaries of School District
officials and agents, and for the payment of the statutory obligations of the District.
Sue went over the line items of the proposed budget.
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The Moderator recognized Perry Francis who asked about the food service budget being
in there when the children pay for the lunches.
Mrs. Canada explained that the school lunch program is self-supporting, but the money
has to be shown in the budget.
The budget passed by a voice vote.
VIOL By Petition of Aidan Barry and 28 others, to see if the District will vote to
approve the development of a "Character and Citizen Education Curriculum" to
be implemented at the Stratham Memorial School.
It was moved and seconded.
The Moderator recognized Mr. Barry who explained the reason for this article. He stated
that this would involve no money and there would not be any cost to implement this program.
There were no questions.
It passed with a voice vote.
DC. To choose Agents, Auditors and Committees in relation to any subject embraced
in this Warrant.
The Moderator recognized Mr. Gronbeck spoke about Mrs. Canada's six years of service
on the school board. He stated that there would be a donation made to the school library in her
name.
X. To transact any other business which may legally come before this meeting.
The Moderator spoke about the passing of Dick Wiggin and Don Allen of whom had
served four terms and two terms on the school board.
Mr. Gronbeck moved that we close the meeting in memory of Mr. Wiggin and Mr. Allen.
It was seconded.
Meeting adjourned at 1 1 : 10.
Respectfully submitted,
Ellen B. Bullard, School Board Clerk
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STRATHAM SCHOOL SPECIAL DISTRICT MEETING
September 9, 1994
The Meeting was called to order by the Moderator, Douglas Scamman, at 7:05 P.M. The
moderator asked Stephen Woods to give the invocation.
The Moderator explained the process of checking off all registered voters before being
seated. Voters were issued a card used for recording each roll call vote. He said that this was
going to be a ballot vote.
Article I . To see if the District will vote to enter into a collective bargaining agreement
with the Stratham Teachers Association (the union representing teachers in the Stratham School
District) covering the three (3) year period from September 1, 1994 to August 31, 1997 and
approve the cost items included therein containing, in summary: continuation of existing
non-salary benefits with the following changes: life insurance increased from $25,000.00 to
$50,000.00; long term disability elimination period reduced from 120 days to ninety (90) days;
health insurance coverage continues unchanged but, commencing April, 1995, teachers make
some contribution (initially approximately 5%) towards premiums; and the following salary
increase schedule: first year - no increase in salaries but "step" increases are provided at the
same rates as the third year of the 1991-1994 agreement with a twelfth step added; second year -
2.5% increase over the 1994-1995 rates; third year - 3.1% increase over the 1995-1996 rates.
The approximate increase in the cost of teacher salaries because of this agreement and
step increases for each of the three (3) years (subject to change resulting from changes in the
number of and in the educational degrees and years of experience of teachers employed) over the
preceding year will be:
$54,036.00 in the first year;
$68,824.00 in the second year;
$94,096.00 in the third year.
And, further, to raise and appropriate the sum of $54,036.00 for the 1994-1995 year, such
sum representing the additional costs attributable to the increase in salaries and salary related
benefits over those appropriated at the 1994 annual meeting.
After the Moderator read the article, it was moved by Gordon Bailey and seconded by
Lucy Smith.
The Moderator recognized Lucy Smith who introduced the School Board. Mrs. Smith
then explained the negotiation process the Board had with the school teachers. When there
wasn't an agreement pending, it was decided to go to fact finding.
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A day later the teachers asked again to try to come to an agreement. The Board met with
three teachers and were able to come to an agreement during the summer. The Board feels that it
is a good agreement, however, neither side got everything.
The moderator recognized David Canada who asked about the deductible.
Lucy said the insurance had $100 deductible and that it was and 80/20 copayment plan.
The Moderator recognized Paula Krolikoski. Mrs. Krolikoski asked if we were voting for
all three yeas at this time?
The Moderator explained that it was a three-year contract and that by voting in favor of it
at this time, would obligate the Board to accept the three year terms.
The Moderator recognized Marty Wool. Mr. Wool explained that he was reluctant to
oppose the contract. However, he had done some research of his own and compared to other
school districts, he felt that the Board should go back and negotiate more on the medical benefits.
He found that other towns had 10% of the cost paid by the teachers.
The Moderator recognized Mrs. Krolikoski who asked if it was a coincident that the
assessments were mailed out just ahead of the meeting.
Mrs. Smith said she didn't believe anyone was trying to be sneaky. She added that we
should not skimp on the salaries, and the Board tried to get more on the medical. Mrs. Smith
believes it was a beginning and also reminded everyone that there was a change in the health
program three years ago. She asked that we support the article tonight, and they would continue
to work on the medical for future negotiation.
The Moderator recognized Steve Woods. He asked to poll each member individually on
the article. All members supported the article.
Mr. Bailey said that the medical coverage was the same as Hampton School District
which he added was a comparable district to ours. He believes if we don't settle now,there will
be no medical contribution.
Mr. Gronbeck stated that he believed it was a good contract.
The Moderator recognized Mrs. Krolikoski who asked what we have to give the teachers
to get them to agree to a 5% medical contribution.
Mrs. Smith stated that this 5% contribution will be on the cost of insurance now,
however, their contribution will not start until April, 1995 when the medical insurance is
renewed.
Mr. Bailey answered that there were several areas negotiated with teachers - pay raises,
decrease in waiting on disability etc. Each side gave a little.
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The Moderator recognized David Canada who asked what fact finding litigation cost and
would there be a zero cost increase?
Mr. Bailey's answered probably not.
Mr. Gronbeck said the Board has spent $2000 to date and felt it would cost another
$7000.
The Moderator explained the ballot process and the order of voting. He called the
question and explained the voting procedure.
The polls opened at 7:40 and closed at 7:50.
Of the 98 votes cast, 66 were yes and 32 were no. The Article passed.
Lucy Smith thanked the voters. She introduced the Principal, Gail Hiltz. Mrs. Hiltz
stated there were 706 students including preschoolers enrolled at the school and 40 students in
the summer.
Mrs. Smith stated she was on the committee interviewing for the high school principal
and asked for input from the parents. They would start interviewing the second week in October.
The Moderator announced that the Budget Advisory Committee was forming and needed
to appoint members. Anyone interested was to see him.
The Moderator asked if there was any new business. It was moved to adjourn by Douglas
Scamman, Sr. and seconded.
Meeting adjourned at 8:05.
Respectfully submitted,
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ABBOTT, DENNIS J. Ill & ABBOTT, THERESA A
ABBOTT, GORDON L. & ABBOTT, JUDITH A.
ABBOTT, MICHAEL F. & ABBOTT, LYNN M.








ADAIR, KENNETH R & ADAIR,
ADAMS, DANIEL & ADAMS, MARGARET JANE
ADAMS, JOHN A, & ADAMS, EDITH L.
ADAMS, PATRICIA L. & TATE, DAVID C.
ADAMS, RICHARD P. & ADAMS, LISA M.
ALAMED, GARY F, & ALAMED, P. DURE
ALBINE, ROBERT L.
ALDRICH, RICHARD P. & ALDRICH,
ALEXANDER, MARICE & ALEXANDER,
ALEXANDER, PAMELA J.





ALLEN, PAUL F. SR. & ALLEN, MARION B.
ALLEN, RICHARD L. & ALLEN, MARGARET A.
ALLEN, RICHARD W. & ALLEN, KAREN
ALLEN, RICHARD W. & ALLEN, KAREN
ALMAND, KREG J. & ALMAND, LESLEY J.
ALPI, JOHN & DUMAIS, CONSTANCE
ALSTOTT FAMILY TRUST
ALTNEU, MICHAEL G. & TAMBER-ALTNEU, SARAH
ALVES, RAYMOND S. & ALVES, CAROLE
AMARAL, JAMES P & ISRAELSON, LORI B.
AMARAL, TIMOTHY P.
AMATO, FRANK G. & AMATO, JANET L.
AMERENA, MICHAEL & FLAVIN, GLORIA
AMSDEN, CATHERINE E.
AMSDEN, RALPH V. JR.
AMSDEN, RALPH V. JR. & AMSDEN, ALICE E.
ANDERSON REALTY TRUST
ANDERSON, ANDREW & ANDERSON, NOREEN F.
ANDERSON, ANDREW M. & ANDERSON, GWENDOLYN
ANDERSON, GEORGE & ANDERSON, JEAN
ANDERSON, JEFFREY A. & ANDERSON, NANCY S.
LAND BUILDING TOTAL
55,400 76,100 131,
50,500 93, 500 144,
49,700 84, 000 133,
49,500 111, 400 160,
150,000 182, 900 332,
7, 500 7,
7, 500 7,
54,800 110, 400 165,
45,200 101, 600 146,
80,100 62, 900 143,
48, 100 48,
48,500 131, 200 179,
46,376 178 900 225,
22,800 89 ,400 112,
128,400 284 r 900 413,
48,400 91 ,400 139,
72 ,700 72,
97 ,500 97,
43,800 84 ,300 128,
69 ,700 69,






77,600 255 ,400 333,
181,700 166 ,100 347,
145,200 175 ,400 320,
49,100 84 ,800 133,
121 ,800 121,
59,800 191 200 251,
56,900 133, 200 190,
53,400 132, 100 185,
58,500 110, 300 168,
69, 600 69,
43,800 61, 400 105,
90 900 90,
58,700 135 500 194,
55,900 55,
73,900 66 ,300 140,
105,500 108 300 213,
41,100 63 ,600 104,
41,400 64 800 106,
122,100 141 600 263,






DERSON, ROGER L. & ANDERSON CLAIRE R.
[DERSON, RONALD L. JR. & ANDERSON, SUSAN
DOLINA, DONALD C. JR.
GEL, ALICIA M.
IMS, GARY R. & ANNIS,
THONY, JAY & ANTHONY,
1THONY, PAUL E. & ANTHONY, JOAN M.
TONINI, WILLIAM H. & ANTONINI , PAULA C.
CHILA, EDNA R.
WAGANIAN, MARK C. & ARMAGANIAN-POLERA,
WSTRONG, KEITH D. & ARMSTRONG, DEBRA A.
WOLD REVOCABLE TRUST OF 1994
WOLD, ADELE & ARNOLD, MARK W.
WOLD, DAVID H. & CRAWFORD, ANDRA J.
WOLD, WILLIAM R. & ARNOLD, IRMGARD S.
RENAULT, DARYL G.
3ENAULT, MARYANNE










JIN, GEORGE W. & AUBIN, GAIL M.
TENZIO, ALFRED D. & AUTENZIO, DIANE J.
lEMORE REALTY TRUST
TLES, EDWIN & AVILES, AIDA
Ir, CHARLES W. & AYER, DAWN F.
fSYLON, MICHAEL D.
CON, JACQUELYN E.
*CON, R. SCOTT & BACON, JERYL K.




[ley, gordon a. & bailey, debra j.
1ley, teresa m.
1llagreon, roger & mcevoy, barbara
illargeon, philip d. & baillargeon, che
ier, christy l.
\ ;as, frederick k. & balas, paula l.
1|ll, dennis m. & ball, verna
\ ilantyne, richard v. & ballantyne, arle
icbushew, saran b. & bambushew, valerie
weford, david k.
jfeford, paul d. & bamford, mary
*Ii;aban, marjorie i. trust
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LAND BUILDING TOTAL
72 600 157,400 230,
49 900 86,600 136,
72,800 72,
22 500 96,500 119,







22 ,600 97,900 120,
55 ,100 136,300 191,
48,100 48,
49 ,500 74,000 123,
57 ,600 122,800 180,
51 ,800 71,200 123,
20 ,700 97,700 118,
86,100 86,
49 ,900 136,200 186,
50 ,400 50,




58 ,600 156,500 215,
72,700 72,
45 ,100 83,000 128,
80,400 80,
18 ,000 84,200 102,
20 ,200 27,700 47,
52 ,500 133,900 186,
19 ,500 65,500 85,
143 ,600 265,400 409,
61 ,000 124,500 185,
97,800 97,
50 ,000 69,700 119,
50 ,700 120,200 170,




18, 700 32,300 51,
56, 900 97,800 154,
59, 000 145,600 204,
78 ,300 121,700 200,



















BARBER, GLENN T. & BARBER, SALLY A.
BARBIERI, CHRISTINE M. & BARBIERI , STEPHE
BARGIEL, ALBERT M. & BARGIEL, SHARON E.
BARKER FAMILY REALTY TRUST
BRUCE W. & BARKER, JANICE L.
CARL WARREN JR.
EARL L. & BARKER, MARGARET D.
EDMUND L. & BARKER, MARY C.
EVELYN G. & BARKER, CAROL A.
GORDON L. & BARKER, EDITH K.
LEBARON R.
LEVI H. & BARKER, MARY A.
PAUL F. & BARLOW, THELMA C.
RICHARD L.
RHENDA A
ROBERT A. & BARNES, PAMELA G.
SHEILA M. & BARNES, KEVIN D.
TERRY & BARNES, MARGARETTA
DENNIS E. & BARON, JUDITH T.
BARONE, ROBERT J.
BARR, DAVID P. & BARR, ANNE Y.
BARR, GARY J. & BARR, PATRICIA M.
BARRETT, LARRY 0.
BARRY, AIDAN & KOBAYASHI , MIDORI
BARTLETT, DAVID G. & BARTLETT, KIMBERLY J
BARTLETT, JOANNE L. & BARTLETT, STEPHEN G
BARTLETT, LOIS LEE
BARTLETT, LOIS LEE












NATHAN S. & BATCHELDER, BREND
RICHARD & BATCHELDER, BARBARA
RICHARD A. JR. & BATCHELDER,
ROBERT M. & BATCHELDER, SHARO






















49 ,500 107 ,200 156, :n
38 ,900 72 ,300 111,2X1
22 ,500 99 ,000 121, 5i0
49 ,300 53 ,200 102,50
42 ,000 60 ,900 102,90
43 ,000 72 ,700 115, 7j
58 ,100 75 ,500 133, €3
174 ,100 174, 3D
45 ,800 77 ,300 123, 3J]
65 ,271 101 ,300 166,51
66 200 66,1]
58 ,000 58, Cp
54 ,200 73 100 127, :d
42 ,100 42,] 3
71 ,800 71, El
59 ,800 145 600 205, <D
51 ,100 107 ,700 158,60
75 ,700 235 ,400 311,1
61 ,200 46 200 107,0
173 000 173, C3
63 400 99 200 162,
n
59 100 122, 800 181, ?0
65, 400 65,4)
46 400 101, 700 148, J/)
45 200 56, 100 101,3
55 700 162, 500 218, SO
45 300 45,:)
50 ,000 79 700 129, 5j
49 500 96 200 145, :v
103 500 90, 300 193, el
45 600 72, 500 118, ll
188, 500 159, 000 347,50
51, 625 146, 400 198, C5
36, 938 21,600 58,53
3, 279 3,;a
30 )
61, 500 112,400 173, Si
45, 200 75,700 120, SO
45, 400 90,600 136, Cl
470 4 )
51, 100 51,200 102,:)
620 O
47, 400 89,900 137,31
39, 600 700 40, :»
148
*OPERTY OWNER
VTEMAN, CECIL & BATEMAN, GERALDINE
VTES, RONALD & BATES, DONNA
\TTIS, DONALD E. & BATTIS, BARBARA
UJER, ROBIN R.
\XTER, MARJORIE B.
\YER, ERNEST H. & BAYER, ERNESTINE L.
BACH, DEWEY J. & BEACH, DIANE G.
BACH, DEWEY J. & BEACH, DIANE G.
SACH, DIANE G. & BEACH, DEWEY J.
2AIRSTO, DONALD A. & FERNANDEZ, PATRICIA
SAIRSTO, MAXINE D. & BEAIRSTO, NORMAN
SAIRSTO, NORMAN & BEAIRSTO, MAXINE D.
CAR, ROBERT H. & BEAR, CYNTHIA, M
,5ASLEY, KENNETH A. & BEASLEY, PATRICIA D
£ATS, CHRISTINE L. & BEATS, JOHN M.
IBAULIEU, RICHEL F.
SAUREGARD, EDWARD A. & BEAUREGARD, JO AN
I2DFORD, CLAY P. JR. & BEDFORD, CAROLYN S
BEMAN, ROBERT G. & BEEMAN, JUDITH B.
EESLEY, THOMAS E. & BEESLEY, GALYN G.
;L'LA, LOUISE M.
CLL & FLYNN, INC.
ELL & FLYNN, INC.
ELL & FLYNN, INC.
ICLL, JOHN W. & BELL, JOYCE L.
CLLS & WHISTLES TRUST
1CLSKI, THOMAS E.
KNDROTH, SUSAN E.H. & HUTTON, JOYCE M.
MNEVENTO, VINCENT & BENEVENTO, DENISE
NNJAMIN, JACK H. & BENJAMIN, NANCY
.WNETT, BRUCE & BENNETT, CELESTE M.
NNNETT, BRUCE
KNOIT, MARK L. & BENOIT, SUSAN H.
N'NOIT, MARY ANN E.
KNOIT, PRESTON B. & COTTON, MICHAEL D.
KNTO, RICHARD A. & BENTO, CAROL L.
RRGERON, PAUL A. & BERGERON, JILLIAN C.
AIRMAN, JAY M. & BERMAN, STEVEN G.
fcRNAZZANI, MARY E.
IRNSTEIN REALTY TRUST,
(RRY, ROBERT S. & BERRY, MARJORIE C.
IRRRY, ROBERT S. & BERRY, MARJORIE C.
IRRRY, ROBERT S. & BERRY, MARJORIE C.
IRUBE, DEAN & APICELLA-BERUBE, LINDA
fRUK, JOHN J. & BERUK, PATRICIA H.

















































BEST, PAUL S. & BEST, LINDA M.
BETKE, JAMES R. & BETKE, CYNTHIA L.
BETTANO, JAMES J. JR. & BETTANO, CYNTHIA
BETTS, JONATHAN
BETTS, M. DON & BETTS, MARTHA L.
BETTS, STUART C. & BETTS, LINDA L.
BETTS, STUART C. & BETTS, LINDA L.
BEVERSTOCK, JEFFREY P.
BEVERSTOCK, JILL B.
BIBAUD, GEORGE H. & BIBAUD, PHYLLIS J.
BICKFORD, FRED
BIERY-SICARD ROLLINS FARM PART
BIGWOOD, B. WILLIAM & BIGWOOD, CAROLYN F.
BILLINGS FAMILY TRUST
BILLY, GEORGE J. & BILLY, ROSEMARIE L.
BINETTE, ANITA M. & BINETTE, ALFRED, N.
BINETTE, THOMAS G. & BINETTE, GAIL
BIRD, MICHAEL A. & BIRD, MELISSA Q.
BISNETT, CLAYTON BARRY & BISNETT, LESLIE
BISSON, JOSEPH W.
BITOMSKE, LEE J. & BITOMSKE, SHELLEY M.
BLACK, DAVID A. & DUPELL, BETH A.
BLAIN, ALBERT & BLAIN, CAROLYN
BLAIR, PATRICIA A. & BLAIR, PHILIP
BLAIS, THOMAS E. & MC INTIRE, HEIDI M.
BLAKE, ELIZABETH
BLAKE, GARY W.
BLAKE, ROLAND & BLAKE, A. LORRAINE
BLANCHETTE, RICHARD J. & BLANCHETTE, SHEI
BLANEY, STEVEN & BLANEY, LESLIE
BLENK, THOMAS D. & BLENK, BARBARA A.
BLIEM, NORMA
BLOCK, DANIEL A & BLOCK, DENISE S
BLOOD, KENNETH G.
BLUNT, SAMUEL JR.
BOGAN, J.RONALD & BOGAN, CLAIRE
BOLDUC, KAREN
BOMHARD, CARL H. & BOMHARD, BARBARA
BONACCORSI, JOHN E. & BONACCORSI , SHELLY
BOND, ELLEN
BOND, ELLEN
BOND, JAMES A. & BOND, TERESA M.
BONNER, MICHASEL K. REVOCABLE & BONNER, F
BOODY, GRACE











67,500 215 300 282,
50,400 100 200 150,




54,500 113 200 167,
52,100 65 800 117,
74,400 148 r 100 222,
55,000 126 ,200 181,
67,500 124 r 400 191,
70 ,600 70,
49,500 116 ,300 165,
48,600 102 ,500 151,
35,400 64 ,200 99,
70 ,600 70,
54,000 184 ,500 238,
47,283 179 ,000 226,
271,700 77 ,800 349,
54,500 137 ,900 192,
49,900 100 ,100 150,
43,900 43,
90 ,200 90,
53,000 44 900 97,
63,000 186 700 249,
112,000 96 300 208,




48,700 71 500 120,
1, 400 1,
1, 400 1,
49,600 61, 400 111,
186, 000 186,
1,600 1,
54,000 129, 500 183,




OSINGER, ELIOT P. & BOSINGER, SANDRA L.
OTHWELL-BOND, KAREN




DURASSA, GARY & BOURASSA, DEBRA A
DURDAGES, ANTJE S. & BOURDAGES, CHARLES
DURGEAULT, PHILLIP E. & BOURGEAULT, SUSA
DURN, SUZANNE M. & WOOL, MARTIN
DUTILIER, BETTY L.
WE, PATRICIA A.
DWLES, ROBERT W. & BOWLES, LESLIE M.
OYCE, KATHLEEN R.
3YD, ROBERT JR. & BOYD, SALLY S.
DYLE, JOSEPH J. & BOYLE, LUCY F.
OYNTON, MARK & BOYNTON, JO-ANNE
|<RACCI f EMELIO





ifcADY, EARL J. & BRADY, BARBARA A.
3AGDON, DAVID L. & BRAGDON, DOROTHY E.
3AGDON, DEBRA
*ALEY, BRUCE K. & BRALEY, VIRGINIA G.
*ANN, RICHARD W. & BRANN, DEBORAH J.
*ENNAN, EDWARD J.








REWER, DONALD R. & BREWER, DOROTHY M.
UNDAMOUR, WILLIAM & BRINDAMOUR, LORRAIN
tODERICK, BARBARA B.





(IOPHY, JANET M. & MORIN, WILBERT A.





























































BROWN, G. PAGE & BROWN, MARY F.
GALE G. & GRIGOR, NANCY A.
GEORGE R. & BROWN, BARBARA L.
GERTURDE M.
JANET
PAUL & BROWN, ETHEL
RAYMOND J. & BROWN, THELMA L.
ROBERT E.
THERESA R.
TIMOTHY & BROWN, KATHY M.
BROWNELL, JERILYN
BRUCE, DONALD R. & BRUCE, BERTHA C.
BRUNNER, ROBERT & BRUNNER, LISA
BRUNO, SHARON A.C. & BRUNO, DAVID J.
BRYAN, JEFFREY PAUL & BRYAN, ELIZABETH JO
BRYANT CRONIN, HELENA & BRYANT, NEIL A.
BUCHANAN, STEVEN & BUCHANAN, CARLA L.
BUCK, ROBIN S. & BUCK, TERRY D.
BUCKINGHAM, PETER W. & O'CONNOR, LORRAINE
BUELL, RICHARD & BUELL, LOREN M.
BULLARD, LAWRENCE P. & BULLARD, ELLEN E.
BULLARD, LAWRENCE P. & BULLARD, ELLEN E.
BULLARD, LAWRENCE P.
BULLERWELL, DONALD S. & BULLERWELL, BREND




BURKE, WILLIAM T. & BURKE. BARBARA ANN
BURNHAM, ROBERT L. & BURNHAM, GERALDINE R











BURWELL, HENRY J. & BURWELL,
BURWELL, THOMAS E & BURWELL,
BUTKIEWICZ, WILLIAM & BUTKIEWICZ, MARY EL













57 ,200 57 ,20<
76 ,300 154 ,500 230 ,80'
69
r
600 200 ,300 269 , 90
45 ,400 63 ,800 109 ,20'
58 ,400 99 ,200 157 ,60
61 ,700 61 ,70
49 ,800 67 ,300 117 ,10i
32 ,800 72 ,100 104 ,90
38 ,600 64 ,100 102 ,701
79 ,200 79 ,20
49 ,300 110 ,600 159 ,90
72 ,400 282 ,400 354 ,80
61 ,000 73 ,400 134 ,40
49 ,300 95 ,600 144 ,90
46 ,100 83 ,500 129 ,60
61 ,500 76 ,000 137 ,50
59 ,800 59 ,80
34 ,400 40 ,500 74 ,90
61 ,800 188 ,700 250 ,50'
36 ,000 74 ,700 110 ,70'
45 ,800 74 ,000 119 ,80'
49 ,900 133 ,600 183 ,50'
53 ,000 53 , 00«
77 ,100 126 700 203 ,80'
91 000 91 ,00<
51 200 58 800 110 00f
547 900 547 90i
48 800 109 300 158 10i
46, 200 37, 600 83 80i
62, 800 179, 400 242 20i
35, 200 86, 000 121 20i
55, 700 113, 500 169, 20i
15, 300 5, 000 20, 301
22, 500 10, 200 32, 701
22, 500 9, 100 31, 601
22, 500 10, 100 32, 601
19, 100 2, 500 21, 601
19, 100 5, 000 24, 101
19, 100 2, 500 21, 601
19, 100 2, 500 21, 60<
19, 100 2, 500 21, 60i
500 1, 400 1, 90«
49, 300 60, 700 110, 00i
38, 200 52, 700 90, 901
46, 300 46, 301






JUTLER, WILLIAM H, & BUTLER,




iUZZELL, JAMES E. & BUZZELL,
iYRNES, ROY J.
! & E SERVICE
I.A.N. REALTY TRUST
iDIEUX, VINCENT R
JADY, ROGER C. & CADY, MARY L.
ZAHILL, DAVID F. & CAHILL, CLAIRE M.
SALANDRA, DOMINIC S. & CALANDRA, LISA M.
2ALDBECK, NANCY E. & ESTEVES , ALEXANDER A
/IALDERAN, JAMES A. & CALDERAN, CATHERINE
FALDWELL, JONATHAN & CALDWELL, CHRISTINE
FALEF, ROBERT G. & CALEF, OLIVE B.
FALEY, ROBERT L. & CALEY, LAURIE A.
FALL, JAMES D. & CALL, PATRICIA W.
FALLAHAN, DENNIS E. & CALLAHAN, EILEEN
PALLAHAN, LAUREN A.F. & CALLAHAN, MARK S.
PAMERON, THELMA B.
AMP, DORIS HEIRS OF
AMP, DORIS HEIRS OF
AMP, ELISHA & CAMP, JOYCE
AMPION, RAYMOND W. & CAMPION, KATHLEEN M
AMPISI, JOSEPH R. & CAMPISI, PATRICIA A.
ANADA, DAVID A. & CANADA, SUSAN D.
PAPORELLO, EDWARD A. & CAPORELLO, LAURIE
PAPRON, RAE N. TRUSTEE OF THE
PAPRON, RAE N. TRUSTEE OF THE & CAPRON, R
PARBONNEAU, ALBERT K.
PARBONNEAU, EDGAR & CARBONNEAU, HELEN
!PARBONNEAU, LESTER A. & CARBONNEAU, FLORE
MRBONNEAU, LESTER E. & CARBONNEAU, CATHY
fcARLEY, EDWARD J.
Carlisle, marcia r.
mrlsen, laurits s. & carlsen, gloria a.





|ARTER, DUDLEY E. Sc CARTER, ANNETTE W.
IfeARTER, THERMAN A. JR.







49 800 82,600 132,
95 ,700 95,
253 800 88 ,500 342,
122 r 200 301 ,100 423,
97
r
700 558 ,400 656,
57 ,300 235 ,100 292,
36
r
000 65 ,800 101,
45 ,000 118 ,800 163,
58 ,500 111 ,800 170,
57 ,400 57,
58 900 164 ,700 223,
50 500 73 ,800 124,
65 200 146 700 211,
27, 500 50 700 78,
50, 000 110 900 160,
70 300 70,
49, 500 77 300 126,
49, 500 133 ,900 183,
12, 500 12,
63 600 184 ,800 248,
51 000 111 ,800 162,
63 700 157 ,900 221,
51 400 140 ,000 191,
45 ,500 126 ,200 171,
43 200 40 ,700 83,
75 200 95 ,400 170,
99 ,600 61 ,200 160,
50 ,300 53 ,900 104,
46 ,034 39 ,800 85,
46 ,100 93 ,500 139,
72 ,800 72,
91 ,700 91,




53,800 104, 400 158,
45,700 86, 400 132,
38,800 65 500 104,
49,300 78, 100 127,








CARYE, RAY, BARB J& BARB F
CASASSA, ANTHONY P. & CASASSA, ALLISON J.
CASPAR, MICHAEL F.
CASPERSON, CARL E. & CASPERSON, LINDA N.
CASSANI, JAMES G. & CASSANI , NOREEN M.





CAVALIER, RONALD J. & CAVALIER, DEBORAH L
CAVERNO, MARGARET L.
CECCANTI, EILEEN
CECERE, JO ANN E.
CENTER ONE SERVICE CORP.
CEPLENSKI, ELIZABETH A.
CERRI, MARGARET G.





CHAMBERLAIN, LAURA M & CHAMBERLAIN, DAVID
CHAMBERLAIN, STEVEN P. & DE JESUS -CHAMBER
CHAMBERLIN, KAREN
CHAMBERS, GORDON J. & CHAMBERS, CAROL B.
CHAMIJO REALTY TRUST & RIZZO, CAROL A.
CHANDLER, HEROLD JR. & CHANDLER, RITA M.
CHANDLER, WILLIAM C. & CHANDLER, JOAN B.
CHAPMAN, CHARLAN
CHARBONNEAU, JR., AROL J.
CHARLES, HENRY & CHARLES,
CHASE, C. H. HEIRS OF
CHASE, C. H. HEIRS OF
CHASE, JONANNE G.
CHASE, THOMAS H. & CHASE,
CHERICHETTI, MARIE
CHIESA, LOUIS & CHIESA, EMELIA A.
CHILDS, FRANK L & CHILDS, ELIZABETH R.
CHILDS, STEPHEN M. & CHILDS, VERONICIA J.









25,000 25 , C )
100 i
43,300 43 * j
42,700 111 ,100 153 ieii
22,600 95 ,200 117 ,80
53,500 119 900 173 ,40
198 ,600 198 ,60
59,500 105 200 164 ,70
45,900 82 200 128 ,10
48,800 144 800 193 ,60
51,500 102 600 154 ,1)
51 000 51 ,00
59 800 59 ,80
54,100 54 100 108 ,2-)
50 500 50 5 )
196 400 196 U)
91,700 257 800 349 C )
61,200 61 , t- )
189 200 189 ,2)
49,500 65 700 115
51,500 124 600 176 ,1)
100 1)
93 400 93 ,40
72 800 72 ,8)
60,300 127 100 187 ,4)
22,500 96 900 119 ,40
52 000 52 ,co
197 700 197 , 1 )
137 700 137 7 )
58,500 153, 300 211 8 )
46,600 90, 200 136 8.)
41,625 120, 300 161, 9}
45,000 75, 000 120, 0)
45,900 104, 600 150, C )
13,100 13 1)
11,800 11, 8)
58,700 133, 300 192, C)
49,500 118, 600 168 1 )
194, 800 194, 8>
187, 300 187, 3 '
51,800 89, 900 141, 7 1
49,000 106, 100 155, 1 )


















ilSHOLM, RONALD C, & CHISHOLM, LIZABETH
1ISHOLM, RONALD C. & CHISHOLM, LIZABETH
iOINIERE, ALAN L. & CHOINIERE, ANN-MARIE
1RISTO, STEPHEN T. & CHRISTO, KATHLEEN P
CESZYNSKI, CAROLYN
[PULLO, WAYNE E. & CIPULLO, LINDA K.
,AAR, ROBERT R. & CLAAR, DENISE A.
,ANCY, WILLIAM J. & CLANCY, MARYANN B.
& HANSEN, NANCY L.
CLARK, GEORGETTE L.
CLARK, LUCY H.
CHARLES W. JR. & CLARK, LAURIE P.
CLARENCE J.
HEATHER R & TREMBLAY, LEONARD E
JAMES M. & CLARK, SUSAN E.
JOHN B. & CLARK, DONNA L.
JOHN B. & CLARK, DONNA L.
TODD D,
WILLIAM A.
,AUSEN, JONATHAN N. & CLAUSEN,
,EAR TRUST, G. BRANDOLINI TR.
,EARY, JANE N.
JEMENTS, C. ROBERT & CLEMENTS,
.EMENTS, JAMES & CLEMENTS, KATHLEEN




>HAN, DENNIS M. &
MEN, PHILIP A
lLAVECCHIO, JUDY A.
>LBY, ANITA A. & COLBY, MARK E.
OLE, MALCOLM G. & COLE, KATHLEEN A.
OLE, P. CHRISTIAN & COLE, PRISCILLA B.
OLE, RICHARD E. & COLE, DOROTHY M.
LLININO, VICTOR M. & PFISTER, PATRICIA
LLINS, PHILLIP H. & COLLINS, PATRICIA A
LLINS, RICHARD D.
LUMBIA, WILLIAM L. & COLUMBIA, MARLENE
(MMEAU, JEFFREY J.




KNEY, RICHARD & CONEY, FLORENCE
ELIZABETH
LOUISE F.
& CODDING, SARAH M.






49,900 79, 900 129,
55,400 134, 100 189,
49,100 136, 500 185,
67, 100 67,
39,000 43, 500 82,
186, 200 186,
49,500 96, 500 146,
55,400 130, 200 185,
49,500 108 300 157,
66,600 107 200 173,
234,200 234,
68 500 68,
76,300 245 500 321,
91 ,100 91,
47 600 47,
45,600 108 ,700 154,
67 100 67,





57,500 132 ,900 190,
120,300 76 ,900 197,
64 ,000 64,
45,400 109 ,800 155,
54,000 147 ,000 201,
67,500 220 ,300 287,
50 ,900 50,
130 ,500 130,
59,100 111 ,700 170,
48,500 114 ,600 163,
58,200 136 ,700 194,
45,000 68 ,500 113,
46,000 78 ,700 124,
196 ,400 196,
55 ,000 55,
44,200 97 900 142,
62,200 200, 200 262,
119,200 166, 700 285,
53, 500 53,






CONNOR, BRIAN & CONNOR, ROBIN
CONNOR, PATRICK M. & CONNOR, SONIA E.
CONNORS, PAUL L. & CONNORS, JERI-ANN
CONWAY, MARY J & CONWAY, GEORGE F.
CONWAY, SUSAN J.
CONWAY, SUSAN J.
COOK, IRA H & COOK, CAROL













CORNERSTONE SCHOOL, INC., THE
CORROON, ATHANASIA
CORTES, EDWARD R. & CORTES, LISE
COSFIT REALTY TRUST
COSGROVE, BRENDA A. & CARROLL, STEPHEN C.
COSTELLO, BRETT W. & COSTELLO, ANDREA B.




COURTNEY, ALEXANDER A. & COURTNEY, MARY E
COURTOVICH, GEORGE & COURTOVICH, DEBORAH
COUSSOULE, GEORGE P & COUSSOULE, ALTHEA L
COUTURE, ROLAND & COUTURE, IDA
CRAGEN, RUTH E. & BIGELOW, FLORENCE M.
CRAIG, DALE S. & GENTHNER, ELIZABETH A.
CRAWFORD, RUSSELL 0.
CREIGHTON, ARTHUR F. & CREIGHTON, MIRIAM
CRESITELLO, PHILIP & CRESITELLO, LUNNE
CRONIN, MICHAEL J. & CRONIN, SHARON A.
CRONIN, TABITA H.
CROSBIE, RICHARD B. & CROSBIE, SANDRA L.
CROSBY, RICHARD
CROSBY, BRYAN K. & CROSBY, ALICE E.
CROSS, THOMAS B.
CROW, DANIEL F. & CROW, LISA J.
CROW, DWIGHT F. & CROW, ELEANOR H.
CROW, ELEANOR H. & CROW, DWIGHT F.
CROW, ELEANOR H. REVOCABLE TRU
CROWLEY, JOHN J. & CROWLEY, KIMBERLY A.
CUFF, LESTER L. & CUFF, JOELLEN
I.AND BUILDING TOTAL
175,800 175,
55 ,100 141,300 196,
57,200 57,















45 ,000 59 ,000 104,
45
r
100 75 ,600 120,
12 ,200 361 ,400 433,
170 ,300 656 ,000 826,
89 ,500 89,
46 ,600 115 ,500 162,
28 300 28,
47 ,000 104 ,200 151,
25 ,200 70 ,400 95,
46 700 193 ,200 239,
19 100 ,500 21,
37 000 62 ,900 99,
58 300 90 ,000 148,
74 600 195 ,900 270,
60 400 107 000 167,
49 700 111 700 161,
47, 700 36 100 83,
36, 900 78 000 114,




49, 700 64, 100 113,
91, 400 91,
47, 000 89, 800 136,
44, 300 12, 500 56,
30, 500 46, 200 76,
72, 700 72,
57, 700 89 900 147,
43, 400 43,
27, 600 27,
84, 900 254,600 339,
59, 500 164,300 223,
59, 000 200, 600 259,
156
iOPERTY OWNER
'JMMING, SCOTT W. & GUMMING, KAREN L.
fJMMINGS, WILLIAM E. Ill & CUMMINGS , ANN-




1TRTIS, JAMES W. & CURTIS, LORRAINE M.
rSHING, JOHN J. JR. & CUSHING, KAREN L.
ASHING, TIMOTHY M. & CUSHING, JANET B.
rSHMAN, JAMES OTIS & CUSHMAN, PAULA
TSHMAN, OTIS
ITSHMAN, OTIS
KYZ, TEDDY S. & CZYZ , ELIZABETH
& F REALTY TRUST
hAMATO, LOUISE & ARTECA, JAMES
ARCO, SILVIO V. & D'ARCO, MARIE A.
PF.A. ATLANTIS REALTY TRUST
PF.A. ATLANTIS REALTY TRUST
IIGLE, MICHAEL S. & DAIGLE, MARY SUSAN
IGLE, WILLIAM B. & DAIGLE, KATHLEEN F.
illLEANES, STERGEOS & DAILEANES, MARTHA
LLEY, MICHAEL J. & DALEY, SHIRLEY S.
NNIEL J. DONAHUE & DAUGHTERS
NNIELS, GEORGE F. & DANIELS, JANIS B.
NNILOWSKI, EDWARD L. & DANILOWSKI , VIRGI
RRLING, PETER A. & DARLING, ODILA S.
5SKOSKI, AMY L. & DASKOSKI , SCOTT D.
"URAY, ALBERT J.
\WEY, ERNEST A & DAVEY, ROSEMARY
iviDSON, DAVID & DAVIDSON, KAREN
MIS, KATHRYN J.
MIS, KIMBERLY ANN & DAVIS, STEVEN G.
MIS, THOMAS C. & DAVIS, DIANNE E.
JWITT, ANNE M.
\\Y, BARRY & DAY, SUSAN C.
t, WILLIAM E. & DAY, GLORIA M.
If, ALLAN H. & DEAN, MARC IA T.













00 500 8,900 31, 400
52, 200 106,600 158 800
44, 600 131,700 176 300
37, 400 16,900 54 300
72 500 316,000 388 500
59,800 59 ,800
55 600 159,200 214 ,800
59 100 98,300 157 ,400
49 600 81,000 130 ,600
48 800 58,900 107 ,700
49 200 2,600 51 ,800
48 ,500 77,100 125 ,600
54 ,900 158,800 213 ,700
91,800 91 ,800
60 ,000 93,200 153 ,200
58 000 150,700 208 ,700
42 900 42 ,900
42 900 42 ,900
72 700 224,200 296 ,900
79 ,600 221,700 301 ,300
33 ,600 77,420 111 ,020
42 000 79,500 121 ,500
44 300 44 ,300
72 800 186,300 259 ,100
59 100 93,700 152 ,800
175,000 175 ,000
22 600 96,000 118 ,600
71,800 71 ,800
60 800 108,500 169 ,300
49 500 49 ,500
135,400 135 ,400
7,500 7 ,500




37 ,700 64,600 102 ,300
44 900 175,100 220, 000
74,300 74, 300
48, 900 97,700 146, 600
64,700 64, 700
42 ,600 42, 600
87,700 87 700
23 ,300 91,300 114 600
157
PROPERTY OWNER
DENNEHY, DONNA M. & DENNEHY, DAVID A.
DENNIS, ELIZABETH ANN & CARTER, PAULA E.
DEPORTER, ROBERT J. & DEPORTER, NANCY M.
DER, MELISSA MAY
DERWIECKI, JOSEPH & DERWIECKI, IRENE
PAUL R. & DESCHAINE, MICHELINE
LEONARD A.































DEVOE, JOHN BROOKS &
DEVONSHIRE, JAMES E.
DEXTER, GERALD H. & DEXTER, KATHLEEN M.
DI BARTOLOMEO, DONNA M.
DIAMOND, SYLVIA
DICHIARO, FRANCIS & DICHIARO, JOYCE M.
DIGESU, JON A. & DIGESU, SAIJA P.
DIGNARD, RAYMOND G. JR.
DILEO, WILLIAM A. & DILEO, MARGARET J.
DILL, JAMES S. & DILL, CHRISTINE M.
DILLON, ROBERT J. & DILLON, LYNNE W.
DIMARIANO, EUGENE A. JR. & DIMARIANO,
DIMOCK, NEVE & DIMOCK, EVELYN R.
CAROL
DEBORAH A.
SARAH M. & AMAN, AUDREY A.
SUSAN
DIPRIMA, WILLIAM P. & DIPRIMA, SANDRA J.
DIXON, CHRISTINE B.
DIXON, JOHN W. & DIXON, CYNTHIA W.
DOAN, THEODORE M.JR. & DOAN, MARIETTE
DOCKHAM, ROBERT N. JR. & DOCKHAM, KATHLEE
DOLAN, GARRETT B. & DOLAN, KATHLEEN A.
DOLAN, THOMAS A. , & DOLAN, MONIQUE








r 500 67 ,600 113 1
62 ,900 62 ,9
184 ,500 184 ,5
72 ,700 72 ,7
44 ,400 81 ,900 126 ,3 )
69 ,900 69 .9
74 ,600 74 ,6 I
56 ,900 81 ,200 138 ,1
30 ,000 30 ,0 1
30 ,000 30 ,0 i
30 ,000 30 ,0)
30 ,000 30 ,0)
30 ,000 30 ,0)
30 ,000 30 ,0)
30 ,000 30 ,0)
30 ,000 30 ,0>
30 ,000 30 ,0
30 ,000 30 ,0 »
30 ,000 30 ,0 l
488 4 i
52 ,800 111 700 164 5 I
45 ,800 45 8 i
45 ,300 15 300 60 6 1
48 800 79 800 128 6 i
37 000 83 400 120 4 i
13 400 13 4 i
167 400 167 4 '
58 ,500 113 600 172
;j58 ,200 89 800 148
49 ,600 99 100 148 7 '
58 700 135 500 194 2
64 400 155 500 219 9
J
49 500 109, 000 158, 5
49 600 85, 100 134, 7?
42 800 116, 700 159, 5
53 700 53, 400 107, 1
22 500 78, 100 100, 6
48 800 113, 400 162, 2
45 400 100, 800 146, 2
52 200 129, 100 181, 3 1
49 400 57, 900 107, 3
51 000 103, 400 154, 4
48 400 103 700 152, 1 1
49 100 105 700 154, 8 I
64 200 175, 200 239, 4 i
82, 100 82, 1*
158
10PERTY OWNER
>LD, JOHN C. & DOLD, KELLY S.
)LLOFF, JESSICA
>LLOFF f NELSON & DOLLOFF, ADA J.
•JNLEVIE, MARK J. & DONLEVIE, CATHERINE G
>NOVAN, GEORGE D. , JR. & DONOVAN, MARY M
>RSEY, EDITH D.
>STIE, RAYMOND A. & DOSTIE, MARJORIE M.
•MLING, DANA W. & DOWLING, JUDITH I.
kiWLING, LAWRENCE E. & DOWLING, BARBARA
WWLING, LAWRENCE E. & DOWLING, BARBARA
LiWLING, ROGER W. & DOWLING, LINDA G.
[*WNEY, JOSEPH J. & DOWNEY, MARIA G.
YLE, LEAH C. & DOYLE, ARTHUR F.
YLE, WILLIAM H. & DOYLE, JUNE R.
ZET, JOHN M. & DOZET, ELLEN P.
;AKE, JOSHUA F.
kAPER, DIANE & FRENCH, FRANK D.
bPER, DIANE
MY, ROBERT & DRAY, ELAINE M.
EENKHAHN, CALVIN J. & DRENKHAHN,




UMMOND, DAVID B. &
BBALL, GREGORY M.
t
BOIS, VINCENT J. & DUBOIS, AMY Y.
BBOIS, VINCENT J.
BUQUE, TIMOTHY J. & KIRK, HEIDI J.
FFFY, CHRISTOPHER G. & DUFFY, LOUISE H.
|,GGAN, KAREN LEE
FiAMEL, MARY ELIZABETH
MBARTON WOODS REALTY TRUST
MBARTON WOODS REALTY TRUST
/MBARTON WOODS REALTY TRUST
,'MBARTON WOODS REALTY TRUST
MONT, MICHAEL G. & DUMONT,
MORE, RICHARD F. & DUMORE,
INBRACK, BERNARD L. & DUNBRACK, BETSY
USTFEY-FRANZOSO, BARBARA & FRANZOSO, DANI
SKERLY, CHRISTOPHER A. & DUNKERLY,
MF, BRUNO R. & DUNN, DONNA M.
JAMES N. & DUNN,
ROGER N. & DUNN,
ROGER N. & DUNN,
ROGER N. & DUNN,
LEIGH W














35,200 108 600 143,
46,110 118 700 164,
73,400 309 000 382,
50,500 140 800 191,
19,100 2 500 21,
44,200 53 500 97,
45,000 86 600 131,
47,200 72 600 119,
45,500 62 100 107,
59,500 71 800 131,
46,400 63 300 109,
40,700 40,
55,700 75 800 131,




58,900 125, 700 184,
52,600 62, 200 114,
43,500 24 000 67,
90 700 90,
78 500 78,
48,500 138 ,000 186,
128 100 128,
50,400 64 ,300 114,
44,800 81 r 400 126,
67 ,700 67,
96 ,500 96,






















DUNPHY, STEPHEN H. & DUNPHY, JAYNE R.
DUPUIS, PAUL A. & DUPUIS, REBECCA D.
DURANT, HOLLIS A. & DURANT, AUDREY M.
DUSEK, RUDOLPH V. & DUSEK, BARBARA A.
DUTHIE, WILLIAM H. & DUTHIE, RUTH A.
DYER, BRIEN W.
DYKES, ROBERT & SMITH, DEBORAH
DZIAMA, GARY M.
E.H.P. STRATHAM TRUST
EASTMAN, CHARLES W. JR. & EASTMAN, ANNE M
ECHNAT, DONALD M. & ECHNAT, DELORES J.
EDIN, LILLIAN
EDWARDS, ALLEN E. & EDWARDS, SUSAN J.
EICHLER, MATTHEW F. Ill & EICHLER, JEAN W
EKELUND, FERDINAND D. & EKELUND, HAZEL MA
EKLUND, RICHARD A. & EKLUND, LYDIA J.
ELDON, BEATRICE M.
ELDREDGE, CARLETON & ELDREDGE, FAITH D.
ELDREDGE, CHRISTINE A.
ELKINTON, THOMAS W. II & ELKINTON, LINDA
ELLINGWOOD, KENNETH & ELLINGWOOD, LUCILLE
ELLIOTT, JAMES A. & ELLIOTT, NANCY M.
ELLIOTT, RAYMOND J. & ELLIOTT, JESSICA M.
ELLIS, ALTA P & ELLIS, JOHN L
ELLIS, ALTA P
ELLRICH, NANCY
ELWELL, JANET A. & ELWELL, KIMBALL D.
ELWELL, MICHAEL & ELWELL, PATRICIA
EMANUEL CO. , INC.
EMANUEL CO. , INC.
EMANUEL CO. , INC.
EMANUEL CO. , INC.
EMANUEL, FRED STANLEY & EMANUEL, KATHERIN
EMANUEL, FRED STANLEY & EMANUEL, KATHERIN
EMANUEL, FRED STANLEY & EMANUEL, KATHERIN
EMANUEL, FRED STANLEY & EMANUEL, KATHERIN
EMANUEL, FRED STANLEY & EMANUEL, KATHERIN
EMANUEL, FRED STANLEY & EMANUEL, KATHERIN
EMANUEL, FRED STANLEY
EMANUEL, FRED STANLEY & EMANUEL, KATHERIN
EMANUEL, FRED STANLEY & EMANUEL, KATHERIN
EMANUEL, FRED STANLEY & EMANUEL, KATHERIN
EMANUEL, FRED STANLEY & EMANUEL, KATHERIN
EMANUEL, FRED STANLEY & EMANUEL, KATHERIN
EMC MORTGAGE CORPORATION
LAND BUILDING TOTAL
47,100 86,200 133 3i
52,600 148 900 201 5i
73,200 234 800 308 0'
50,900 71 600 122 r5l
49 600 49 r6l
47,400 85 300 132 7
93 900 93 r9<
51,300 104 400 155 ,7'
50,800 131 400 182
194 700 194 ,7)
54,600 63 100 117 7'
67, 800 67 8i
48,000 70 200 118 2'
49,100 113 200 162 ,3i
60,300 215 100 275 ,4
48,000 38 500 86 ,5
44,200 129 ,600 173 ,8
42,500 144 r 300 186 >8
52,100 117 ,800 169 ,9
37,400 105 ,300 142 ,7
198 ,900 198 ,9
58,300 58 , 3
44,400 90 ,300 134 ,7
73 ,400 73 ,4
94 600 94 ,6
145 ,100 145 ,1
49,900 91 600 141 ,5
42,700 146 ,400 189 ,1





46,800 80,100 126 9
57,400 57, 4
57,400 57, 4
69,500 141,800 211, 3
50,000 70,500 120, 5
67,900 106,600 174, 5
64,300 110,700 175,









WERSON, WILLIAM A. & EMERSON, CONSTANCE
WERY LANE REALTY TRUST
'YIERY LANE REALTY TRUST
WILY A. QUINN REVOC. TRUST
•MILY A. QUINN REVOC. TRUST
MOND, BARBARA
tfGEL, DAVID C. & MORSE, LYNN D.
NGLAND, JOHN F. & ENGLAND, KIMBERLY M.
NGLE, KYLE
WGLE, R PERRY & ENGLE, SUSAN D.
felCSON, JOHN R.
3TES, MARION M. & ESTES , MARGARET J.
3TEY, ALAN H & ESTEY, MARGARET R
JSTIS, KEITH W.
7ANS, PAMELA A.
WART, ANDREW S. & EWART, CHERYL L.
[XETER & HAMPTON ELECTRIC CO.
IXETER AREA H.S. BUILDING TRUST
IIETER BANKING COMPANY
IETER WATER WORKS
1IR, GERALD H. JR. & FAIR, CYNTHIA J.
IkLCONER, BETTY J. & FALCONER, PAGE E.
AMOLARE, JOHN A.
AMULARI, PAUL A. & FAMULARI , NOREEN A.
JkRINA, CAROLE L. & FARINA, GERARD J.
AWCETT, ROBERT S. & FAWCETT, ANNE M.
>)IC AS RECEIVER OF BANKS
:>IC AS RECEIVER OF BANKS
i)IC AS RECEIVER OF BANKS
MIC AS RECEIVER OF BANKS
fIC AS RECEIVER OF BANKS
NIC AS RECEIVER OF BANKS
II'IC AS RECEIVER OF BANKS
DERAL NATIONAL MORTGAGE ASOC
DERI CO, BRUNO J. & FEDERICO, ADELE
ENEY, RICHARD T. & FEENEY, PENNEY-WILLI
IGENBAUM, TED C & FEIGENBAUM, JANE M
tRGUSON, DOUGLAS C. & FERGUSON, KAREN M
tRNALD, DAVID W. & FERNALD, CHERYL A.
RRAIUOLO, RONALD J. & FERRAIUOLO, LINDA
fRRARI, ALLEN M. & FERRARI, MADELINE
CHERA, MARK T. & F ICHERA, ELIZABETH G.





















































FINNERAN, MICHAEL J. & FINNERAN, ELIZABET
FIRST ALTEX REALTY TRUST
FIRST ALTEX REALTY TRUST
FIRST NAT^L BANK OF BOSTON
FISCHER, STEPHANIE
FISK, ROBERT F. & FISK, FRANCES
FITCH, RUSSELL W. JR. Sc FITCH, JEANNETTE
FITZGERALD, JAMES P.
FITZGERALD, JOHN J. JR. Sc FITZGERALD, LAU
FITZGERALD, KENNETH E.
FITZGERALD, THEODORE
FITZPATRICK, DANIEL J. Sc FITZPATRICK, LAU
FIVE BIRNUM WOODS ROAD TRUST
FIXLER, ELLIOT J. Sc FIXLER, TAMMY L.
FLACHBART, THOMAS & FLACHBART, JEANNINE L
FLAGG, HAROLD E. JR. & FLAGG, KATHERINE A
FLANAGAN, ESTHER
DEAN & FLEMMING, DOROTHY H.
Ill HERBERT E. Sc FLETCHER, KATH
JOHN P. & FLEURENT, JOAN S.
JOHN P. Sc FLEURENT, JOAN S.
JOHN P. Sc FLEURENT, JOAN S.
FLEWELLING, RICHARD J. & FLEWELLING, WALT
FLINK, STEPHEN H. Sc FLINK, ANNE G.




FLYNN, MARILYN E. REVOCABLE TR
FOGARTY, LORRAINE
FOLLANSBEE, VICTOR R. & FOLLANSBEE, JANIC
















FORD, SHAWN C. Sc FORD, POLLYANNA G.
FOREMAN, HAROLD C. JR. & FOREMAN, RUTH M.
FORMAN, DAVID Sc FORMAN, MARIANNE
FORRESTER, KEITH E
FORT, WILLIAM H. & FORT, SUSAN M.
FORTIN, JOHN JR. & FORTIN, NATALIE
FOSS, DAVID W. & FOSS, VIRGINIA L.
LAND BUILDING TOTAL
69,900 109,300 179,
48,400 84, 300 132, 7(
414,700 7,722 100 8,136, 8i
279,500 1 , 846 500 2,126, 0i
51,100 77 300 128 4i
49 600 49 6«




81 ,300 81 3'
45,400 130 500 175 9-
49,600 107 600 157 2
33,700 33 ,7




54,600 131 r 300 185 9
44,400 113 ,700 158 1
43,100 43 1
67,000 130 400 197 4
45,200 102 800 148
112,200 142 500 254 7
51,000 105 500 156 5
81 000 81
82 700 82 7
53 500 53 5
49,500 136 000 185 5
47 600 47 6
45,600 101 200 146 8
94 900 94 9
180 600 180 6
63,500 63 5
47 500 47 5j





44,600 57,600 102 2
196,200 447,200 643 4
69,900 69 9




53,300 92,600 145 9
300 3




)SS, LAURENCE D. & FOSS , DEBRA G.
)UR STAR BUILDERS INC
)X, JEFFREY R. & FOX, NANCY E.
}Y, JAMES M.
DY, JAMES M.
tALICK, DAVID & FRALICK, BRENDA
HAMPTON, DAMON H. & FRAMPTON, ALICE M.
IANCIS W. RIOPEL TRUST
tANCIS, DAVID C. & FRANCIS, KAREN J.
tANCIS, PERRY L. & FRANCIS, FRANCES M.





IEEMAN, BRUCE L. &
PIEMAN, ROGER C. &
REEZE, JEANNE L.
.RENCH, BARBARA
RENCH, DONALD A. &
RENCH, DONALD J. &
RENCH, RUTH R.
HIEDMAN, ANTHONY L. & FRIEDMAN, HELEN E.
IlIEDMAN, ANTHONY L. & FRIEDMAN, HELEN E.
IIEDRICH, ELIZABETH
r'.OCK, SCOTT R. & FROCK, CAROL A. N.
IYYSALIS, PETER G. & FRYSALIS, D. CLAIRE
NNG, VICTOR N.
ERIK J. & FUNK, NORA
ERIK J. & FUNK, NORA
ENSLER, GISELA HANSTEIN
(GNON, DENNIS P. & GAGNON, S. GAIL
jlERO, JUDITH L.
tLANTE, JOSEPH M. & GALANTE, CARL
'iLLAGHER, JOHN C. & GALLAGHER, MARY P.




LLANT, WALTER B. & GALLANT, AMELIA W.
^LLI, JOSEPH M.
?LLO, GEOFFREY A. & GALLO, KATHLEEN M.
FLLOWAY, JON A.
MLLLUP, STEPHEN D. & GALLUP, CAROL J.
i
i WILEY, ALBERT C. & GANLEY, BARBARA T.
SRDNER, JAMES V.II
*RDNER, LUCINDA S.




47,400 140, 600 188,
72,600 116, 700 189,
50,300 95, 800 146,
42,000 48, 500 90,
210,800 210,
51,200 68, 700 119,
49,800 113, 800 163,
90, 700 90,
54,100 141, 900 196,
85, 100 85,
45,000 128, 600 173,
90,000 316, 200 406,
47,900 65 300 113,
65 400 65,
40,100 76 500 116,
46,300 52, 100 98,
45,700 125, 300 171,
190,500 88 300 278,
73,800 215, 200 289,
78 300 78,
62,100 154 200 216,
59,900 123 600 183,
55,800 146 800 202,
67 200 67,
128,400 195 ,200 323,
94,300 94,
193 ,500 193,




49,900 121 ,500 171,
52,399 281 ,100 333,
5,339 5,
37,200 75 ,100 112,
175 ,300 175,
57 ,200 57,
60,300 102 100 162,
59, 800 59,
46,600 139 700 186,
86, 400 86,
51,600 71, 400 123,
97 ,000 97,
57,600 92 700 150,





GARNEAU, EUGENE F. & GARNEAU, ROSEMARY A.
GARNER, GREGORY A. & GARNER, LORA J.
GARNSEY, RICHARD E. JR.
GARRETSON, RICHARD C. JR. & GARRETSON, CA
GARRISON, GAIL E.
GARRITY, JOHN B. JR.
GARRITY, THOMAS J. & GARRITY, ELIZABETH M
GARROWAY, MICHAEL L. & GARROWAY, MILDRED
GARTON, ANTHONY C. & JENNINGS, EILEEN T.
GARVEY, JAMES R,G.
GATTO, VINCENT R. & GATTO, ANN T.
GAUDET, ARTHUR R. JR.
GAULIN, LEON
GAUVIN, VERONICA & GAUVIN, JAY S.
GAWRON, FELICIA R.
GAYNOR, DAVID M. & GAYNOR, CHRISTINA M.
GECKLER, KENNETH R. & GECKLER, SHIRLEY S.
GEHLY, DONALD L. & GEHLY, CLAIRE M.
GELINAS, GERALD G. & GELINAS, JEAN M.
GELINEAU, GILBERT E. JR. & GELINEAU, CHAR
GENDRON, BARRY C. & GENDRON, LINDSEY W.
GEORGACOPOULOS , MARIA
GEPPNER, EDWARD A. & GEPPNER, PAULA K.
GERARD, PAUL H. & GERARD, JANE C.
GESLIEN PARTNERSHIP
GESLIEN, G. ERIC & VALLEY- GESLIN, ANNE
GESLIEN, G. ERIC & VALLEY-GESL IN, ANNE
GIAMMARINO, MICHAEL P & MAILLOUX, CYNTHIA
GIAMPA, JAMES M. & BUCUZZO, LISA E.
GIARRIZZO, LAWRENCE J
GIBSON, RICHARD H. & GIBSON, PHYLLIS L.
GIFFORD, NORMA
GIL'S FOREIGN CAR SALES, INC.
GILARDI, ANTHONY
GILBERT, DAVID L. & GILBERT, NANCY ANN
GILMAN, ANDREW MAGEE & GILMAN, CONNIE C.
GILMAN, MICHAEL T. & GILMAN, SALLIE
GINGRAS, RICHARD A. JR. & GINGRAS, KELLY
GIOTAS, ANDREAS A.
GIOTAS, ANDREAS A.
GIRARD, MICHAEL A. & GIRARD, JOETTA M.
GIROUX, NORMAN P & GIROUX, JOANNE, A
GIUDICE, SAL J. & GIUDICE, ELIZABETH P.
GLEED, KEITH R. & DESERRES, DENISE I.
LAND BUILDING TOTAL
33 600 57 ,300 90,
44 200 100 ,500 144,
74 200 249 ,600 323,
48 200 77 ,200 125,
57 ,400 57,
53 800 143 ,200 197,
59 ,200 59,
51 400 77 ,200 128,
55 000 80 ,900 135,
46 200 105 ,800 154,
66 000 123 ,900 189,
49 500 104 ,200 153,
196 ,600 198,
52 300 101 ,800 154,
58, 500 91 800 150,
62, 800 103 500 166,
52 300 99 500 151,
43, 600 91 700 135,
190 200 190,
37, 600 83 400 121,




19, 800 32 100 51,
61, 600 131 500 193,
39 000 28 200 67,
45 400 135 800 181,
59, 800 59,




49, 400 56 000 105,
1, 700 1,
291, 000 364 000 655,
72 700 72,
45, 000 84 300 129,
49, 500 87 600 137,
57, 300 97 200 154,
50, 300 75 200 125,
113, 200 137 700 250,
49, 900 79 500 129,






LEN LIVET HOMES, INC.
LEN LIVET HOMES, INC.
LEN LIVET HOMES, INC.
LEN OAKS ASSOCIATES
LENDAY, MAUREEN
LIDDEN, BARRIE R. & GLIDDEN, KARIN C.
LINES, RICHARD D. & GLINES, ARLEEN G.
3BBI REAL ESTATE PARTNERSHIP
DBIN, LOUIS R. & GOBIN, ELIZABETH P.
DETSCHIUS, WILLIAM C. & GOETSCHIUS, PAUL
OGGIN, JOHN & DEXTER, SUSAN
OLDBERG, LINDA G. & GOLDBERG, FAYE R.
DLTER, JOHN T. & GOLTER, LINDA 0.
DODRICH, LELAND P. & GOODRICH, MARJORIE
DODRICH, LELAND P. & GOODRICH, MARJORIE
DODRICH, ROBERT E. & GOODRICH, IRMA C.
OODRIDGE, PETER S. & GOODRIDGE, CHARLES
OODSELL, MARK D. & GOODSELL, ELIZABETH L
GODWIN, CHARLES E. & GOODWIN, ANNE D.
DOTEE, ROBERT E. & GOOTEE, ARLENE J.
3P0IAN, MICHAEL & GOPOIAN, PHYLLIS
toRSKI, DENNIS P. & GORSKI , SALLY S.
SOUGH, THOMAS E. & GOUGH, JOAN L.
PULD, ANDREW I.
pVE, ALLISON T. & GOVE, LINDA A.
k>VE, ANN F.
bWEN BROTHERS
bOWEN, FREDERICK & GOWEN, FLORENCE
1ABAN, JOHN S. JR.





IAHAME, PATRICIA REAL ESTATE & GRAHAME,
(IANITE STATE GAS CO. INC
kANT, KENNETH A. & GRANT, ELEANOR L.
IANT, KENNETH H. & GRANT, MYRTLE
(JIANT, MARY L.
IATTON, CHARLES H. Ill & GRATTON, JOYCE
IAVELL, KENNETH J,
tAVES, DONALD H. & GRAVES, CANDACE M.
IAVES, EDWIN H. & GRAVES, EDITH I.
JtAY, JOHN G. & GRAY, KAREN
£EEN, JANET A.








49,500 71, 500 121,
63, 000 63,
49,000 93, 200 142,
55,700 166, 800 222,
51,300 122, 800 174,
78,800 195, 400 274,
91, 700 91,
45,500 124, 000 169,
96,190 88, 900 185,
1,208 1,
48,015 82, 400 130,
49,800 87, 400 137,
50,800 81, 900 132,
51,200 130, 500 181,
50,200 81, 400 131,
204, 600 204,
46,400 89, 800 136,
53,800 91, 500 145,
45,000 65 300 110,
52,100 109, 000 161,
57 100 57,
67,000 67,
56,000 124 200 180,
69 900 69,
53,000 118 200 171,
50,430 91, 600 142,
46,500 60 500 107,
88,400 164 300 252,
46,100 62 ,900 109,
259 ,500 259,
47,300 68 ,500 115,
52,100 75 ,100 127,
90 ,700 90,
49,600 86 ,700 136,
42,700 42,
57,000 191 ,700 248,







GREENE, ROBERT C. & GREENE, CARLA M.
GREENLAND, STEVEN S. & GREENLAND, JEANNE
GREENLAW, LESLIE L. JR. & GREENLAW, JOHAN
GREENWOOD, JOAN MATHEWS- & GREENWOOD, RIC
GRENIER, STEPHEN P. & GRENIER, ANDREA J.
GRINDE, ROGER B. & GRINDE, MICHELLE M.
GROCKI, JOHN & GROCKI, DEBORAH
GROGIN, PHILLIP & GROGIN, BARBARA
GRONBECK, EDWARD T. & GRONBECK, DIANE L.
GRONBECK, RAYMOND J. & GRONBECK, MARY K.
GROSS, BETH LORI & GROSS, FRED M.
GROTT, ANDREW R. & GROTT, DEBRA E.
GROUX, JOHN M. & GROUX, ELIZABETH D.
GRUTTER, RICHARD L. & GRUTTER, MEREDITH E
GUILBERT, TIMOTHY & GUILBERT, NANCY E,
GUILFOYLE, DENNIS T. & GUILFOYLE, WILMA K
GUILLEMETTE, RICHARD 0. & GUILLEMETTE, MA
GUIMONT, FAITH
GUNDERSON, WILLIAM J.
GURNEY, PAUL V. & GURNEY, CHERYL L.
GUSTAVSON, STEPHEN A & MERRILL, JOANNE
HAAS INCORPORATED
HAAS, DAVID C. & HAAS, BONNIE J.
HAAS, THOMAS W. & HAAS, MELINDA A.
HABA, ANTHONY RICHARD & HABA, BARBARA JOA
HADLEY, RICHARD W. & HADLEY, SARA M.
HAFEY, CHARLES W. & HAFEY, SUSAN L.
HAGEN, DANIEL J. & HAGEN, ANN MARIE
HAGERSTROM, JOHN R.
HAGGERTY, JOHN J. & HAGGERTY, JACQUELINE
HAGGERTY, MARGARET N. & HAGGERTY, JEREMY
HAKEY, ORRIN G.
HALEY, HAROLD R. & OSTROWSKI , MURIEL E.
HALEY, JOSEPH G. JR.
HALKOVITCH, WILLIAM M. & HALKOVITCH, TRAC




HALLINAN, JOHN M. & HALLINAN, WYNDY, K.M.
HAM, CALEB SCOTT
HAM, DAVID S. & HAM, TAMMY L.
HAM, FRANK G. & HAM, LISSA S.
HAMEL, DENIS & HAMEL, PATRICIA
HAMEL, MARK A. & HAMEL, LINDA B.
HAMMOND, ROGER P. & HAMMOND, JEANNETTE M.
LAND BUILDING TOTAL
79,000 178,600 257,
48,400 83 ,400 131,
49,500 141 ,200 190,
49,600 74 500 124,
52,500 102 700 155,
45,700 115 300 161,
50,900 68, 600 119,
90, 700 90,
46,300 109 600 155,
65 400 65,
47 500 47,
55,200 105 200 160,
49,300 110 800 160,
61 500 61,
49,300 89 ,400 138,
53,500 168 000 221,
49,700 100 ,800 150,
81 ,200 81,
89 000 89,
51,500 66 ,500 118,
69 ,900 69,
105,800 105,
49,900 163 ,100 213,
110,000 258 ,300 368,
76,000 76,
72,200 189 ,600 261,
58,800 79 ,800 138,


















46,400 104 900 151,
166
& HANEY, JEANNINE T.
PROPERTY OWNER
IAMPSON, PATRICK M. & HAMPSON, KATHLEEN M




























& HANSON, EVELYN F.
JR. & HARDEN, LUCY L.
£ARDY 1991 REVOCABLE TRUST
'ARDY, RICHARD C. & O'HARE, DEIDRE A.
^RDY, RICHARD C. & O'HARE, DEIDRE A.
AARMAN, DON A. & HARMAN, TOBEY G.
HARRINGTON, DOUGLAS E. & HARRINGTON, MAUR
HARRINGTON, MARK
AARRINGTON, VALERIE A.
HARRIS, KEITH E. & HARRIS, KELLY A.
-ARRIS, WILLIAM A. & HARRIS, ANN M.
4ARRISON, WILLIAM E. & HARRISON, CANDACE
:ART, FRANK C. & HART, HELGA G.
ART, HARRY R. & HART, CAROLE W.
i'ART, LANNON P. & KNIGHT, KIMBERLY J.
lARTFORD, KENNETH C.
jARTIGAN, SHERLENE W.
|:ARTNETT, R. ALAN & HARTNETT, ERIC A.
t.ARTSON, ROBERT V.
|ARTSON, ROBERT V.
bRVEY, THOMAS L. JR. & HARVEY, MARJORIE
HARVEY, THOMAS L. JR. & HARVEY, MARJORIE
^SKELL, HUGH J. & HASKELL, ELSIE G.
IWSKELL, KIRK G & HASKELL, JODI P.
A\SKELL, SOLOMON & HASKELL, JOYCE
MSKINS, SHERWOOD C. JR. & HASKINS, LINDA
IVTCH, CATHERINE M. & HATCH, ANTHONY E.
\TCH, DONALD A. & HATCH, ROSEMARY G.
UTCH, DONALD A. & HATCH, ROSEMARY G.
&\TCH, DONALD A. & HATCH, ROSEMARY G.
MCH, JAY P. Sc HATCH, PAULA E.


















































& HAWKINS*-'» CHRISTHAWKINS, WILLIAM G. JR.
HAYDEN, HARVEY
HAYDEN, HARVEY
HAYDEN, RICHARD F. & HAYDEN, ELAINE M.
HAYES, CHARLES J. & HAYES, SANDRA A.
HAYWARD, DENNIS A. & HAYWARD, CHERYL A.
HAZELTINE, BRADFORD P. & HAZELTINE, MARY
HEALY, ROBERT E. & HEALY, SANDRA T.
HEAPS, PAUL E. & HEAPS, MAUREEN A.
HEATH, RICHARD CHARLES & BENNETT, TAMMY M
HEATH, THOMAS Y.




HELEN E. CHASE REVOCABLE TRUST
HELEN E. CHASE REVOCABLE TRUST
HELEN S, STEVENS REVOCABLE TRU
HELEN S. STEVENS REVOCABLE TRU
HELFRICH, JOHN A. & HELFRICH, JACQUELYN M
HENRY, MILDRED C.
HENRY, PETER T. & HENRY, LISA A.
HEPLER, CHISTOPHER S. & HEPLER, ANDRA L.
HEPLER, CHISTOPHER S. & HEPLER, ANDRA L.
HERDECKER, WERNER & HERDECKER, NANCY A.
HERLIHY, RICHARD W. & HERLIHY, LYDIA N.
HERMAN, LAWRENCE 0. & HERMAN, BARBARA V.
HEROLD, WALTER N & HEROLD, NATALIE A
HERRIN, CHRISTOPHER
HERRIN,C. ,GOWENS,GE,T,GE,M.
HERSEY, LLOYD EDWARD & HERSEY, JACQUELINE
HEWLINGS, DAVID W.
HEWSON, JAMES T. & HEWSON, ELIZABETH A.
HIERA, RICHARD A. & HIERA, DIANE M.
HIGGINS, DAVID J. & HIGGINS, JULIA W.
HIGGINS, THALIA
HILL REVOCABLE TRUST OF NOV 94







HOCHSTETLER, ROBERT J. & KAMMERMEYER, JIL


















































ODGDON, SCOTT & HODGDON, DEBORAH E.
OGAN, PATRICK H.
(OGAN, RICHARD NEIL & HOGAN, VIRGINIA G.
OLLOWAY, PAUL J. JR. & HOLLOWAY, DEBRA L
OLMES, N. CHRISTOPHER & HOLMES, JANICE L
|
OLMES, ROBERT S. & HOLMES, MADELYN D.
OLT, CAROLYN D.
JOLT, RICHARD D. & HOLT, CAROLYN D.
OLZMANN, MARY JO & HOLZMANN, ROBERT
DMAN, JOSEPH V. & HOMAN, JANET E.
ORAN, JUSTIN T. & HORAN, SANDRA E.
DRGAN, JEANNIE
DRRIGAN-ODENCE, JOANNE
DRSMAN, KAREN M. & BLANCHETTE, LOUIS P.
DRTON, STEPHEN F. & HORTON, DONNA M.
DUGHTON, HELEN A.
DUGHTON, RONALD & HOUGHTON, CLAUDIA
DUSE, THOMAS A. & HOUSE, MARY ANNE
DUSIANITIS, ARTHUR C. & HOUSIANITIS, LISA
DVEY, DALE R. & HOVEY, KRISTI L.
DWARD T. EASTON IRREVOCABLE
OWARD, JERRY C. & HOWARD, JOAN B.
fOWARD, PAUL J. St HOWARD, EDNA F.
DWE, BRADFORD & HOWE, CATHERINE





DWELLS, ROBERT G. & HOWELLS, VIRGINIA C.
lOWLETT, KEVIN R. & HOWLETT, DALE S.
)YT, JEFFREY F.
)YT, JOHN E,SR. REVOCABLE TRU & JOHN E.
IJBBARD, AMY B.
(JBBELL, DAVID F. & HUBBELL, JENNIFER T.
fJCKLEBERRY WOODLANDS, INC.
fJLIEN, DEBORAH S. & HULIEN, THOMAS C.
JLL, LEWIS J. & HULL, GERALDINE M.
ILL, MARGARET F.
MMPHREY, BRUCE E & HUMPHREY, SUSAN D.
tfNKINS, MARILYN S.
WOT, JON F. & HUOT, DONNA F.
WRLBERT, JEFFREY & HURLBERT, JUDITH
TTTCHINS, DOROTHY E.
TJTTON, FRED A. JR. & HUTTON, CAROLYN


















































IANNERELLI, BENEDETTO J. Sc IANNERELLI , BE
IAPICCA, JAMES A. Sc IAPICCA, DENISE M.
ILLINGWORTH, THOMAS R.
INGOLDSBY, MARK E.
IODICE, GREGORY J. & IODICE, SHEILA J.
IRVINE, ALEX G. & IRVINE, JANETTE R.
ITALIANO, CHARLES
ITKIN, DAVID & ITKIN, NANCY
J. H. REALTY TRUST
J. H. REALTY TRUST
J. H. REALTY TRUST
J. H. REALTY TRUST
JACKSON, DAVID E. & JACKSON, DANIELLE






JACKSON, WILLIAM S. Sc JACKSON, MARTHA F.
JAHNKE-BOWDOIN, SARA
JAMESON, WILLIAM V. & JAMESON, PATIENCE M
JAMESON, WILLIAM V.
JANCSY, EDWARD X. Sc JANCSY, ELINOR F.
JANOWSKI, ROBERT A. Sc JANOWSKI , SANDRA L.




JEFFCO, MINDY H. & JEFFCO, STEPHEN T.
JENNESS, ROBERT & JENNESS, CYNTHIA C.
JERALDS, RUTH Sc THOMPSON, ETHEL R
JERALDS, WILLIAM J. & JERALDS, TAMMY
JERGE, STEPHEN P. & JERGE, CYNTHIA A.
JOHNSON, DAVID W.
JOHNSON, JEFFREY J. & JOHNSON, JUDITH M.
JOHNSON, KEITH A. & JOHNSON, TRACY L,
JOHNSON, KEITH A. & JOHNSON, TRACY L.
JOHNSON, MADELINE L.
JOHNSON, PAUL A. & JOHNSON, SHEILA
JOHNSON, SIDNEY L. Sc JOHNSON, MAUREEN
JOHNSON, W. EDGAR & JOHNSON, FLORENCE
JOHNSTONE, WILLIAM N. & JOHNSTONE, JANET











































































WAYNE Sc , MARILYN
WAYNE & JONES, MARILYN
WAYNE & JONES, MARILYN
WILLIAM E. & JONES, NANCY S.
'OOSTEN, LINDSEY P. & JOOSTEN, MOYA S.
ORDAN, DOUGLAS M. & JORDAN, JANET A.
ORDAN, MICHAEL E. & SCHIMOLER, MONIQUE L
OY, SCOTT E. & JOY, JUDITH B.
OYCE, DAVID T. Sc JOYCE, ERICA A.
COYCE, DAVID T. Sc JOYCE, ERICA A.
OJRANTY, PETER S. & JURANTY, JEANNETTE
JURANTY, PETER S. & JURANTY, JEANNETTE
fi'ACKENMEISTER, CARL F. & KACKENMEISTER, E
SAACMARIK, MARK J. & KACMARICK, LOU ANNE
WALWAY, EUGENE Sc KALWAY, JEAN
kAMINSKI, DONNA
AANE, JOHN J Sc KANE, FRANCES L.
lAANG, JAE 0. Sc ARCHAMBAULT, CLAIRE A.
KAPLAN, RONALD I. & KAPLAN, DONNA L.
RARDASH, JOHN & KARDASH, FLORENCE D.
fAATZ, CINDY A.
EEANE, MARY JANE S.
:EANE, NANCY A. & KEANE, MICHAEL J.
SEATING, JOHN J. & KEATING, CAROL A.
[EATING, ROBERT A. & KEATING, NANCY
EEFE, THOMAS J. Sc KEEFE, PATRICIA C.
EENE, TAMMY J. Sc KEENE, MARK A.
?EITH, JOSEPH W.
7ELLEHER, CRAIG & POUND, PATRICIA L.
•ELLEY, DANIEL W. , JR. & KELLEY, MARIANNE
ELLEY, JAMES & KELLEY, STEPHANIE
ELLEY, JOHN JR.
ELLEY, PATRICK D. & KELLEY, LOTTIE JO
ELLY, KATHLEEN P.
SELLY, PAUL D, & KELLY, LAURA D.
?ELLY, THOMAS & KELLY, GERALDINE
SELLY, THOMAS W. Sc KELLY, PHYLLIS K.
SELLY, WILLIAM JR
LAND BUILDING TOTAL
47, 900 47,600 95,




49, 400 63, 600 113,
79, 200 79,
40 900 40,
34 800 18, 700 53,
36 000 19 700 55,
56 700 94 000 150,
65 700 65,
70 ,600 138 000 208,
18
r
900 83 600 102,
20
r
700 90 100 110,
59
r
700 114 300 174,
49 ,600 104 ,700 154,
73 600 73,
66 ,500 88 700 155,
42 ,400 42,
78 ,200 203 ,500 281,
73 ,100 176 ,600 249,
45 ,200 62 ,900 108,
48 ,400 114 ,100 162,
50 ,900 50,
42 ,000 126 ,900 168,
49 ,500 143 ,400 192,
50 ,100 93 ,300 143,
98 ,300 98,
45 ,000 90 ,800 135,
50 ,100 77 ,300 127,
77 ,800 217 ,000 294,
53 , 500 95 ,200 148,
49 ,100 134 ,500 183,
22 ,500 es ,900 111,
45 ,100 105 ,200 150,
1 ,000 1,
68 ,800 161 400 230,
72, 800 229, 500 302,
47, 500 47,





45 ,000 128 ,900 173,
48 ,600 61 ,200 109,
171
PROPERTY OWNER
KENDRICK, JAMES L. & KENDRICK, JO ANNE M.
KENERSON, GUY JR. & WOODMAN, BRUCE
KENNEDY, JEFFREY W. & ST.AMAND, JENNIFER
KENNEDY, ROBERT BRUCE & KENNEDY, CATHY
KENNEY, STEPHEN J.
KENNICKER, CAROLYN ANN
KENNY, WILLIAM EDWARD JR. & KENNY, CATHER
KENT, VICTORIA L.
KERR, BRUCE A. & KERR, KIM ALLYSON
KEZER, MARGARET R.
KILBURN, ANTHONY & KILBURN, JANICE
KILCULLEN, JOSEPH P.
KIMBALL CHASE REALTY
KIMBALL, BARRY W. & KIMBALL, MARY J.




KING, EDWARD P. & KING, DONNA A.
KING, KEVIN M. & KING, SANDRA L.
KING, VIRGINIA H. REV. TRUST
KINGSBURY, LAWRENCE L. & KINGSBURY, MARGA
KING'S HIGHWAY REALTY TR.LTD P
KIPER, KENNETH L. & KIPER, MARTHA L.
KIRTLAND, GRAYSON & KIRTLAND, KITTY LOU
KIRTLAND, GRAYSON & KIRTLAND, KITTY LOU
KISIEL, BRIAN D. & OPPICI-KISIEL, DONNA M
KKR GROUP, INC
KLESARIS, CAROL A.
KLETZIEN, RICHARD M & RIVERS, CINDY L.
KLETZIEN, RICHARD M
KLING, MICHAEL R. & KLING, JONI C.
KLOSEK, WILLIAM C. & KLOSEK, HEIDI A.





KNOX, BRIAN R. & KNOX, LYNNE TS.
KNOX, WILLIAM & KNOX, PATRICIA A.
KOENIG REVOCABLE TRUST
KOERNER, TERRY L. & KOERNER, DIANA
KOMAN, ROBERT G. & KOMAN, CAROL L.
KOMESKI, MICHAEL & KOMESKI , PATRICIA




32,000 41 000 73,
41,400 69 300 110,
68,500 118 400 186,
72 700 72,
51 200 51,
54,200 101 500 155,
71 500 71,





95,000 206 000 301,
59,000 123 900 182,
36,700 36,
72,100 176 100 248,
92 400 92,
136 800 136,
93,369 203 000 296,
207 400 207,
44,200 104 300 148,
1,126,900 2,654 700 3,781,
49,100 115 100 164,
185,200 249 000 434,
96
72,300 161 300 233,
271,000 304 500 575,
49,400 40 700 90,
44,800 117 900 162,
52 200 52,
48,200 127 900 176,
69, 900 69,
61,000 107 400 168,
51,800 57, 100 108,
90, 700 90,
48,100 72, 500 120,
49,600 52, 200 101,
46,100 88, 300 134,
74,200 211, 100 285,
58,500 158 200 216,
46,891 182 600 229,
81 400 81,
100




IRAMER, WILLAIM A. & KRAMER, MARCIA R.
RANZER, EDGAR & NOWLAND, MARIA LIPSKER
' RAUSS, WILLARD L. & KRAUSS , ELEANOR E.
ttROLIKOSKI, RICHARD M. & KROLIKOSKI , PAUL
i






















1JBE, JOHN B. & KUBE, DIANNE L
TJBIK, DIANE
JCHARSKI, SHARON
JESTER, BETTY E. & KUESTER, JOHN R.
HESTER, JOHN R. & KUESTER, BETTY E.
TLESZA, ANDREW J. & KULESZA, PAMELA L.
INTZ, JAMES R. & KUNTZ , KAREN E.
A, 1990 REALTY TRUST,
i FAVE, DONALD V. & LA FAVE, NANCY A.
i ROCCA, STEVEN J.
& KRUGER, SANDRA M.




















































































LABONTE, LIONEL R. & LABONTE, GRETA E.
LABRANCHE, DONALD & LABRANCHE, SANDRA
LACASSE, GARY E. & LACASSE, SARA E.
LACROIX, PAUL G. & LACROIX, CHERYL C.
LAFAYETTE DEVE CO
LAFOND, GARY J. & COLE, PAMELA C.
LACKS, JUDITH L.
LAGUARDIA, L THOMPSON & LAGUARDIA,
LALIBERTY, WILLIAM J. & LALIBERTY,
LALIME, CHADD F.
LAMBERT, DAVID C. & LAMBERT, BARBARA P.
LAMBRECHT, MARSHALL A. & LAMBRECHT, CHERY
LAMINGTON CONDO ASSOC
LAMOUREUX, PHILIP A. & LAMOUREUX, JUDITH
LAMPHIER, JAMES & LAMPHIER, KATHRYN
LAND & TIDES REAL EST. INV.INC
LANDAU, VICTOR & LANDAU, CAROL G.
LANDRY, EILEEN E. & LANDRY, JON M.
LANDRY, MADELINE L.
LANDRY, MARQUIS W. & LANDRY, BARBARA F.
LANE, DONALD K. JR. & LANE, THERESE Y.
LANE, JOHN F. Ill & LANE, ELAINE F.
LANG, ROBERT D. & LANG, JOAN L.
LANGEVIN, GARY A. & LANGEVIN, ELIZABETH V
DAVID E. & LANGLOIS, DIANE M.
WILLIAM J. & LANGMAID, JOY
KENNETH & LANZILLO, FAY
KENNETH & LANZILLO, FAY
KENNETH F. JR & LANZILLO, BETTE
LARKIN, WILLIAM K & LARKIN, ANNA L
LARMIE, GEORGE A & LARMIE, JUDITH D.
LAROCHELLE, RONALD R.
LARRABE, EDWARD B. & LARRABE, MARYANN
LASORSA, FRANK T & MATTHEWS, JEANETTE
LATVIS, MICHAEL & LATVIS, NANCY L.
LAUSIER FAMILY TRUST








LAW, GEORGIANA M. & LAW, PAUL E.
LAW, GEORGIANA M.
LAW, GEORGIANA M.
LAW, RICHARD & LAW, NANCY L.
LAW, ROBERT
LAWLOR, OWEN W. & CHUTORANSKY, DOREEN M.




61,200 142 ,500 203,




50,100 95 ,800 145,
38,800 45 ,900 84,
63 ,500 63,
49,500 75 ,100 124,
53,500 151 800 205,
1,500 1,
56,400 114 100 170,
50,400 110 100 160,
73,300 263 400 336,
48,500 78 900 127,
90 700 90,
40,500 37 500 78,
50,900 50 ,900 101,
50,100 121 600 171,
72,600 172 000 244,
54,300 112 600 166,
49,900 60 800 110,
50 100 50,
95 ,700 95,
56,543 83 ,100 139,
46,625 107 ,300 153,
45,400 65 ,200 110,
48 ,100 48,
51,500 98 600 150,
52,300 125 600 177,
50,300 90 900 141,
43,600 146 600 190,
38,500 67 500 106,
60,300 116 000 176,
23,400 92 300 115,








49,500 95 300 144,
174
>ROPERTY OWNER
\AZEROWICH, HOWARD J. & LAZEROWICH, KAREN
DR REALYT TRUST
!e BARON, JOHN E. & LE BARON, MIRIAM E.
baron, miriam e.
,e blanc, carol a.
,e blanc, david r. & le blanc, linda d.
e blanc, stephen & le blanc, donna e.
e clerc, leonard a.
ie clerc, michael l. & laforce, jennifer
each, richard c. & leach, susan e.
eary, john m jr & leary, christine m
eatherbee, karen c.
eavitt living trust
eavitt, allan & leavitt, sara
ebel, robert r. & lebel, mary ann
•eberman, robert w, & leberman, ann r.
•ebrun, joseph h. & lebrun, carolyn g.
lebrun, joseph h. & lebrun, carolyn g.
;ebrun, joseph h. & lebrun, carolyn g.
•edgett, catharine e.
?ee, andrew t. & haygood, lynn k.
"egard, e. sargent & legard, jane c.
j-emire, edmond j. & lemire, denise j.
!ennon, paul f. & lennon, shirley l.
:enz, william fred & lenz , sandra e.
'.eonard, edward l. & leonard, mary k.
tepore, william g. & lepore, linda g.
[essard, lois ann & slager, timothy e.
evesque, donald e. & levesque, barbara j
svesque, janine r. & levesque, paul l.
i.3vin, harvey j
.evin, mark j. & levin, brenda a.
svine, mark b. & levine, lucille b.
.svine, s. robert & levine, carolyn a
ewis, alden & qureshi-lewis, zeeba
5wis, stanley l. & lewis, louise r.
[cciardello, gail j.
.'ceder, russell h. & lieder, dagmar r.
::lakos, Stephen a. & lilakos, lily a.
:lly, glenn r & lilly, kathleen
\n, chun-hsing
kndberg, robert m. & lindberg, monique b
kndsay, victoria a. & avery, christopher




47,200 152, 800 200, 000
55,300 92, 000 147, 300
45,300 77, 400 122, 700
45,000 72, 100 117, 100
55, 500 55 500
69, 700 69, 700
49,600 84, 300 133, 900
84, 300 84, 300
22,700 85, 100 107 800
12,700 56, 400 69, 100
53,400 77, 800 131, 200
50,100 93, 000 143 100
47,700 96, 700 144 400
47,300 73, 000 120 300
48,400 132, 300 180 700
189, 000 189 000
66, 600 66 600
56,700 146, 900 203 600
191 800 191 ,800
183 300 183 ,300
49,800 117 400 167 ,200
45,400 95 r 000 140 ,400
45,300 85 r 800 131 ,100
52,000 121 r 300 173 ,300
42,900 69 ,800 112 ,700
58,700 107 ,500 166 ,200
135 ,400 135 ,400
49,700 80 ,400 130 ,100
62 ,900 62 ,900
131 ,500 131 ,500
53,000 129 ,000 182 ,000
73,200 206 ,800 280 ,000
327,300 1,278 ,600 1,605 ,900
52,000 79 ,100 131 ,100
71 ,900 71 ,900
49 ,000 49 000
55,400 121, 700 177, 100
50,200 69, 900 120, 100
45,500 112, 100 157, 600
47,000 131 ,100 178 100
51,800 84 400 136 200
59,400 114 000 173, 400




LISS, ANTHONY & LISS, BARBARA
LITMAN, ROBERT & LITMAN, BARBARA
LITTLE, BRADFORD E. & DRISCOLL, MARGARET
LITTLEFIELD, PRISCILLA & LITTLEFIELD, WIL
LIZOTTE, GERALD G. & LIZOTTE, CAROL A.
LOEHR, NEWTON & LEOHR, CAROL A.
LOEWENTHAL, BERNARD
LOEWENTHAL, BERNARD DDS. P. A.
LOH, STEVEN P. & LOH, BARBARA S.
LOMAZZO, ROBERT
LONDON, CHARLES D. & LONDON, ANNA P.
LONG, GEORGE E. JR. & LONG, DEBORAH M.
LONG, HAROLD F. & LONG, DOROTHY




LORD, STEVEN R. & LORD, PAULA J.
LOS I, JOHN F
LOVE, SCOTT E. & LOVE, ROSE T.
LOVEJOY, JOSEPH A. JR & LOVEJOY, PATRICIA
LOVI, GABRIELLE T.
LUCCA, TIMOTHY J. & LUCCA, JOAN
LUCERI, DAVID C.
LUCEY, LAWRENCE R.
LUCY G. WEEKS TRUST
LUDINGTON, DONNA R.
LUDINGTON, HOWARD J.
LUNDELL, JAMES F. & LUNDELL, DIANE M.
LUNDGREN, CURTIS V. & LUNDGREN, EVELYN M.
LUSSIER, MARK J. & LUSSIER, PATRICIA ANNE
LYMAN, DARREN J. & LYMAN, PEARL E.
LYONS, JOHN & LYONS, JOANNE
LYONS, JOHN H. & LYONS, DORIS E.
M.E.G. REALTY TRUST
M.-E.G. REALTY TRUST
MAC ARTHUR, DEBORAH E.
MAC BRIDE, HAROLD E. & MAC BRIDE, JOANNA
MAC CALLUM, RICHARD W. & MAC CALLUM, MARC
MAC DONALD, PAULINE, HEIRS OF
MAC DONALD, PAULINE, HEIRS OF
MAC DOUGALL, JOHN & MAC DOUGALL, MURIEL
MAC DOWELL, ANDREW & MAC DOWELL, SHEILA J
MAC INNIS, MARY E.
MAC KENZIE, ALEXANDER & MAC KENZIE, SHARO
MAC KENZIE, DOUGLAS & MAC KENZIE, JOYCE M
LAND BUILDING TOTAL
137 100 137,
59,400 127 400 186,
95,500 242 400 337,
73,900 64, 400 138,
51,400 129 100 180,
51,900 80 500 132,
65,700 176 100 241,
61,200 61,
62,600 173 000 235,
68 ,400 68,
63,000 107 500 170,
39,800 126 ,100 165,
48,600 82 ,000 130,
22,600 85 ,400 108,





61,900 107 ,600 169,
62,700 177 ,400 240,
20,500 81 ,000 101,
51,300 102 ,200 153,
58,900 75 ,000 133,
46,000 110 ,000 156,
51,900 83 ,600 135,
19,100 2 ,500 21,
108,800 281 ,300 390,
49,700 68 ,000 117,
43,600 68 ,100 111,
17,500 88 ,500 106,
45,100 84 ,700 129,
69,400 192 ,600 262,
22,600 86 ,100 108,
145,800 145,
270,400 237 500 507,
16,300 60 300 76,
51,500 134 ,800 186,
45,800 93 300 139,
1 ,400 1,
1 ,400 1,
53,144 116 ,600 169,
65,200 149 ,600 214,
59 ,500 59,
51,400 60 ,100 111,
45,100 84 ,100 129,
176
PROPERTY OWNER
!.4AC LEOD, M. KEVIN
-4AC NEILL, HAROLD A. & MAC NEILL, LAUREL
«AC RAE, GLENN G. & MAC RAE f ROBIN L.
'4ADDEN, KEITH T. & MADDEN, KEITH T.
'4ADDEN, KEVIN S.
\4AGLIONE, MARYJANE & MAGLIONE, WILLIAM V.
1AGOON, WAYNE A.
1AHER, PHYLLIS
1ALLON, THOMAS M. & MALLON, SHARON E.
•lALONEY, MARK D.
MALONEY, WILLIAM A. & MALONEY, MICHELLE L
:IANDAT, MELVIN WILLIAM & MANDAT, KAY W.
IIANDAT, MELVIN WILLIAM & MANDAT, KAY W.
ilANEY, ROBERT F. & MANEY, BARBARA E.
I (ANN, GRAEME & MANN, BARBARA K.
UANOUGIAN, MARK S. & STUDEBAKER, ANNETTE
UANSFIELD, MALCOLM & MANSFIELD, ALICE K.
MANSFIELD, MALCOLM & MANSFIELD, ALICE K.
(ZARBACHER, BRUNO A. & MARBACHER, VICTORIA
GARBLE, JOHN W. & MARBLE, JUDITH
AARCEAU, EDMOND J. II & MARCEAU, DOROTHY
GARDEN, RICHARD W. & MARDEN, PAULA H.
AARGGRAF, H. SHEILA
AARION, DONALD G.
DARKEY, THOMAS J. & MARKEY, SHARON A.





< arston, norman jr.
v-arston, ralph & marston,
'artin, frederick j.
martin, neil & martin, debra
fartin, paul a. jr. & martin, heidi j.
'artino, stephen a.
tARVIN, BETSY H.
i\SI, DONALD Sc MAS I, FRANCES M.
J
\SKWA , MICHAEL T. & MASKWA, DONNA E.
HSLOWSKI, JEROLD J. & MASLOWSKI , JOYCE R
\SON, JOHN
ftON, PETER
HSON, ROBERT G. & MASON, MARYANN
.1SSARO, JOYCE P.
ASSIMILLA, BARBARA J.








52,700 88 900 141,
35,200 46 000 81,
79,200 184 200 263,
60,700 67 ,700 128,
48,400 105 ,500 153,
48,400 86 ,600 135,
8,400 8,
63,400 102 ,500 165,
63 ,600 63,




83,200 129 ,700 212,
32,800 66 ,700 99,
54,946 102 ,300 157,
584
50,900 84 200 135,
46,600 62 ,600 109,
49,300 57 ,000 106,
92 ,400 92,
50 ,600 50,
41,440 133 ,300 174,
56,200 100 ,900 157,




45,000 91 ,900 136,
48,000 88 ,700 136,
51,800 152 ,000 203,
49,600 118 ,800 168,
127,400 195 ,100 322,
45,800 111 ,900 157,
49,700 105 ,100 154,
49,300 82 ,100 131,
73 ,700 73,
49,100 105, 600 154,
47,500 67, 400 114,
50, 900 50,
45,200 70, 700 115,
38,700 38,
44,700 48 ,800 93,
185 ,900 185,





MATHESON, EDWARD J. & MATHESON, LOIS S.
MATHEWS, EDWIN II & MATHEWS, CHRISTINE L.
MATHISEN, MARK E. & MATHISEN, LINDA A.
MATTFOLK, JEFFREY D & MATTFOLK, BETH P.




MC ADEN, MARYANNE R. & MC ADEN, JAMES A.
MC ALLISTER, JEFFREY D & MC ALLISTER, CHE
MC ALLISTER, THOMAS S.
MC ALPINE, ROBERT B. JR. & MC ALPINE, EMI
MC ANENEY, RONALD WILLIAM & MC ANENEY, KA
MC ANIFF, KRIS E.
MC CAIN, TIMOTHY J. & MC CAIN, DEBORAH L.
MC CANN-CORTI, MICHELE & CORTI , PETER J.
MC CARTHY, MARILYN R.
MC CARTHY, ROBERT C. & MC CARTHY, PATRICI
MC CLEARY, MARK A. & MC CLEARY, CYNTHIA S
MC COLOUGH, DEBRA
MC COLOUGH, SHAWN
MC COY, HAROLD & MC COY, LOIS A.
MC CREDY, JONATHAN E. & DAY, ERIC B.
MC CULLOUGH, JAMES C. & MC CULLOUGH, SHE
I
MC DERMOTT, EDWARD J., TRUSTEE & STATE ST
MC DEVITT, CHRISTOPHER G. & HARTNETT, DAV
MC DONALD, WILLIAM & MC DONALD JANET
MC DONNELL, FRANCIS & MC DONNELL, BARBARA
MC DONOUGH, KAREN M.
MC DOUGALL, ROSS 0. & MC DOUGALL, GWENDOL
MC ELREAVY, WILLIAM J. & MC ELREAVY, DORO
MC GARRITY, MICHAEL
MC GOWAN, DARREN P. & MC GOWAN, ALLISON J
MC GOWN, RALPH E. & MC GOWN, WANDA L.R.
MC GRAIL, DANIEL J. & MC GRAIL, MELANIE K
MC GRATH, ELLEN E.
MC GUIGAN, B. FELIX & MC GUIGAN, BARBARA
MC GUINNESS, THOMAS & MCGUINESS, JULIE
MC GURIN, CHARLES A. & MC GURIN, RITA D.
MC ILVEEN, ELIZABETH & MC ILVEEN, KENNETH
MC ILVEEN, KENNETH & MC ILVEEN, ELIZABETH
MC ILVEEN, LEONARD & MC ILVEEN, LYNDA
MC KEON, WENDY F.
MC LAUGHLIN, ANDREW
LAND BUILDING TOTAL
44,600 54, 300 98,
51,000 73 500 124,
50,000 99 ,900 149,
49,600 91 200 140,
82,900 379 ,200 462,





45,100 58 ,200 103,
42,900 168 ,400 211,
52,500 85 ,300 137,
62,500 149 ,900 212,
49,500 84 ,300 133,
64 ,200 64,
49,800 137 ,400 187,
49,900 85 ,300 135,
184 ,000 184,
52,700 116 ,900 169,
35,200 68 800 104,
61 100 61,
54 600 54,





49,700 111 ,500 161,
79,236 172 ,600 251,
75 ,700 75,
50,400 73 ,900 124,
41,200 42 ,000 83,
103 ,200 103,
55,800 104 ,300 160,
48,400 97 ,800 146,
59,600 131 ,600 191,
98 ,000 98,
50,400 171 ,800 222,
40,200 77 ,200 117,
71 ,000 71,
53,500 31 ,700 85,
23,100 87 ,200 110,
20,100 63 ,900 84,
46,900 120 ,100 167,






•MC LAUGHLIN, JOHN B.
MC LAUGHLIN, KEVIN & MC LAUGHLIN, MARY E.
4MC LAUGHLIN, ROBERT D. & SMITH, BARBARA A
MC LELLAN, ELIZABETH K.
MC LELLAN, ROBERT K. & MC LELLAN, LUCY H.
"MC MANUS, JAN CAROLINE
MC MORROW, PHILIP C.
'VIC NALLY, BEATRICE I.
MC NAMARA, KATHLEEN RUTH
MC NULTY, JAMES
MC RAE, KATHLEEN
W RAE, WAYNE J.
MC WILLIAMS, CHARLES D. &
MCCOURT, ROBERT K. & MCCOURT,
4CKENNA, DENNIS P. & MCKENNA,
IffiDZELA, MARY ANN
KEEVES, DONALD L. & MEEVES , RUTH M.
r4EHIGEN, EDWARD J






IHERRIMACK REAL ESTATE INV.
iHESSER, SUSAN
HESSINA, DAVID
(HESSNER, RICHARD A. & MESSNER, ABBY L.
fEZITT, PETER Sc NICHOLAI , KAREN
IICHELIN, NICOLE W.
IIELKE, JOHN & MIELKE, MARY E
/UAL, TIMOTHY A. Sc MIJAL, JOANNE E.
:IKKELSEN, MIKEL E. & HILLER, CHRISTINE M
ILDRED A. TESAR REVOCABLE TR.
:ILES, DOUGLAS L, & MILES, NORAJEAN M.
:ILLER REVOCABLE TRUST
IILLER, BANCROFT L. & MILLER, JANET B.
:ILLER, CHERYL L. & PINO, ANN MARIE
FILLER, FREDERICK A JR.
FILLER, FREDERICK A. SR.
ILLER, JAMES & DAVIS-MILLER, LORI
IILLER, JOAN DEVOE
ULLHOUSE REVOCABLE TRUST
IILLSTEIN, ROBERT P. & CITRIN, MYRA A.
'IILNES, PETER R.
IINER, PAUL & MINER, BONNIE




50, 100 93, 700 143,
46, 100 90, 500 136,
193, 700 193,
64, 100 176, 100 240,
66, 400 66,
50, 700 50,





45 200 76, 100 121,
69, 600 69,
45, 400 73, 600 119,
85, 100 85,
46, 600 65, 200 111,
93, 400 93,
44, 000 93, 500 137,
49 500 49,
51 500 97 500 149,
97, 000 97,
45 300 86 100 131,
46 900 80 900 127,
59 900 74 400 134,
52 000 52,
58 ,600 58,
73 ,300 214 800 288,
50 ,200 5 ,600 55,
85 ,600 85,
45 ,200 67 ,200 112,
43 ,200 87 ,900 131,
18 ,900 94 ,800 113,
193 ,900 193,
59 ,100 140 ,400 199,
47 ,100 90 ,300 137,
59 ,200 142 ,600 201,
43 ,600 109 ,900 153,
46 ,100 79 100 125,
42 ,600 63 500 106,
55 ,000 145 100 200,
49 ,300 52, 300 101,
91, 400 91,
77 ,600 210 300 287,
125 ,100 190 100 315,
55 100 75, 100 130,
179






MITCHELL, ROBERT B. & MITCHELL, MARJORIE
MITCHELL, ROBERT GLENN & MITCHELL, MIRIAM
MOHLENHOFF, HENRY B. & MOHLENHOFF, LAURA




MONROE, JEFFREY S. & MONROE, LINDA M.
MONROE, ROGER D. & MONROE, ROSALEE E.
MONTEITH, GEOFFREY R. & MONTEITH, EUGINIA
MONTELLA, NEIL M. & MONTELLA, BETTY L.
MOORE, BRIAN G. & MOORE, ANNE B.
MOORE, DANIEL M. & MOORE, SHEILA M.
MOORE, DONALD T. & MOORE, LOIS
MOORE, DONNA M.






MORGERA, RICHARD A. & DINNUCCI , DIANE
MORGOVNIK, DAVID P. & MORGOVNIK, JUDITH A




MORSE, LAWRENCE E. & MORTON-MORSE, RICHYL
MORSE, MARY ELLEN F.
MORVILLO, MATTHEW R
MOSHER, KAREN L. & MOSHER, MARJORIE G.
MOULTHROP, LAWRENCE C. & MOULTHROP, ELINO
MOULTON, ALAN R. & MOULTON, ELLINOR L.
MOULTON, ALAN R. & MOULTON, ELLINOR L.
MOULTON, RICHARD J.















36 ,900 89, 700 126, 60(
44 ,000 52 900 96, 90(
70 300 70, 30C
90 700 90, 70(
34 ,200 102 200 136 40(
37 ,200 25 700 62, 90(
46 ,000 117 800 163 80(
54 ,100 132 000 186, 10(
72 000 202 900 274, 90(
171, 600 171 601
58 600 58 60(
45 600 89, 700 135 30(
54 700 113, 400 168 10(
42 700 51 500 94 201
91 400 91 40(
56 600 142 500 199 101
87 700 87 70(
50 100 124 ,700 174 801
37 700 37 ,701
71 200 71 20<
45 ,000 69 ,500 114 , 50<
48 ,700 113 ,000 161 , 70<
40 ,900 132 ,700 173 ,60'
53 ,100 87 ,800 140 ,90i
59 ,200 59 20i
55 ,500 86 ,100 141 ,60i
54 ,800 108 ,500 163 ,301
60 ,600 51 ,000 111 ,60i
123 ,300 123 ,30i
59 ,200 59 20i
50 ,200 104 ,200 154 ,40<
44 ,400 60 ,600 105 ,ooi;
63 ,500 150 200 213 70i
56 700 56 70i
53 500 53 501
48 100 96 000 144 101
45 100 67 700 112 801
38 400 38 40i
48 400 86 500 134 90(
49 500 152 500 202 00<




54 600 54, 60<

















JOHN H. & MULLER, MARGERY M.
MARGARET M.





MAURICE J. JR. & MURPHY, MARY ELI
ROBERT E. & MURPHY, CAROL C.
SHAWN M, & MURPHY, JACQUELINE
STEVEN J. & MURPHY, KAREN
STEVEN M. & MURPHY, ALEXANDRA C.
BARRY B. Sc MURRAY, PAMELA J.
SANDEE K.
KUSE, THOMAS E. & MUSE, SARAH
MYATT, ROBERT G. & MYATT, CAROLE A.
!MYERS, MARTHA
WSLINSKI, DANIEL CHESTER & MYSLINSKI , BE
J.H.YANKEE
JJAI, DEAN F. & NAI, LINDA
flAPIERKOWSKI , RAYMOND V. & NAPIERKOWSKI
,
iJARDONE, PETER E. & NARDONE, ELIZABETH J.
0ASH, ERIC P. & NASH, MARGARET R.
IffASH, HONEY S.
'JASON, CARL E. & NASON, THYRA A.
itfASSOURA, STEVEN & NASSOURA, ANN MARIE




EILY, ROBERT & NEILY, JANET
1ELSON, DUANE R. & NELSON, DOROTHY M.
EELSON, HAROLD J. & NELSON, ELEANOR P.
KELSON, JONATHAN D. & HALLORAN, JOAN E.
!ELSON, R. STOKES & NELSON, PAULA R.
i'ELSON, ROBERT A.
fERON, PAUL G. & NERON, NANCY T.
f
:ESS, H. REBECCA
rETTLETON, J. CHRISTOPHER & NETTLETON, AN





MCHOLS, JOHN J. Ill & NICHOLS, TERESA, A.
ICHOLS, MICHAEL W. & NICHOLS, KATHRYN M
LAND BUILDING 1?OTAL
49,800 164,300 214,
63,300 125, 000 188,
72,800 162, 400 235,
198, 600 198,




73,000 164 700 237,
54,000 89 300 143,
50 100 50,
46,200 62 ,400 108,
55,900 191 300 247,
43,400 68 900 112,
54,800 83 ,500 138,
71,400 176 ,400 247,
66 ,400 66,
22,500 86 ,100 108,
50,000 89 ,900 139,
50,500 72 ,400 122,
46,700 118 ,400 165,
72,000 22 ,100 94,
165 ,000 165,
51,800 199 ,800 251,
77,900 191 ,000 268,
44,000 82 ,300 126,
43,000 99 ,400 142,
44,700 116 ,300 161,
47 ,500 47,
61,700 141 ,700 203,
42,300 16 ,600 58,
81 ,400 81,
72 ,500 72,
61,800 153 ,300 215,
65 ,800 65,
50,700 76 ,400 127,
70 ,400 70,




60,000 66, 300 126,
195,800 133 ,100 328,
95 ,000 95,





NICKERSON REVOCABLE TRUST 1994
NICKLAS, JEFFREY C. & NICKLAS, JEFFREY C.
NICOLAZZI, JOSEPH
NISTA, GIRARD T. & NISTA, CAROL A.
NOCK, GERTRUDE P.
NORMANDY, R. PAUL & ZAGRODNICK, SABRINA
NORTH ATLANTIC ENERGY SER.CORP
NORTH OF BOSTON REALTY TRUST
NORTHERN UTILITIES INC
NORTHLAND PROPERTIES, INC.
NOURSE, ESTATE OF MELVIN
NOVAKOFF, ARTHUR S. & NOVAKOFF, MELISSA B
NOVELETSKY-ROSENTHAL, HOLLIE T
NOWNES, ROGER F.
NOYES, ALVIN H. & OTT, TYRA LYNN
NOYES, DANA C.
NOYES, DAVID C. & NOYES, ELIZABETH F.
NUGENT, JAMES E. & NUGENT, MARGARET M.
& NUGENT, MARGARET M.
& NYHAN, JOYCE K.
O'BRIEN, GILBERT P. & O'BRIEN, WENDY J.
O'BRIEN, JOHN J. & O'BRIEN, PAULA
O'CONNOR, CHARLES
O'CONNOR, STEPHEN J. & O'CONNOR, HOLLY D.
O'DONNELL, CYNTHIA A.
O'DONNELL, STEVEN E. & O'DONNELL, ELI ZABE
O'DONNELL, WILLIAM
O'KANE, TIMOTHY & O'KANE, ELLEN
O'KEEFE, DREW J. & O'KEEFE, BONNIE G.
O'LEARY, JOSEPH DESMOND & O'LEARY, DOROTH
O'LEARY, ROBERT L. & O'LEARY, MARY LOU
O'NEIL, PAUL F.
O'NEIL, THERESA B.
0' SULLIVAN, ROBERT E. JR. & 0' SULLIVAN, P
OBER, JR. JOSEPH D & BOYCE-OBER, NANCY
OHLINGER, DONALD R. & OHLINGER, DEBRA C.
OHRENBERGER, JUDITH L. & MADDEN, SYBIL J.
OHRENBERGER, STEPHEN A. & OHRENBERGER, KA
OK, SAM OEUN & OK, NARIN
OLEAN, JENNIE A. FAMILY TRUST
OLENIAK, DONALD & OLENIAK, KARLENE H.
OLIVEIRA, ALBERT A. & OLIVEIRA, PAULA J.
OLOFSON, RICHARD A. & OLOFSON, RANDIE
OLSEN, FRANK J. JR. & OLSEN, MARGARET M.
OLSEN, JEFFREY J. & BORNINSKI , LESA ANNE
OLSON, DANIEL & OLSON, LAURIE L
LAND BUILDING TOTAL
90, 000 90,
52,300 127, 400 179,
52, 900 52,
72,500 262, 900 335,
72, 700 72,
46,300 119, 800 166,
168 800 168,
56,700 64 400 121,
23,000 23,
562,600 2,692 ,900 3,255,
9,000 9,
67,500 99 ,600 167,





60,800 90 ,100 150,
53,000 94 ,300 147,
52,600 96 ,800 149,
51,200 74 ,400 125,
71,400 183 ,500 254,
49,500 38 ,800 88,
49,600 126 ,800 176,
49,500 73 ,400 122,
49,000 31 ,700 80,
85 ,400 85,
49,200 51 ,300 100,
54,100 117 ,200 171,
51 ,500 51,
45,300 110 ,600 155,
68,100 57 ,000 125,
51,500 100 ,700 152,
63 ,400 63,
57,600 160 ,500 218,
72,000 234 000 306,
48,200 99 ,500 147,
73,300 113 ,300 186,
72 ,700 72,
22,700 82 ,000 104,
36,800 4 ,900 41,
49,000 72 ,700 121,
43,000 88 ,700 131,
73,500 213 ,100 286,
49,600 97 ,900 147,
79,000 203 ,900 282,
62,500 152 ,900 215,






ORCHARD HOMES OF STRATHAM INC
ORDUNG, MARK A. & FORWARD, MAXINE L
ORDWAY, RALPH G. & ORDWAY, ELEANOR D.
ORLANDO, LUCY M
DRLANDO, LUGRI M. & ORLANDO, LUCY M.
OSHRY, ROBERT N.





OVERTON, JOHN H. & OVERTON, HENRIETTA C.
OWENS, BRADLEY J
PACE, ALBERT F.
PACE, ALBERT F. & PACE, KATHRYN E.
PACE, ROBERT & PACE, MICHELLE
PACH, RONALD M. & PACH, DIANE L.
PACKARD, DANIEL M.
PACKER, JAMES R. & PACKER, HOLLY J.
PAGE, DAVID A. & PAGE, JANET S.
PAGNANI, JOSEPH D, & PAGNANI , MARY
PALAZZOLO, JOSEPH F. & PALAZZOLO, MARSHA
PALFREY, ROBERT C. & PALFREY, DEBORAH B.
PALMER, BRIAN C. & PALMER, MARGARET M.




IPAPALEGIS, TODD E. & PAPALEGIS, MARGARET
IAPPALARDO, STEPHEN M. & PAPPALARDO, KELL
I'AQUET, ROBERT & PAQUET, CYNTHIA L.
1AQUETTE, ROBERT N. & PAQUETTE, RITA Y.
URDUS, CHRISTOPHER W. & PARDUS , SANDRA K
I ARE 1 , ROBERT P. & PARE', DONNA K.
RARK, JIN H. & PARK, YOUNG S.
[\ARKER, HARRIS C. & PARKER, DELORES E.
t&RKER, JESSICA B.
\ARKER, MATTHEW R. & PARKER, LISA R.
h&RKER, MILDRED A.
l&RNELL, WILLIAM P. & PARNELL, PATRICIA J
\!tf*NHAM, JACK R. & PARNHAM, EILEEN M.
^RSONAGE HILL DEVELOPMENT COR
l^SONAGE HILL DEVELOPMENT COR
LAND BUILDING TOTAL
72,300 136,200 208, 500
38,700 58,600 97, 300
42,200 75,700 117, 900
75,900 75, 900





21,600 85,300 106, 900
91,400 91, 400
69,900 69, 900
45,300 65,700 111, 000
62,900 62, 900
49,800 85,600 135,,400






54,900 103,200 158 100
50,100 100,000 150 ,100
35,200 58,300 93 ,500
49,900 104,000 153 ,900
52,700 101,900 154 ,600
55,300 125,100 180 ,400
51,800 135,800 187 ,600
48,400 126,100 174 ,500
2,300 2 ,300
1,900 1 ,900
45,500 67,400 112 ,900
48,100 48 ,100
50,700 68,200 118 ,900
44,200 61,400 105 r 600
54,000 133,500 187 ,500
47,300 124,300 171 r 600
63,300 191,500 254 ,800
70,000 70,,000
69,800 65,400 135, 200
48,100 71,100 119, 200
46,800 60,000 106, 800
44,800 85,400 130, 200




PARSONAGE HILL DEVELOPMENT COR
PARSONS, RAYMOND D. & PARSONS, JOAN P.
PARSONS, WILLIAM R. & PARSONS, MARILYNN L
PARTRIDGE, LOWELL J.




PATRICK, WILLIAM M. & PATRICK, DOROTHY M.
PAUL, RUTH A. REVOCABLE TRUST
PAUL, RUTH A. REVOCABLE TRUST
PAULSON, ELIZABETH P.


























PEARL, SCOTT D. & PEARL, DARLENE
PEASE, ELAINE, ESTATE OF
PECK, KEVIN J. & PECK, ANNEMARIE S.
PECK, PHYLLIS K.
PEIRCE, JEFFREY T. & PEIRCE, DEBRA H.
PEPLINSKI, JAMES H. & PEPLINSKI , KATHLEEN






PERRY, LUCY H. & HOLMGREN, VIRGINIA
PERRY, LUCY H.
PESARES I, MICHAEL W. & PESARES I, JANICE E
PESCHEL, JAMES M. & PESCHEL, NANCY A.
PESIK, CHARLES
PETER P CRYANS REVOCABLE TRUST
PETER S. CZACHOR REVOCABLE
PETERS, GEORGE N.
PETERSON, NORMAN C. & PETERSON, GERALDINE
PETIT, BETH L. & PETIT, DAVID G.
PETROSKI, WILLIAM J. JR. & PETROSKI , MARY
PEVINE, JUDITH
PFP ASSOC. LTD. PARTNERSHIP





















55,400 186,800 242 20
89,300 89 30
25,700 25 70
49,100 66,500 115 60
62,400 121,400 183 80
49,600 81,100 130 70
73,500 233,200 306 70'
175,600 175 60.
36,700 94,200 130 90
49,700 76,200 125 90
91,400 91 40
181,900 181 90
45,600 56,200 101 80
17,500 17 50;
8,300 8 30,
49,800 88,800 138 60
72,100 159,900 232 00





45,800 42,100 87 90.
42,600 88,400 131 00
59,800 59 80
155,100 155, 10
2,000 10,500 12 50
184
PROPERTY OWNER
PHILLIPS, BRUCE D. & PHILLIPS, CYNTHIA L.
PHILLIPS, CHRISTOPHER M.
PHILLIPS, HARVIE W.
PHIPPS, MONROE & PHIPPS, HATTIE M.
PHOENIX, ROBERT D. & PHOENIX, BARBARA J.
PHOENIX, TIMOTHY R. & PHOENIX, CHERYL A.
PIDGEON, DONALD & PIDGEON, MARTHA E.
PIERCE, PATRICIA ANN
PIERCE, R. KENNETH & PIERCE, SUSANNAH
PIERRE, COLETTE A.









HPINIAS, JOSEPH & PIPINIAS, CAROL L
IriTCHER, LEWIS & PITCHER, SUSAN
ILLANK, C. RICHARD & HAILER, ELIZABETH L.
I
T LAVNICKY, MICHAEL & PLAVNICKY, JOAN
LAZESKI, PAUL E.
LOURDE, CAMILLE & PLOURDE, JUDITH E.
LUE, ALAN D. & PLUE, DENISE W.
OISSON, LEO J. JR. & POISSON, LISA C.
OLIZZATTI, BARBARA A.
OLLARD, ROSS F.
OLLET, CAROLYN S. & POLLET, CHRISTOPHER
OLNER, DEBORAH L. & POLNER, LARRY N.
OLZELLA, JOHN & POLZELLA, PATRICIA
)DMBRIANT, RONALD R.
>DNTE, MARIO & PONTE EILEEN
WTE, MARIO & PONTE EILEEN
>DNTE, MARIO & PONTE EILEEN
')DNTE, MARIO & PONTE EILEEN
WTE, MARIO & PONTE EILEEN
t)NTE, MARIO & PONTE EILEEN
»NTE, MARIO & PONTE EILEEN
>OLE, MARIE A.
»f)RTSMOUTH ROAD RLTY TRUST II
!>TVIN, TIMOTHY J & POTVIN, MARIA A.
I'WER REALTY TRUST/R . FULLER TR





















































POWERS, JAMES & POWERS, DEBRA
POWERS, SEAN N.
PRABHAKER, H.S. & PRABHAKER, THARA
PRAGER, SCOTT H. & PRAGER, NANCY G.
PRECISON MEDIA CORPORATON
PRENDERGAST, JAMES F. & PRENDERGAST, JEAN
PRESTON, BARBARA A. & PRESTON, JOHN J.
PRESTON, JOHN J. INTER VIVOS T
PRICE, JOHN M. JR. & PRICE, SUSAN M.
PRICE, ROBIN S.
PRIDHAM, SHERMAN C. & WHITTEMORE, CATHARI
PRINCE, GARY H. & PRINCE, LORRAINE M.
PRINCE, WILLIAM C. & PRINCE, CYNTHIA M.
PRIOR, GERALD T. & PRIOR, JANET M.
PROAL, MYNA J.
PROKOP, ELAINE M.
PROMER, DANIEL A. & PROMER, TANIA K.
PROULX, JAMES D. & COLLINS, ELISABETH H.
PROVOST, WILLIAM H. & PROVOST, BARBARA K.
PUBLIC SERVICE OF NH
PYNN, RALPH F.
QUIGLEY, DAVID F. & QUIGLEY, DIANE M.
GUINN, DOREEN A.
QUINN, JOSEPH F. & QUINN, SHARON A.
RAFT, PETER D. & RAFT, DEAN P.
RAMSAY, DOUGLAS B. & RAMSAY, JENNIFER L.
RAMSDELL, RICHARD R. & RAMSDELL, ANITA W.
RANDALL, SCOTT C.
RANDLE, WILLIAM R. & RANDLE, DONNA 0.
RANDLETT, WALTER & RANDLETT, CHARLENE
RANGER, MYRA
RANKS, SCOTT W. & MARRAN -RANKS , CARLA
RAWSON, MARJORIE I.
RAWSON, VERNE E. Ill
RAWSON, VERNE E. JR. & RAWSON, IRENE
RAWSON, VERNE E. JR. & RAWSON, IRENE
RAYMOND, TED A. & RAYMOND, TAMERA
RAYMOND, WILLIAM R. & RAYMOND, ADELLE M.
REAL ESTATE ADVISORS INC.
REAL, FILIBERTO & REAL, MARYBETH C.
REAL, MARYBETH C.
REATH, THOMAS JR. & REATH, JOYCE B.
REDLON, STEPHEN A. & REDLON, JULIE L.




53, 500 77, 500 131,
38 600 90, 900 129,
49, 900 64, 500 114,
64 600 177, 600 242,
151, 600 151,
52 400 105, 600 158,
78, 500 78,
74, 300 74,
16 400 163 000 179,
50 100 50,
45 800 68 500 114,
51 000 108 700 159,
61 ,200 123 500 184,
54 100 103 100 157,
79 200 79,
91 ,400 91,
22 600 101 ,400 124,
45 800 71 ,700 117,
44 600 66 700 ill.
282 500 282,
256 900 96 ,800 353,
46 ,600 62 ,300 108,
41 ,000 154 100 195,
49 300 140 700 190,
81 800 81,
16 400 132 900 149,
45 600 70 800 116,
52 800 125 000 177,
171 ,200 171,
42 800 103 900 146,
48 800 77, 400 126,
62 500 147, 200 209,
42 200 65 000 107,
39 500 39,
48 400 50, 200 98,
34 300 37, 000 71,
64 000 227, 800 291,
39 500 39,
101 200 141 700 242,
54 300 96 500 150,
63 100 134 600 197,
30 000 30,















FREDERICK L. & REED, MARYANN
JACK & REED, PATRICIA A.
ROBERT & REID, MILDRED A.
ROEERT & REID, MILDRED A.
JOHN H.
JOHN H. & REISS
JO-ANN Y.
REYES, RAFAEL & REYES,
RHEAUME, WAYNE R.
RICE, DOROTHY D. REVOC
RICHARD, EDWARD J. JR.
RICHARD, LOUISE R.
RICHARDS, JAMES M. & RICHARDS, MARJORIE
RICHARDS, MARK W. & RICHARDS, DIANNE M.
RICHARDS, VICTOR F.W. & RICHARDS, JANET H
RICHARDSON, CURTIS L. & RICHARDSON, CHERY
RICHARDSON, RAYMOND C. & RICHARDSON, CARO
(RICHIE MCFARLAND CHILDRENS CTR
(RICHMOND, JAMES P. & RICHMOND, SUSAN H.
UCKARBY, RYAN 0. & RICKARBY, CATHLEEN J.
UCKS, GEORGE T. SR & RICKS, JACQUELINE M
RIDDELL, GORDON A.
HIEDEL, JOHN S. & RIEDEL,
JOHN S. & RIEDEL,






















LIVAIS, JAMES E. & RIVAIS
LIVEGLIA, CATHERINE A. & FIELD, TOM A,
IOBBERTZ, RICHARD D. & ROBBERTZ, HOLLY E.
OBERTS, GORDON W. & ROBERTS, JANICE M.
P. SCOTT & ROBERTS, RANDI C.
RONALD G. & ROBERTS, MARY ANN
VIOLA S.
VIOLA S.
WILLIAM H. & ROBERTS,
; OBERTSHAW, ROBERT T.
^DBERTSON, ALAN M.
vDBERTSON, ANDREA
bBERTSON, TODD W. & BRUNELLE,































































DOUGLAS J. & ROBINSON, MARY M.
LISA S.
RICHARD & ROBINSON, PATRICIA
RICHARD A. Sc ROBINSON, BETTY L.
WILLIAM & ROBINSON, LEE
OCHE, CARL S. & ROCHE, KATHLEEN D.
OCHE, CARL S. & ROCHE, KATHLEEN D.
OCHETTE, MAURICE J. & ROCHETTE, MARIE L.
OCKINGHAM COUNTY NEWSPAPERS
OGALSKI, CARL E. REVOC. TRUST
OGERS, CAROL JEAN
OGINSKI, JOSEPH J. & ROGINSKI , SANDRA L.
OGINSKI, JOSEPH J. & ROGINSKI, SANDRA L.
OHR, GARY & ROHR, CAROL
OHR, GARY & ROHR, CAROL
OHR, GARY & ROHR, CAROL
OLAND, ROBERT H. & ROLAND, JERRY A.
OLFE, LINDA SUSAN
OLLING MEADOW PET CEMETERY,
OLLINS, BEATRICE
ON'S WELDING CO., INC.
ONAN, PATRICK J. & RONAN, KRISTIN A.
ONDEAU, RACHEL A.






JOSEPH & ROSS, AMY S.
ROBERT S. & ROSS, LISA A.
STEVEN R. & ROTH, MARY














KENNETH R. & ROWE, DOROTHY F.















& ROWE, JOYCE A.
& ROWE, JOYCE A.
& ROWE, JOYCE A.
JR. & ROWE, CAROL AN
LAND BUILDING TOTAL
54,400 146, 300 200, 70C
84 300 84, 30(
10,300 10, 30(
42,000 86 600 128 60(
42,800 100 300 143 10(
69 ,700 69 ,70(
62,200 62 20(
52,300 112 ,600 164 90(
450,000 1,346 300 1,796 ,30(
70,794 75 ,200 145 ,99'
40,900 47 ,600 88 , 50(
55,600 115 ,500 171 , 10(
42,700 42 ,70(
45,500 63 ,000 108 , 50(
45,400 87 100 132 ,501
35,500 35 , 50(
78,800 283 400 362 ,20i
56 ,100 56 ,10i
81,000 81 ,00i
2,189 18'
42,600 76 300 118 90(
69 700 69 70i
62,200 105 900 168 10«
55 000 55 00<
69 900 69 90i
37,700 82 600 120 30'
90 000 90 00'
45,200 76 400 121 60
9,700 9 70
37,700 83 800 121 50
54,000 146 400 200 40
46,800 135 800 182 60
51,400 51 40
172 600 172 60
53 000 53 00
50 500 50 50
43,000 43 00
48,000 73 600 121 60
41,800 41 80
40,600 85 400 126 00
67,900 59 500 127 40
50,800 87 300 138 10
46,400 56 800 103 20





ROWELL, RUTH T. & ROWELL , TIMOTHY E.
ROWNTREE, JOHN S. & ROWNTREE, WENDY G.
ROY, BERTRAND E. & ROY, BETTY I.
ROY, JOSEPH A. & ROY, CATHY L.
ROY, ROBERT F.
ROZELLE, TODD F. & ROZELLE, PAULA M.
RUBANO, MICHAEL
RUBIN, FAY A.
RUBIN, GEORGE R. & RUBIN, MURIEL C.
RUDY, MARY M.
RUE, VINCENT & STANFORD-RUE, SUSAN
RUE, VINCENT & STANFORD-RUE, SUSAN
RUEGGER, MARK A. & RUEGGER, KIMBERLY V.
RUFF-BURBINE, PATRICE E.
RUFFNER, WALTER D. & RUFFNER, VELDA A.






RYAN, JAMES M. & GOLINI
,
RYAN, MAUREEN E. & RYAN,
RYAN, PARKER J.
^YAN, PETER J.
*YAN, ROBERT E. & RYAN, JOAN C.
RYAN, THOMAS M. & RYAN, MARGARET A.
WAN, WILLIAM & RYAN, MARCIA R.
tYBINSKI, JUDITH A.
SABLE, JOHN J. & SABLE, SHIRLEY M.
5ACRE, GUILLAUME & SACRE, SANDRA
>AIA, BENJAMIN JR.
5AKOWSKI, MICHAEL J. & SAKOWSKI , PAMELA A
iALEMA, JOSE F. & SALEMA, MARIA A.
SALMON, RICHARD B. & SALMON, LINDA D.
5ALTUS, JR., EDGAR R. & SALTUS , CHRISTINE
L'ALZMAN, BETH M.
ilAM COLLIER REALTY TRUST
:am collier realty trust
iamaha, unwar j. & samaha, ruth a.
samuels, david d. & samuels, marilyn a.








48, 200 51,200 99,
72, 100 185, 800 257,
49, 600 74, 700 124,
83, 200 203, 000 286,
49 900 111, 800 161,
49, 500 98, 200 147,
95, 100 95,
65, 900 65,
63, 400 124, 600 188,




58 900 125, 400 184,
67, 700 67,
49, 100 74, 600 123,
61, 000 148, 700 209,
71, 000 71,
49, 700 133, 500 183,
45, 500 83, 300 128,
43, 600 131, 800 175,
72, 800 72,
58, 600 137, 000 195,
53 500 53,
50 500 68 900 119,
69 900 69,
63 500 254 ,900 318,
40 r 200 100 ,800 141,
45
r
100 122 ,000 167,
51 500 51,
52 ,600 97 000 149,




500 79 ,100 127,
90 ,900 265 ,800 356,
147 ,700 235 ,400 383,
79 ,800 174 ,200 254,




49, 500 136,900 186,
52, 100 186,700 238,
67, 500 126,000 193,
45 ,000 45,
55,,466 58,800 114,
20, 700 96, 800 117,
189
PROPERTY OWNER
SANDBERG, ROBERT J. & SANDBERG, DEBORAH A
SANDERS, MARY JO
SANDERSON FAMILY TRUST
SANDERSON, JARIB M. JR.
SANDERSON, JARIB M. JR.
SANDERSON, RODNEY C. JR. & SANDERSON, ELA
SANDRA F. SAMUELS REVOCABLE TR
SANNER, HERLENE B.
SANTORO, PETER B. & SANTORO, KRYSTYNA
SANZ, MICHAEL L. & CASEY, KATHLEEN M.
SAPIENZA, JOHN J. & SAPIENZA, PATRICIA A.
SARGENT, CHRISTINA L. & SARGENT, RALPH D.
SARNA SAREEN B
.
SAULNIER, EDWARD J. & SAULNIER, ANDREA G.
SAVOIE, SUSAN W.
SAWYER, PAUL A. & SAWYER, MARGARET B.
SAWYER, PAUL S. SR. & SAWYER, JUNE S.
SCACCIA, JAMES M. & SCACCIA, ROSALIE A.
SCAMMAN ROAD REALTY TRUST
SCAMMAN. BARBARA Y.
BRUCE D.
CHARLES W. & SCAMMAN, MELODY K.
ELIZABETH & EVES, ALAN P.
JAMES I. JR. & SCAMMAN, JAMES I.





KELLY L. & RAWSON,
KIMBERLY
KIRK Q. & SCAMMAN,
RALPH D. JR. & SCAMMAN, CYNTHIA










SCHAITMAN, MICHAEL & RACZY, JOAN M.
SCHEEL, JOHN & SCHEEL, HELEN










































48,405 97 600 146,
67,600 67,
45,100 110 600 155,
49,500 71 400 120,
61, 600 61,
52,900 116 000 168,
54,500 119 800 174,
50 600 50,
49 600 49,
22,500 58 500 81,
46,700 48 800 95,
40,600 58 800 99,
58,600 177 700 236,
944
52,500 142 ,000 194,
44,800 44,
49,700 61 400 111,
49,300 115 ,400 164,
69 ,900 69,
70,900 140 ,600 211,
57 ,400 57,
71,200 73 ,100 144,
285,800 617 ,500 903,
41,900 41,
44,800 87 ,800 132,
43,600 43,
48,100 98 ,000 146,
47,000 78 900 125,
44,000 83 400 127,
4,797 4,
362,500 317, 900 680,
111,948 65 700 177,
44,200 74 100 118,
47,000 57 700 104,
1,323 1,
45,400 49 400 94,
51,700 64 400 116,
69 ,900 69,
54,200 126 ,100 180,
54,100 157 700 211,
44,800 96 200 141,
190
property owner
3chimoler, robert l. & schimoler, linda m
schmidt, lawrence & schmidt, dorothy
3chmidt, morton t. jr. & schmidt, brenda
3chobel, frederick & schobel, agnes
3choch, john n. jr. & schoch, claire p.





3chricker, david e. & schrieker, carol a.
3chroeder, jon c. & schroeder, kathleen c
3chulz, thomas a. & schulz , patricia l.
schumacher, george
3chusler, steven j. & schusler, kathleen







5eifert, lee r. jr. & seifert, jennifer j
3eker, can l. & seker, caroline a.
3enechal, glenn r.
3enger, richard j. & senger, pamela j.
senko, robert & senko, barbara
sera, luigi & sera, ada
bergi, michael
5ergi, sara tracy deleon
serveiss, charles e. & serveiss, marie a.
:ess realty trust
iEWALL 1987 TRUST,
JEWALL, D. CAMERON & SEWALL, JOAN M.
SEWALL, DANIEL & SEWALL, KATHLEEN
SEWALL, DOUGALD & SEWALL, MARY C.
lEXTON, KEVIN R. & SEXTON, JILL D.
1HANNON, STEVEN K. & SHANNON, ELAINE B.
SHANNON, WILLIAM T. & SHANNON, JUDITH ANN
tHARP, DANA & SHARP, JOAN



























































SHAW, HEIRS OF PEG D.




SHEEHAN, PATRICIA A. & ANDERSON, MARJORIE
SHELLEY, PATRICIA A.
SHERBURNE, MAXWELL HEIRS OF
SHERRILL, JONATHAN
SHERRY, ADRIANNE R.
SHINNICK, LAWRENCE T. & SHINNICK, IRENE F
SHIRLEY, JR., DAVID L. Sc SHIRLEY, JUDITH
D/B/A
D/B/A
D/B/A & SHORT, JEANNE T.
Sc CHUSLO-SHUR, LAUREN
SHUTE, LEONARD & LEAVITT, JANET M.
SIDEL, MARIONE A.
SIDI REALTY TRUST
SILVA, FRANCIS J. Sc SILVA, CYNTHIA E.
SILVA, MARY A. & BAKER, DONNA M
SIMARD, JAMES R. Sc KROLL-SIMARD, KATHLEEN
SIMAS, KAREN P.
SIMEONE, JOSEPH K. & WEIDEMA, GERRY S.
SIMEONE, JOSEPH K.
SIMMONS, NEIL E. & SIMMONS, BARBARA J.
SIMONS, RONALD & SIMONS, CAROLYN
SIPPRELLE, CARL N. & SIPPRELLE, MARIAN A.
SKORICH, JOHN G. & SKORICH, DONNA L.
SLADE, J. WORTH & SLADE, BEVERLY L.




SMALLIS, ERNEST & SMALLIS, LAURIE J
SMALLWOOD FAMILY REVOCABLE TRU
SMITH, DALE W. & SMITH, SHARYN W.
DEAN E. & SMITH, CAROL A.
EDSON T. & SMITH, SHARON M.














MARK T. & WEISE, WENDY S.























































MITH, OLIVER S. & SMITH, NORMA J.
MITH, PETER R. & SMITH, BEVERLY
MITH, SHARI L. & BUNTING, ALAN R.
MOYER, JR., RAYMOND H. & SMOYER, SHARON
MYK, WALTER A. & SMYK, MARILYN F.
NOOK, NORMAN J. & SNOOK, PAMELA E.
NYDER, ILA J.
OAVE, PHILIP J. & SOAVE, MARGARET T.
OMBRIC, ROBERT J. & SOMBRIC, ANNE C
ONIA, JOHN J. & SONIA, MARGARET F.
OPHER, MARC D. & SOPHER, MICHELE
OPHINOS, GEORGE J. & SOPHINOS, KAREN M.
OUCY, EILEEN M.
GILBERT & SOUCY, DOROTHY
GILBERT & SOUCY, DOROTHY
DAVID L. & SOUSA, KATHRYN F.
WILLIAM R.
OUTHWICK, RICHARD & SOUTHWICK, THERESA
OUTHWORTH, DAVID J. & SOUTHWORTH, JANICE
OWINSKI, THOMAS J. SR & SOWINSKI , MARILY




PRAGUE, GLENN R. & SPRAGUE, MARELLA F.
PRING LINE HOLDING CO, L.L.C.
PRING, SAMUEL D. & SPRING, JANE F.
QUAMSCOTT SCULLERS LTD, THE
QUIRE, RUSSELL M. & SQUIRE, CATHERINE A.
T. JEAN, ROBERT A. & ST. JEAN, SYLVIA
T. JOHN, ARTHUR G. & ST. JOHN, EVELYN M.
TACY, MARY J.
TADIG, GLEN R & STADIG, LISA M.
TANDLEY, WILLIAM E.
TANDLEY, WILLIAM R. & STANDLEY,
TATE OF N.H. TECH COLLAGE












FISH & GAME DEPT
FISH & GAME DEPT
FISH & GAME DEPT
FISH & GAME DEPT
GAME DEPT
FISH & GAME DEPT
FISH & GAME DEPT
& WHEELER, LORRIANE W.
LAND BUILDING TOTAL
71,300 102, 800 174, 100
54,100 124, 900 179, 000
65, 900 65, 900
48,400 75, 300 123, 700
180,400 344 800 525, 200
58,500 91, 900 150, 400
72,500 178, 300 250, 800
53,600 73, 300 126, 900
50,800 61, 700 112, 500
43,100 75, 500 118, 600
58,800 233, 200 292, 000
53,000 112 900 165 900
67, 100 67, 100
54,100 183 000 237 100
48,000 96 600 144 600
181 800 181 800
42,100 79, 600 121 700
400 400
49,600 80 400 130, 000
71,000 185 500 256, 500
49,900 94 300 144 200
48,200 49, 900 98, 100
58 600 58 600
131 300 131 ,300
52,700 131 200 183, 900
230,700 230 700
49,000 129 r 100 178 ,100
90,000 10 ,800 100 ,800
47,100 82 ,900 130 ,000




54,000 87 ,900 141 ,900
44,600 62 ,800 107 ,400
66 ,100 66 ,100
54 ,600 54 ,600
358,000 7,095 ,400 7,453 ,400
6,000 6, 000





44,200 76, 600 120, 800
63,500 178, 500 242, 000
193
PROPERTY OWNER
STERN, JEFFREY L. & STERN, DENA SHAVER
STERN, JEFFREY L. & STERN, DENA SHAVER
STEVENS, DANIEL S. Sc STEVENS JUDY L.
STEVENS, GEORGE W. & STEVENS, GAIL E.
STEVENS, GILBERT ARTHUR & STEVENS, ROBERT
STEVENS, JOHN D. & STEVENS, LORNA, H.
STEVENS, KATHLEEN J.
STEVENS, STEVEN K.
STEWART, JACKMAN L. Sc STEWART, ELEANOR K.
STINER, ROBERT N.
STOCKING, CHARLENE C.
STONE, DENNIS R. & STONE, JACQUELINE
STONE, MARLENE R. REVOC.TR 93
STONE, SCOTT E. Sc STONE, SUZANNE B.
STONEMARK MANAGEMENT CO. INC.
STONEMARK MANAGEMENT CO. INC.







STRATHAM PLAZA REALTY TRUST
STRATHAM RETAIL DEVELOPMENT CO
STRATHAM TIRE, INC.
STRATHAM WOODS PHASE III ASSOC
STRATHAM WOODS PHASE III ASSOC
STRINGHAM, SCOTT
STROBEL, MARY PATRICIA
STROBLE, TIMOTHY & STROBLE, JOSEPHINE M.
& STUART, LORRAINE A.
Sc STUART, LORRAINE A.
& STUART, LORRAINE A.











CHARLES W. Sc SULLIVAN, CECILE E
DANIEL T. Sc BURNS-SULLIVAN, BER
JENNIE A.
SULLIVAN, MARK A. & SULLIVAN, ANNE M.
SULLIVAN, ROBIN D.B. REVOC. TR
SUNDAY RIVER BUILDERS, INC.
SUNDAY RIVER BUILDERS, INC.
SUNDAY RIVER BUILDERS, INC.
















































SURPRENANT, STEPHEN P. & SURPRENANT, SUZA
SUTKUS, CARL J. & SUTKUS, ANNE M.
3WAIN, DANA W. & SWAIN, COREY S. C.
SWEENEY, JAY T. & MAC NAUGHTON, LORI A.
SWEET, ALDEN R. & SWEET, LAURIE B.
3WEETSER, MARK & SWEETSER, DENISE
3WEETSER, WENDELL E.
3WEGLES, MICHAEL S. & SWEGLES , MARYANNE
3WIFT, FRANK W. & SWIFT, SUSAN H.
SYLVESTER, WAYNE C. & SYLVESTER, KAREN A.
3YLVIA D. STRAUSS REVOCABLE TR
3YRMOS, T.S.& A. G. REVOCABLE TR
3ZMYD, LUSIAN JR. & SZMYD, DIANE K. MINAH
3ZOPA, DANIEL A & SZOPA, DONNA L.
3ZYMANSKI, THOMAS J.
1.1. ASSOCIATES
r. R.KING REVOCABLE TRUST
rACKETT, BRUCE R. & TACKETT, CHERYL J.
rAILLEART, DONALD R. & TAILLEART, LINDA L
rALLMAN, ELIZABETH W. & TALLMAN, LOUISE H
rAMALONI, TEDD J.
rANSEY, MARILYN A. & TANSEY, JAMES C.
rARATAN REALTY TRUST
rAY, MARK H. & TAY, CARYLYN G.
FEBO, WILLIAM C. & TEBO, BARBARA S.
rEED, CRAIG S. & TEED, JAN E.
rEETZEL, JAMES W. & TEETZEL, KATHRYN M.
rEMPLETON, KATHLEEN N.
FENTINDO, DEBORAH K. & TENTINDO, STEPHEN
rERRA VIDE REALTY TRUST
FERRA RICHARD J.
rERRIO, JOSEPH d! & TERRIO, NATALIE M.
rESSIER, IRENE L.
fESSIER, JOHN G. & KAPLAN, DEBORAH
?ESTA, GARY J. & TESTA, DEBORAH A.
?ESTA, PAUL A.
^ESTA, THOMAS J. & TESTA, DOROTHY L.
l,ETREAULT, TIMOTHY & TETREAULT, MICHELLE





PHIBEAULT, JAMES R. & STREITBURGER, KIM L
PHIBODEAU, DAVID J. JR. & THIBODEAU, MARY
'^HOMAS C. GOWEN REVOC. TRUST
LAND BUILDING TOTAL
50,300 78,600 128,
50,000 146, 300 196,
50,000 86, 300 136,
49,500 121, 000 170,
50,700 68, 800 119,
51,300 104, 900 156,
11,332 11,
49,000 133, 200 182,
55,400 88 300 143,
58,900 84, 300 143,
196 400 196,
75,800 120 400 196,
221,500 308, 400 529,
51,100 131 400 182,
9,700 66 900 76,
51 200 51,
92 400 92,
57,475 105 ,000 162,
90 200 90,
50 ,600 50,
22,700 79 ,500 102,
75 ,100 75,
281,800 471 ,200 753,
74,100 238 ,400 312,
37,600 37,
76,800 107 r 500 184,
191 ,200 191,
46,200 57 ,400 103,
58,800 178 ,900 237,
53,800 53,
43,800 47 ,800 91,
59 ,000 59,
108,200 89 ,500 197,
48,200 101 ,300 149,
59,100 148 ,400 207,
71 ,800 71,
122 ,900 122,




49,500 95 ,100 144,
47,700 55, 700 103,
45,200 71 ,300 116,
53,800 147 ,500 201,
90,000 137 ,300 227,
195
ROPERTY OWNER LAND BUILDING TOTAL
HOMPSON,
'HOMPSON,
'HOMAS, KEVIN G. & THOMAS, DEBBIE S.
'HOMAS, NICHOLAS J.
'HOMPSON, BRIAN H. & THOMPSON, LISA A.
HOMPSON, BRIAN H. & THOMPSON, LISA A.
'HOMPSON, ROGER B. & THOMPSON, DIANA
HOMPSON, WILLIAM J.
WILLIAM J.
WILLIAM M. & THOMPSON, KAREN L
HORPE, STEPHEN & THORPE, MARJORIE
HREE FIFTY SIX TRUST
HURLOW, SIDNEY & BROWN, ETTA
'HURLOW, SIDNEY
'HURSTON, HOWARD & THURSTON, JEAN
'HURSTON, HOWARD & THURSTON, JEAN
'HURSTON, HOWARD & THURSTON, JEAN
'HURSTON, PETER M. & THURSTON, KAREN
'IERNEY, RICHARD D. & TIERNEY, JANICE W.
'IERNEY, SEAN F. & TIERNEY, MARTINA E.
'IERRA REALTY TRUST
'ILTON, GARY E. & TILTON, MARION E.
'INIOS, JOHN M
TZZARD, EDWARD N.
'OBER, DAVID A. & TOBER, BARBARA D.
'OBER, IRVING L.
'OBIN, DANIEL E. & BERNER, CAROLYN J.
'OLAND-BOND, SHELLEY M. & BOND, SCOTT J.
'OLINI, RICHARD S. & TOLINI , FRANCES
'OOLE, MICHAEL F. & TOOLE, JUDITH L.




































































































































































































TRAYNOR, VERONICA & OSINSKI, VERONICA B.





WILLIAM W. & TREAT VIVIAN B.
TREAT , WILLIAM W. & TREAT VIVIAN B.
TREAT WILLIAM W. & TREAT VIVIAN B.
TREAT WILLIAM W. & TREAT VIVIAN B.
& TRENTLY, BERTHA B.
& TRENTLY, BERTHA B.
& TURRILL, KATHLEEN E
& TUTTLE, BETH DIETZ
TREMALLO, FREDERICK G. & TREMALLO, ELEANO





TUCKER, CLARK R. & TUCKER, LINDA M.
TUCKER, JAMES K. & TUCKER, CYNTHIA L.
TUCKER, ROBERT B.
TURMELLE, MICHAEL C. & TURMELLE, MOLLY E.
TURMELLE, MICHAEL C. & TURMELLE, MOLLY E.
TURNER, FLOYD N.
TURRILL, RICHARD G.
TUTTLE, DWIGHT A JR
TUTTLE, SHARON M.
TWEED, FLOYD E. & TWEED, JOAN K.
TWISS REVOCABLE LIVING TRUST
TYLER, JAMES W. & TYLER, LOUISE A.
TYLER, JAMES W. & TYLER, LOUISE A.
TYMANN, JONATHAN R. & TYMANN, CARLENE C.
TYRING, NELS A. & TYRING, JOAN E.
JNKNOWN OWNERS
TPCHURCH, JEFFREY S. & UPCHURCH, KATHLEEN
'AILLANCOURT, JOSEPH H
VALENTINE, KATHLEEN M.
i'AN VEEN, KARL A. & VAN VEEN, MARY C.
rANDERSLICE, THOMAS A. & VANDERSLICE, MAR
rANDEWATER, TODD E. & VANDEWATER, CYNTHIA
rAUGHN, EUGENE M. & VAUGHN, BARBARA C.
"EDELER, DONALD G. & VEDELER, LINDA L.
,r
EDELER, DONALD G. & VEDELER, LINDA L.
''EDES, KATHRYN G.
f'ENTI, MICHAEL J & VENT I , PAMELA
EETTER, CHARLES F. & VETTER, JEAN M.
ITANO, PETER D.
fllCKERY, DANIEL H. & VICKERY, DOROTHY




46,800 126, 100 172,
191, 200 191,








48,000 78, 300 126,
1,169 1,
46,000 163, 200 209,
49,800 111 700 161,
70 000 70,
49 100 49,
40,500 96 200 136,
73 400 73,
45,000 43 200 88,
49,600 128 300 177,




52,000 82 800 134,
47, 500 47,
49,500 77 900 127,
192 400 192,
6,700 6,
48,000 154 400 202,
99 400 99,
51 000 51,
59,200 96 ,200 155,
184 ,900 184,
59,400 146 ,200 205,
52,400 83 ,400 135,
30,600 30,
40,500 90, 100 130,
119 800 119,
78 500 78,
58,700 102, 200 160,
56,700 81 300 138,
41,600 92 700 134,




7IEL, VICTOR H. & VIEL, DIANE
/IGARS, JOHN R. & VIGARS, NANCY W.
7IGDOR, RICHARD & VIGDOR, CYNTHIA J
iflRBALL, JOHN A. & VIRBALL, C. JEAN
i/OULANGAS, NICHOLAS & VOULANGAS, DIANE J.
/OZELLA, JOSEPH & VOZELLA, ROSE M.
/REELAND, CHARLOTTE I
7REES, PETER & VREES, ELIZABETH B.
/RETTOS, PETER L. & VRETTOS, CLAIRE M.
/RETTOS, THEODORE C. & VRETTOS, ROBIN D.
-JADE, GEORGE V. JR. & WADE, SANDRA J.




tfAGNER, DAVID L. & WAGNER, CATHY A.
tfAGNER, PAUL A.
tfAINRIGHT, HORTON & WAINRIGHT, DOROTHY D.
tfALDEN, ANN M.
JAMES C. & WALKER, ARLENE G.
RALPH S. & WALKER, MILDRED A.
SUSAN V.




tfARD, CONSTANCE R. & WARD, WARREN R.
tfARD, DAVID J. & WARD, JOANNE A.
tfARD, MARK J. & WARD, DARI L.
tfARK, D. CRAIG JR. & WARK, JEAN R.
EARNER, JOHN F. & WARNER, CATHY R.
BARREN, RICHARD K. & WARREN, SARAH D.
CATKINS, BARRY L. & WATKINS, SHERRILL
CATKINS, HELEN M.
CATKINS, JOHN C. & WATKINS, CHRISTINE A.
tfAUGH, ROSEMARY E.
tfAYCHOFF, RICHARD C. & WAYCHOFF, DIANE M.




tfEEDEN, ROBERT E. & WEEDEN, LORI J.
tfEEKS, MARCY LYN
tfEERTS, MARY SUE ANN








54, 100 99, 400 153,
49, 800 82, 800 132,
59, 200 115, 200 174,
94, 000 94,




47, 350 179 100 226,
189 400 189,
52 300 123 700 176,
51 100 51,
47, 000 173, 100 220,
90 000 90,
51, 400 103, 900 155,
33 600 33,
51 000 71 800 122,
96 500 96,
16, 400 145 800 162,
75 400 75,
109, 600 223 100 332,
47, 200 49 300 96,
49, 500 84 400 133,
57, 700 91 000 148,
66 500 66,
47 900 70 600 118,
60, 000 114 400 174,
19 100 500 21,
51 700 104 300 156,
45 500 64 ,400 109,
196 ,400 196,
51 000 114 ,200 165,
59 700 100 700 182,
47 100 156 700 203,
62 ,300 62,
45 700 61 300 107,
54 600 111 ,400 166,
72 ,700 72,
51 000 104 ,700 155,
96 ,500 96,
85 ,500 126 ,000 211,
70 ,300 70,
53 r 000 118 ,100 171,
69 ,800 69,
125 ,100 125,
52 600 145 ,300 197,
198
PROPERTY OWNER
WEINHOLD, PETER M. & WEINHOLD, KRISTIN JE
WEISE, KATHLEEN & WOLF, PAUL J.
JAMES H. & WEISS, SUSAN L.
JOHN L. & WELCH, GLORIA J.
ANTHONY R.
MARK W.
WILLIAM P. JR. & WELSH, SONIA M.
MICHAEL J. & WELTY, CYNTHIA J.
WENDELL, GALE
WENNINGER, RAY M. & WENNINGER, SUSANNE
BRUCE E.
PETER B. Sc WENTWORTH, TRACEY
























WHAREM, ROBERT E. & WHAREM, PATRICE B.
WHATMOUGH, MARSHA A.
WHEATCRAFT, DAVID M.
WHEELER, CRAIG & WHEELER, DONNA
WHEELER, MARILYN N & WHEELER, WILLIS LORN
WHICHER, HENRY E. & WHICHER, FLORENCE R.
WHITE, GARVASE N.
GARVASE N. & WHITE, ANNETTE
GARY M. & WHITE, HYUN 0.
SHANE D. & WHITE, CATHERINE M.
TODD C. & WHITE-MACNEISH, JENNIFER
-WHITEHALL LAND COMPANY INC.
tfHITHAM, OWEN C. & HERZIG, KIMBERLY A.
•WHITTEMORE, WILLIAM A.
rfHITTIER, DANIEL J. & WHITTIER, MARY ELLE
VHITTIER, RAYMOND J., JR & WHITTIER, SUSA
<WHYTE, JOHN R. & WHYTE, BARBARA L.
vVICANDER, ANN E.
•ttCKHAM, ROBERT & WICKHAM, CHRISTINE
tflELINSKI, SANDRA M.
tflER, WALLACE W. & WIER, MARGARET E.
JIGGIN, BERTHA C.
'VIGGIN, EERTHA C.
BIGGIN, EARL L. JR.
7IGGIN, EARL L. JR.







50,100 127, 000 177,
158, 800 158,
59,900 165, 600 225,
82, 200 82,
85, 100 85,
45,300 102, 600 147,
55,900 104, 400 160,
49,600 106, 800 156,
50,900 117, 400 168,
72, 200 72,
36,400 57, 700 94,
71, 700 71,
51,200 118, 200 169,
50,000 74, 600 124,
60,200 86, 300 146,
30, 000 30,
42,200 93, 300 135,
47, 500 47,
48,000 64, 500 112,
46,100 58, 100 104,
46,800 69 300 116,






52,100 61 r 300 113,
46,691 102 ,400 149,
80 ,400 80,
49,700 90 ,600 140,
51,700 80 ,800 132,
38,600 173 ,600 212,
57,500 156 ,900 214,
57 ,400 57,
48,800 82 ,300 131,
51,500 126 ,100 177,
70 ,700 70,
97 ,100 97,
72,200 211 ,400 283,
72 ,700 72,
96 ,500 96,










FRANCIS F. & WIGGIN, JEAN C.
HAVEN J & WIGGIN, CAROLYN T.
HEIRS OF ELEANOR
HEIRS OF ELEANOR
HEIRS OF ROBERT T. SR.
J. BRADSTREET & WIGGIN, JULIE M.
PETER E. & WIGGIN, DORI A.
ROBERT T. JR. & WIGGIN, MARSHA L.
LHELM, MICHAEL S. & WILHELM, DENISE
LICHOSKI, PHILIP J. & WILICHOSKI, LAURI
LKINSON, ROGER F. & WILKINSON, LINDA M.
LLETT, MICHAEL G. & WILLETT, KIMBERLY D
LLEY, THOMAS P. & WILLEY, GLORIA
LLIAMS, BRIGITTE
DAVID H. & WILLIAMS
DAVID H. & WILLIAMS
























LLIAMSON, PETER F. & WILLIAMSON, LISA A
LSON, DEBORAH P.
LSON, JONATHAN S. & WILSON, DONNA J.
LSON, NANCY C. & MILES, JOHN F.
LSON, SUZANNE E. , TRUSTEE
NCH, ELLIS T. & WINCH, VIOLET G.
NCHELL, EDWARD F. & WINCHELL, LISA A




NTERS, ROBERT C. & WINTERS, DONNA J.
LF, BEATRICE A.
LFF, DAVID L. & WOLFF, KIMBERLEY G.
LFF, TAMMY M.
OD, THOMAS M. & WOOD, SUSAN D.
ODBURY, RANDALL G. & WOODBURY, DELORES










JAMES B. & WOODY, SHARI Y.
C. & WOODS, DEBORAH L.
YOUNG, SHARI A.
OL f SALLY E.
I.AND BUILDING TOTAL
8 000 8, 000
39 443 7, 400 46, 843
46 735 166, 300 213, 035
36 000 53, 800 89, 800
62, 200 67, 500 129, 700
12, 900 12, 900
42 800 42 80C
733 733
22 600 82, 600 105, 20C
44 200 72, 900 117 10C
58 524 127, 500 186 024
48 200 124, 900 173 10C
40 500 67, 800 108 30C
49 300 82 100 131 40C
66 500 66 50C
72 800 230 300 303 10C
68 700 68 70C
36 400 37 200 73 60C
137 000 140 300 277 30C
40 800 40 ,80C
73 000 159 700 232 70C
38 400 59 200 97 60C
50 400 92 100 142 , 50(
41 ,030 41 ,03(
49 800 112 200 162 , 00(
69 900 69 , 90(
176 400 176 ,40(
52 300 75 800 128 ,10(
6 300 6 , 30(
186 400 186 r 40(
100 10(
100 101
178 300 178 ,30(
32 600 49 000 81 60(
45 000 68 500 113 50(
49 800 112 800 162 60i
62 900 62 90i
56 600 76 500 133 10(
45 400 65 800 111 20<
53 500 115 700 169 20'
68 800 68 80i
65 000 65 00'
60 400 OOO 000 282 40
78 500 78 50
48 500 162 800 211 30




WRIGHT, MARY J. & CARON, DIANA
WYMAN, DENNIS A. & WYMAN, DEBORAH S.
WYNNE, MATTHEW J. & WYNNE, MOLLY D.
YELLOW HOUSE, LLC
YEN, SHANE S. & YEN, LINDA K.








YOUNG , CINDA W.
YOUNG , DONALD
YOUNG , KEVIN H. & YOUNG, LOIS A.
! YOUNG, RICHARD B. & YOUNG, MARILYN C.
YOUNG, RICHARD B. & YOUNG, MARILYN C.
I YOUNG, ROBERT G. & YOUNG, LUCY M.
ZABRISKIE, ALBERT E.
& ZALAGENS, MARY E.
ZAREMBO, ROSEMARIE
& ZARNOWSKI, EVELYN
& ZARSE, KAYE C.
ANNELIESE E.
"ZALAGENS, MARK J.
: ZAREMBO, JOHN E &
ZARNOWSKI, DANIEL
:ZARSE, JEFFREY R.
ZAY, DON C. & ZAY,
ZEFF, RICHARD L. & ZEFF, MAUREEN D.




45, 100 100,800 145,
46, 600 111,300 157,
45 200 63,000 108,
51 100 45,200 96,




68 500 154,500 223,
91,400 91,
94,000 94,
52 200 70,800 123,
66,500 66,
49 500 109,500 159,
6 900 6,
12 000 12,
45 000 68,800 113,
52 900 114,500 167,
184,900 184,
69 511 15,500 85,
54 600 124,300 178,
20 700 92,100 112,
74 200 240,100 314,
126 600 200,100 326,
201
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